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About
us

Brewmaster Jan de Cock samples the beer at brewery Palm.
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Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V.
(formerly Swinkels Family Breweries N.V.) is the holding
company of the Swinkels Family Brewers Group.
Swinkels Family Brewers is a 100% independent family
business. Seven generations of the Swinkels family
have led a group of enterprises that currently include
various brewery locations: brewery Bavaria in Lieshout
(The Netherlands), brewery Palm and brewery De Hoorn
in Steenhuffel (Belgium), brewery Rodenbach in
Roeselare (Belgium) and brewery Habesha in Debre
Birhan (Ethiopia). The family also closely collaborates
with brewery De Koningshoeven in Berkel-Enschot
(The Netherlands) and brewery De Molen in Bodegraven
(The Netherlands, which became an integral part of the
group in 2019). Combined, these breweries accounted for
the production of 8 million hectolitres beer and 856,000
hectolitres soft drinks in 2018. Including Holland Malt,
the group owns two malting plants, which together, in
2018, accounted for the production of 336,000 tons of
malt. In addition, CereX produces around 4,000 tons of
malt extracts and compounds annually.
Worldwide and within Swinkels Family Brewers,
approximately 1,800 employees work at a common goal;
to offer consumers a suitable beer for every occasion.
We received the Royal designation at the beginning of
2019. Since then we proudly refer to our company as
Royal Swinkels Family Brewers.
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Our year

Peer Swinkels
Chief Commercial Officer

Pieter Swinkels
Chief Operations Officer

Growing
as one
family
brewer
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Stijn Swinkels
Chief Innovation Officer

Jan-Renier Swinkels
Chairman of the Board
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Our year

In 2018, we maintained the upward trend in sales and operating profit and are
once again taking great steps forward within the organisation. After the final
adjustments to our strategy and internal organisation, we will continue on our
chosen path with an even greater focus. A path that we have been following
since June 2018 under a new trade name: Swinkels Family Brewers. We do this
as one large family with 6 breweries, 2 malting plants and 26 beer brands.
The aspects that unite us are our passion for beer, craftsmanship and a
healthy entrepreneurial spirit.

Our new trade name reflects who
we are. Swinkels is our family name.
We are a family business. And we are
beer brewers. This name also makes
it clear that we are more than just
our beer brand Bavaria.
The name is therefore more in line
with our strategy and makes it
easier to emphasise the breadth
of our portfolio and therefore
strengthen our position.
Locally and internationally.

Increased relevance

We want to be the most relevant
beer portfolio player for consumers.
This means that we can offer all
consumers everywhere the beer that
suits any given occasion to a tee.
For this reason we acquired Bier&cO,
one of the largest importers of
speciality beers in Europe, and why
we entered into a collaboration with
breweries Maximus and Oersoep.

Find a connection

An important change in our strategy
is that we want to do more than
focus on consumers; we want to
connect with them. Only then will
we find out what consumers really
want. With this in mind, the
establishment of the Intelligent
Organisation was a logical step.
This initiative will enable us to
approach our work in an increasingly
smarter way and to get to know
consumers by using internal and
external data throughout the
company. We built the infrastructure
for this in 2018.

Working in business units
In recent years it has become
increasingly clear that our

organisational structure no longer
fits in optimally with our strategy.
That is why we opted for an
organisational structure based on
business units last year. Within such
a unit, the various disciplines are
jointly responsible for the result.

that will hit the market in 2019. In
addition, we set up the Centre of
Innovation to improve the internal
innovation process and, together
with the SAP innovation team, we
looked for new ways to respond
even better to consumer needs.

Quantification of circular
performance

‘We are in touch
with consumers
around the
world more than
ever before’
In this way, control shifts to a lower
level and decisions can be taken
more locally. The business units
force us to collaborate more closely.
This makes us even faster and more
decisive.

Important innovations

With the new organisational
structure, we can really take root in
local soil. More than ever before, we
are in touch with consumers around
the world to understand what’s
important in their lives. We innovate
on the basis of these insights.
Last year we expanded our range
of non-alcoholic products with the
introduction of Palm 0.0, Estaminet
0.0% and two new flavours of
Bavaria 0.0% Malt Drinks. We also
introduced the 8.6 IPL. And we
worked on several new products
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An important addition to our
strategy is that we want to be a
sustainable family brewer. To realise
our circularity ambition, we started
in 2018 to look for a formula that
can quantify the steps we take and
that makes it clear which measures
are really effective.

The business

The business is running well at the
moment. In the Netherlands, our
beer brand Bavaria achieved great
success with its carnival campaign
#carnival-free and the slogan ‘Zo.
Nu eerst een Bavaria’ [Wait, let’s
have a Bavaria first] was revived in
a cross-media campaign with the
central message; brewing is our
craft, enjoyment is our life. At the
same time, we continued to invest
in our Belgian brands and breweries.
After years of decline, the Palm
brand showed growth again in
Dutch retail. Sales of Rodenbach
also increased with the new look.
Cornet again showed a strong
growth in the Netherlands, Belgium
and France in 2018. La Trappe also
grew, so we decided, in consultation
with the monks, to expand the
production capacity of De Koningshoeven. Last year we took the two
new malt towers of Holland Malt into
use as planned.

– Ons jaar

Peer, Pieter, Jan-Renier and Stijn enjoying a beer in the armchairs where their grandfathers used to make important decisions
about the brewery.

Frank’s farewell

‘It’s good
for us to see
that we are
delivering on
our strategy’

In France, we continued to build up
business for Bavaria 0.0% and 8.6
last year. We also introduced the 8.6
IPL here. We also had a good year in
Italy. Finally, we expanded the
capacity of brewery Habesha for
the second time by commissioning
a second brewery enabling us to
now serve a large part of Ethiopia.
This is an achievement we are
proud of.

Last year, after sixteen years, CFO
Frank Swinkels decided to continue
his career outside our family
business. We would like to thank
Frank for the important contribution
he made to the development of
our multi-year strategy and the
optimisation of the financial
engine behind our company.
As Management Board, we
temporarily redistributed his tasks
in 2018, with Jan-Renier assuming
responsibility for Finance in addition
to his chairmanship.

Confidence in the future

Rising raw material prices will make
it challenging to maintain our profit
growth in 2019. With regards to
sustainability, the challenge lies in
making our energy supply more
sustainable in the short term. It is
also important that we keep an eye
and an ear out for each other
throughout our company, as you
would expect in a family. If we do
that, we will also be able to achieve
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another excellent year in 2019.
The 300th anniversary of our
brewery Bavaria will be an
important part of this. It is good
to see that we are delivering on
our strategy and that we continue
to develop as a company. With
all the changes in the world, in
our company and in the family,
it is necessary to give room to
innovation and career advancement. After a career of 33 years, 12
of which as Chairman of the Board,
Jan-Renier felt it was time to hand
over the baton. As of 17 April 2019,
Peer will become the CEO of
Swinkels Family Brewers. We look to
the future with confidence.
Lieshout, 20 March 2019

Jan-Renier Swinkels
Peer Swinkels
Stijn Swinkels
Pieter Swinkels

Our key figures
2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

Net sales

713.1

659.0

618.6

531.3

508.4

- Beer

496.1

472.0

441.2

357.4

340.6

47.8

44.0

40.8

40.3

40.5

108.5

87.3

90.0

88.5

81.3

- Licences

8.6

7.9

4.5

3.7

4.5

- Other

52.1

47.8

42.1

41.4

41.5

EBITDA

99.7

84.8

86.5

76.6

67.3

Operating result (EBIT)

53.8

41.1

45.8

41.4

35.4

Net result

36.3

35.4

32.9

30.2

24.7

Dividend payments

16.3

11.8

11.0

10.1

8.2

Group equity

375.3

342.8

329.2

306.4

268.4

Total assets

733.7

653.4

648.5

526.6

464.0

Working capital

73.5

45.1

80.6

100.0

66.5

Cash flow from operating activities

54.1

83.1

78.1

69.0

56.3

Investments

63.4

84.0

51.1

34.0

27.2

Depreciations and other movements in the value of
fixed assets

41.2

40.4

37.7

34.2

31.3

51.1

52.5

50.8

58.2

57.8

Global growth with local commitment
Financial stability
Result *

- Soft drinks
- Malt

Balance sheet *

Tangible fixed assets *

Ratios *
Group equity as % of the total assets
Current assets / short-term liabilities

1.37

1.24

1.47

1.67

1.52

Tangible fixed assets / (group equity + long-term
liabilities)

0.77

0.83

0.77

0.71

0.73

7.5

6.2

7.4

7.8

7.0

10.1

10.5

10.4

10.5

9.2

1.1

0.9

0.8

0.0

0.4

Operating result as % of net sales
Net result as % of average group equity
Net debt / EBITDA
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2018

2017

2016 **

1.35

2.33

1.92

2.8

3.6

4.2

8.6

8.7

****

18

19

17

1,615

1,436

885

277 / 159

159 / 97

****

2015 ***

Good health and well-being for our stakeholders
Employee safety and well-being
Accident frequency (LTA per 100 FTEs)
Sickness absence (%)

Responsible drinking
Percentage of beer volume sold as non-alcoholic
or low-alcoholic (< 3.5 vol%)

Employment and employment
relationships
Female employees (%)
Number of FTEs as per 31 December
(excl. sales offices, agency staff and trainees)
Entered employment / Ceased employment

Sustainable and circular products and operations
Energy and carbon dioxide emissions
Energy consumption (MJ/hl)

105

100 1 )

116

Carbon dioxide emissions (kilotons)

118

95

1)

37.9

Renewable energy as % of total energy consumption

5.5

6.7

3

94

87

99

4.2

4.1

3.9

183,571

156,620

****

Waste
Waste recovery rate (%)

Water management
Water consumption (hl/hl beer)
COD - (Chemical Oxygen Demand kg/year)
*
**
***
****

In millions of euros.
Corresponding figures for 2016 concern only the breweries in Lieshout, Berkel-Enschot and Debre Birhan.
Corresponding figures are lacking because consolidated CSR information was not reported up to and including 2015.
Not reported in 2016.

1)

Due to better data quality, we have adjusted the 2017 figures.
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2014 ***

Our supply chain
We do not brew beer on our own. For this we need
our entire chain of partners. From barley growers
to transport companies. In close collaboration with
our partners and suppliers, we want to live up to our
mission ‘to make the world enjoy our beer’ in the
most sustainable and circular way possible.

This factory is expected to be completed by the end of
2019.
Steel and aluminium
We use steel and aluminium cans for some of our products.
In recent years, we have worked with our suppliers to
determine how our cans and lids can be made as light as
possible. In addition, the materials used by suppliers in the
production of cans consist, to some extent, of recycled
material. This makes it an increasingly sustainable
packaging material.

Our chain can roughly be divided into procurement,
production, sales and distribution.

Procurement

The most important natural ingredients for brewing
beer are barley, hops and water. We buy barley and
hops. We pump much of the water needed from our
own wells.

Plastic
We need plastic for our crates and pallets, which we reuse
thanks to a deposit system. We also use plastic packaging
and foils but are trying to reduce the use of these. We also
use recycled material wherever possible.

Barley
We buy a large part of our barley in Western Europe.
In 2018, we continued our discussions with our barley
suppliers about making barley production more
sustainable according to the Sustainable Agriculture
Initiative (SAI) Platform. In 2018, 22% of the barley we
bought matched the SAI criteria.

Production

In addition to raw materials and consumables, we need
machines, buildings, technical equipment, water and
energy for the production of beer. The production process
starts with the malting of barley in our malting plants.
We then brew beer in our breweries using malt, hops and
water. Finally, we pack the beer and prepare it for transport.
In our production process we apply circularity principles
as much as possible by limiting energy and water
consumption wherever we can and by optimising reuse.

Hops
We buy hops from Germany and America. It is currently
difficult to make hops more sustainable because of the
complexity of the production chain. During the
discussions we held with individual hop growers in 2018
about sustainability, it became clear that they are
working on this and have even been awarded a
sustainability label for part of their production.

Sales and distribution

Our beer is transported to our customers in the retail and
on-trade sectors. They sell these products in shops and
restaurants to consumers. Together with transport
companies we are working at making our logistics greener.
After consumption, packaging is returned to the chain
through reuse or recycling wherever possible.

Packaging
Another important procurement flow relates to our
packaging materials. This concerns in particular steel,
aluminium, glass, plastic, paper, cardboard and wood.
We are in talks with our suppliers to reduce the amount
of packaging material per litre of beer, without
compromising the quality of our product. We also want
to use more FSC and PEFC paper, cardboard and wood.
FSC and PEFC are labels for sustainable forest
management.
Glass
In the Netherlands and Belgium, we use the deposit
system on bottles and crates to encourage returns. We
use recycled glass for these bottles. We also use recycled
glass as much as possible for our one-way bottles. In
Ethiopia we also work with a return system for bottles
and crates. Recycling is not yet possible there, however.
We are now in contact with the initiators of a new glass
factory where we can bring our glass waste for recycling.
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PROCUREMENT

Farmers / Boer
Bier Water

Groundwater

Fossil
fuels

Hops

Water supply

Solar and
wind power

Energy supply

PRODUCTION

Barley

Packaging

Recycling

Organic residuals
(spent grain, yeast)

Malting

Brewing

Packing

Reuse

SALES AND DISTRIBUTION

Wastewater

Puriﬁed wastewater

Wastewater

Packaged products

Biogas

Raw material

Water

Products / packaging

Energy

Figure 1: Our supply chain
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Organic residuals

Customer

Consumer

From stakeholder interests to
materiality: which topics were
important?
The most important social, environmental and
economic impact of our company is based on a
materiality analysis. We determine what is
important together with our main stakeholders; our
customers and consumers, employees, management
and shareholders, suppliers, local communities,
social organisations, authorities and financial
institutions. Based on the GRI Sustainability
Reporting Standards, we consulted extensively with
this group in 2017 and developed a materiality
matrix.

entrepreneurship as a separate topic compared to 2017
and placed it in the chapter Sustainable and circular
products and operations on page 66 ›.
The materiality matrix below guided us in structuring
and formulating the contents of this integrated annual
report. The emphasis of this annual report is therefore
on those topics that matter the most to our stakeholders
and to us, and on which we - or in certain situations
they - have a significant impact on. These topics are:
• Financial stability
• Responsible drinking
• Employee safety and well-being
• Water management
• Energy and carbon dioxide emissions

In 2018, we reviewed the foundations laid in 2017. New
and important stakeholders were interviewed, such as
the World Bank. Management again conducted an
evaluation. We also investigated which important
subjects are relevant in the sector and in the media.
The most important change compared to 2017 is the
increasing importance of responsible drinking for our
stakeholders. As this is also a very important topic for
Swinkels Family Brewers, we are pleased with this
development. In addition, we have removed circular

This report will also address other topics from the
matrix that may be relevant to specific stakeholder
groups.

Impact on stakeholders

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0
3.0

3.5

Figure 2: Our materiality matrix

4.0

4.5

Impact on Swinkels Family Brewers
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5.0

Relevant topics

Definition

Page

Financial stability

The financial position of our company that forms the basis for our
operations and plans.

32 ›

Customer and consumer
experience

Consumers’ experience of our beers, customer satisfaction and the
adequate management and handling of complaints.

33 ›

Innovation

Continuous improvement and innovation of both products and
processes.

34 ›

Ethics and integrity

The standards, values and rules of conduct that apply within our
organisation and in the way we want to do business.

35 ›

Governance and
remuneration

Ensuring a well-run company and a fair remuneration policy for all
employees.

35 ›

Local commitment

Social commitment through local development programmes and
sponsoring.

36 ›

Responsible drinking

Our responsibility with respect to the risks involved in alcohol
consumption.

52 ›

Employment and
Creating employment and ensuring a good working relationship with
employment relationships our employees.
Diversity and equality

Employee safety and
wellbeing

53 ›

Diversity and equality within our employee population. Equal treatment 53 ›
of all employees, regardless of gender, age, ethnicity, cultural background
and any personal limitations.
The responsibility of Swinkels Family Brewers to ensure safe and
54 ›
healthy working conditions for all employees.

Education and training

Encouraging professional and personal development of employees
through evaluation programmes, education and training.

53 ›

Food safety and quality

Impact of our products on the health and safety of
consumers.

55 ›

Product responsibility

Fair, transparent and comprehensive information on labels.

55 ›

Energy and carbon
dioxide emissions

68 ›

Biodiversity and nature
conservation

Impact of our activities on the climate due to carbon dioxide and other
emissions and the associated responsibility to cut energy
consumption and emissions.
Impact of our operations and products on biodiversity and nature
conservation.

Water management

Impact on the water cycle from spring/tap water to wastewater.

70 ›

Waste

Managing and reducing waste flows.

71 ›

Sustainable
procurement *

Procuring raw materials and consumables, packaging
materials, other materials and services in a responsible way.

71 ›

Human rights

Protecting human rights throughout our value chain.

35 ›

The topics described above, apart from the ones marked with an asterisk, are within the scope of KPMG’s CSR assurance.
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64 ›

Our ambitions
Our mission

We want the world
to enjoy our beer.
For us, a mission is the reason why we get up in
the morning and face the new day with pleasure.
We believe in our knowledge and expertise, in our
people and in our products. Our beer creates
pleasure and fun, it brings people together.
It creates value for our customers, consumers,
our people, local residents and partners.
We are proud of that.

Our vision

A global brewer with
roots in local soil.
In the coming years we will continue to brew beer at
various locations around the world. On our own and
with our partners. We will continue to roll out our
marketing, sales and production activities
throughout the world for maximum coverage.
We will spread our wings, while still keeping a firm
foot in our local markets. We will frequently contact
local consumers in order to continue to offer
relevant products. With our goal always in mind;
to have the world enjoy our beer even more.
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Our manifest
What we believe in

We are the Swinkels family.

We are beer brewers with curiosity.
Beer and brewing is in our genes.

There is more to a bottle than just beer.
Everything begins with our shared,

In connection

embedded sense of quality. Our beer
brings joy, fun, togetherness.

with consumers

Just good beer is not enough for us.
We want influence in the world of beer.
We will use everything we got to achieve this:
our people, our resources, our heart.

The ultimate portfolio player

26 brands

We were taught early to lead,
to set our own course, to go out into
the world, to persevere. Together with everyone
who feels like family. These characteristics
are passed on naturally. You sense them,
you feel them, you live them.

Enjoy
our beer

That is why we are more daring together.
Whatever happens. A place where we can
be ourselves, be our own, be wilful, even.
That is how we push boundaries, how we
have moved boundaries, over and over again.

This is what makes us unique. This is what makes
our beer exceptional. This is why we can pass on
an even better brewery to the next generation.

The Swinkels family

Crown Cap
Based on the dialogue with our stakeholders and
the resulting materiality analysis, we reviewed our
strategic ambitions in 2017. This led to the Crown
Cap below. The Crown Cap consists of three
strategic pillars with different underlying themes.
This Crown Cap was not changed in 2018.

Crown Cap pillar 2:

Good health and well-being for our
stakeholders

As you would expect from a family business, we keep an
eye out for each other. We want consumers to enjoy
themselves responsibly. We also want all our employees
to have a healthy body and sharp mind and to be able
to do their work safely. In addition, we want them to feel
involved, valued and able to continue to develop.

Crown Cap pillar 1:

Global growth with local commitment

We want to offer consumers in the countries relevant
to us an appropriate beer for every occasion. We want
to grow and remain financially healthy in both the short
and long term, taking our environment into account
and respecting local communities. We invest in
sustainable innovations and have projects that fit in
with relevant Sustainable Development Goals in the
countries where we produce.

Our ambition is to be a 50% circular business by 2020.
We want to make our agricultural raw materials more
sustainable and reduce packaging material. We also
want to create more awareness regarding our production
process by ensuring savings and making our energy
and water consumption more sustainable, and by
applying circular principles to the procurement and
construction of our buildings and installations.
Finally, we are striving to reduce waste by increasing
recycling and high-value reuse.

Innovation
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Figure 3: Our Crown Cap
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In the tables below, we have listed our strategic goals for each material topic. In the chapters that follow,
we have further detailed our ambitions, achievements and actions in each of the Crown Cap focus areas.
Crown Cap pillar 1:

Global growth with local commitment
STRATEGIC
TOPIC

2018
GOALS

2018
KPI AND STATUS

2019
GOALS

• Net turnover and EBITDA
growth
• Healthy solvency and liquidity

• EUR 713.1 million net turnover
• EUR 99.7 million EBITDA
• Liquidity 1.37
• Solvency 51.1%

• Net turnover and EBITDA
growth
• Healthy solvency and liquidity

• Implementation of strategy
for customer and consumer
experience

• Strategy and organisational
structure adapted to respond
better and faster to local needs
• Various customer surveys
conducted

• Development of central
reporting for customer
and consumer experience
• New partnerships to
improve direct contact
with local consumers

Innovation

• 30% of innovations contribute
to our circularity ambitions
and/or Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)

• Establishment of Centre of
Innovation
• 7 product innovations, of which
5 in the low-alcohol and
nonalcoholic segment
• Formalisation of innovation
circularity criteria is still on the
agenda
• Three successful Pink
Innovation Box projects

• Develop innovations in line
with relevant SDGs in respect
of:
- Innovative low-alcohol and
non-alcoholic products
- Sustainable packaging
solutions
- Energy savings by
combining energy flows
within the breweries

Ethics,
governance and
remuneration

• 100% of new employees in
2018 sign a code of conduct
• Further link the bonus for
senior management to Crown
Cap focus areas

• 100% of new employees in 2018
have signed the revised code of
conduct
• Bonuses for specific employees
are linked to Crown Cap focus
areas

• 100% of employees entering
employment in 2019 will sign
the code of conduct
• Confidential advisors at all
locations
• All Habesha employees are
part of the Total Reward
Strategy

Local commitment

• Each production site has a
development programme that
contributes to relevant SDGs

• Each production site has a
development programme that
contributes to relevant SDGs

• Each site has a development
programme that contributes
to the SDGs to which we are
committed

Financial stability

Customer
and consumer
experience

Legend
All goals related to the topic fully achieved
Goals related to the topic partially achieved
Goals related to the topic not achieved
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Crown Cap

Crown Cap pillar 2:

Good health and well-being for our stakeholders
STRATEGIC
TOPIC

2018
GOALS

2018
KPI AND STATUS

2019
GOALS

Responsible
drinking

• Increase the ratio of non-alcoholic and low-alcoholic beer to
total beer sales
• All Dutch labels contain the
three icons for responsible
drinking
• 100% of our new employees
have attended a session on
responsible drinking
• 100% of our new Marketing and
Sales staff is familiar with the
Code for Socially Responsible
Marketing and Advertising
• 100% of our employees are
familiar with the alcohol
consumption policies at
Swinkels Family Brewers

• Of the total volume of beer
sold, 8.6% is non-alcoholic or
lowalcoholic compared to 8.7%
in 2017
• All renewed Dutch labels
contain the three icons for
responsible drinking
• 100% of our new employees
have attended a session on
responsible drinking
• 100% of our new Marketing and
Sales staff is familiar with the
Code for Socially Responsible
Marketing and Advertising
• 100% of our employees are
familiar with the alcohol
consumption policies at
Swinkels Family Brewers

• Roll out international code
for responsible drinking to all
business units worldwide
• Internationally increase the
percentage of labels
containing all three icons with
regard to responsible drinking

Employment
and employment
relationships

• Development of employment
conditions in line with the
market
• Flexibilisation and increase of
own control space in the field
of sustainable employability
• Creating preconditions for the
further development of
employment relationships

• 175 sustainable employability
requests
• 21 employees signed up for the
generation scheme
• EUR 1.4 million in education and
training

• Further work on the
development of employment
relationships

Employee safety
and well-being

• Reduce accident frequency
by 30%

• Decrease in accident frequency
by 42%

• The majority of the total Be
Safe safety plan implemented
in our brewery and malting
plant in Lieshout
• Introduce Be Safe programme
in other breweries
• 10% reduction in accident
frequency compared to 2018

Food safety
and quality

• Implementation of risk-based
audit selection

• Started with the
implementation of ISO 22000
in Ethiopia
• Risk-based audit selection has
not yet been further rolled out.
This will be part of the new
Vendor Assurance programme

• Implement Vendor Assurance
Dashboard
• Obtain AEO certificate for
the malting plant in the
Netherlands and breweries
in Belgium
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Crown Cap pillar 3:

Sustainable and circular products and operations
STRATEGIC
TOPIC

2018
GOALS

2018
KPI AND STATUS

2019
GOALS

Energy and carbon • 3% energy reduction
dioxide emissions • Further sustainable use of

• 5% increase in specific energy
consumption in MJ/HL
• 118 kilotons of carbon dioxide
emissions*
• 7.1 carbon footprint beer (kg/hl)
• 6% renewable energy

• 3% energy reduction
• Reduce gas consumption
and carbon footprint

Water
management

• Reduce water consumption
by 2%
• Return 5% of water to local
water flows

• 0% water reduction
(water consumption in litres
per litre of beer)
• Approx. 280,000 m3 (5%) of
water returned to the local
water flows
• 4.2 specific water use (hl/hl beer)

• Reduce water consumption
by 2%
• Return 5% of water to local
water flows

Waste

• 95% of residuals recovered

• 94% of residuals recovered

• Reduce residual waste in
Lieshout
• Roll out waste processing
programme in Ethiopia

Sustainable
procurement

• 10% reduction in paper,
cardboard, wood, steel,
aluminium, plastic and glass
• Make agricultural resources and
packaging procured sustainable

• Reduction in paper, cardboard,
wood, steel, aluminium, plastic
and glass not known
• 34% of barley, hops and sugar
procured sustainably

• Determine and safeguard the
circularity criteria for procuring
packaging and raw materials
• Increase the percentage of
barley, hops and sugar
procured sustainably
• Integrate sustainability criteria
into the Vendor Assurance
programme

energy and further reduce
carbon footprint

* Concerns scope 1 and 2 emissions
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Sustainable Development Goals
and long-term value creation
SDGs and value creation model

Swinkels Family Brewers wants to be a financially
healthy company with healthy, happy people and
without a negative impact on the environment.
That is why it is self-evident that we embrace the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) in order to create value in the long term
as well.

Swinkels Family Brewers wants to make a meaningful
contribution to the realisation of the SDGs. This year,
we once again mapped the SDGs against our core
activities and our entire value creation process. We also
wondered where we can make the most impact and
which goals best match our own mission, strategic
pillars and stakeholder expectations. In this way, we
have arrived at a number of SDGs that Swinkels Family
Brewers will commit to in the coming years in order to
make a difference.

We are aware that the production and consumption
of beer can have a negative impact on people and the
environment. We therefore try to achieve the highest
possible social return. By this we mean that we want to
increase our positive impact and minimise our negative
impact.
As a brewery we can have a positive impact
on the consumer enjoyment and experience, but
irresponsible drinking can unfortunately also have a
negative impact on health, safety and behaviour. Aside
from that, we extract water, consume energy, and still
have work accidents within our company. We try to
minimise this negative impact as much as possible to
ensure that our social return is positive.
For that reason, we always try to make a balanced
choice, taking the interests of our stakeholders into
account. We do not want to sell at any cost, but to
allow consumers to enjoy our beer responsibly. We want
to offer employees a pleasant, stable and safe working
environment. For local residents, we want to be a good
neighbour who allows them to benefit from what we
build and brew. We want to look for sustainable
solutions together with our suppliers. We want to
minimise the impact on the environment as much as
possible and prevent raw materials from being lost.

Compared to last year, we have added SDG 9 “Industry,
innovation and infrastructure” due to our future expansion in Ethiopia and the sustainable investments that
we are making there. We have also added SDG 4
“Quality Education”. We contribute by giving lectures,
offering internships and supporting educational
initiatives. We also want to emphasise that we attach
importance to SDG 17 “Partnerships for the goals”,
because we are convinced that the United Nations
goals can only be achieved when companies, nongovernmental organisations and governments work
together at national and international levels. We are
active in various partnerships as described in the Local
Commitment chapter.

That is why we have set ourselves the goal of achieving
a 50% circular business in 2020. We will do this in three
ways; by making our procurement more sustainable,
by making our production process more sustainable
and by high-value reuse of materials. In this way we
want to grow from a linear to a circular production
process.
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INPUT 2018
ACTIVITIES AND PROCESSES

Financial
Our family and other
shareholders provide
us with the ﬁnancial
capital to realise our
mission:
• EUR 375.3 million
group equity
• EUR 733.7 million
in total assets

Production
We have 6 breweries
and 2 malting plants.
In 2018 we invested
EUR 63.4 million in
our facilities.

Knowledge and
innovation
We are constantly
working on product/
process innovations.
We facilitate knowledge growth through
the Swinkels Family
Brewers Academy
and spent EUR 1.4 M
on external training
in 2018.

Social and
relationships
Through various
partnerships and
intensive contacts
with suppliers and
customers, we are
working on achieving
our objectives.

Our people
Our 1,804 employees
are paramount.
We create space
to develop talent
and invest in the
well-being of our
people.

Nature
We want to improve
our impact on the
environment through
the reduction and
sustainability of raw
materials, packaging
and energy and water
consumption.
• 1.8 billion MJ energy
consumption
• 4.2 million m3 water

Our mission
We want the world to enjoy our beer. We believe in our knowledge and expertise, in our people and in our products.
Our beer creates pleasure and fun, it brings people together. It creates value for our people, families, consumers and partners.
We are proud of that.

Hops

Barley

Malting

Malt

Water

Brewing

Wort

Fermenting

Beer

Filtering

Beer

Packing

IMPACT 2020

OUTPUT 2018

Our strategic pillars

Global growth with local commitment
We want to be a growing ﬁnancially healthy
international company, but with an eye on our
environment:
• EUR 713.1 million turnover
• EUR 99.7 million EBITDA
• EUR 36.3 million net proﬁt
• EUR 16.3 million dividend
• Liquidity 1.37
• Solvency 51.1%
• 8 million hl of beer
• 856 thousand hl of soft drinks

Generate prosperity and
decent work for men, women,
young people, the elderly and
people who are separated
from the labour market and
pass on an even better
company to future
generations.
We contribute to promoting
sustainable industrialisation
by investing in the
modernisation of our (new)
breweries, in Ethiopia,
amongst others.

Good health and well-being for our
stakeholders
Good health and safety for consumers and
employees is our priority:
• 8.6% non-alcoholic or low-alcohol beer
• 1,100 Beer Academy participants (in which
responsible drinking is an important focus area)
• 3 recalls with regard to quality
• EUR 77.1 million in wages and salaries
• 42% decrease in accident frequency
• 2.8% sick leave
• Be Safe and Be Fit programmes
• 21 participants in generation scheme
• 175 sustainable employability requests

In all our communications, we
point out the dangers of excessive alcohol consumption. We
also offer consumers low-alcohol
and non-alcoholic alternatives.
In this way we contribute to the
prevention of harmful drinking.
We offer our people access to
training and encourage lifelong
learning among employees.
We also offer internships and
give guest lectures at schools
and universities.
We are active in various
partnerships and our activities
provide a ﬁnancial boost to
the environment in which
we operate.

Figure 4: Our value creation model
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Sustainable and circular products
and operations
Our ambition is to conduct 50% circular business
in 2020 by making our procurement more
sustainable, being more aware of our production
process and better reuse:
• 118 thousand tons of carbon dioxide emissions
• 280,000 m3 of water returned to the soil
• 94% of residuals recovered
• 28% barley, hops and sugar procured
sustainably
• 60% cardboard in accordance with FSC criteria
• 5.5% renewable energy

We contribute to the
sustainable use of raw
materials, reducing food
waste and encouraging
reuse.
We minimise water pollution
and increase efﬁciency.
We contribute to improving
water management in
the area.
We contribute to increasing
the share of renewable energy
in the energy mix through
investments in our breweries.

Crown Cap pillar 1

Global growth
with local
commitment
Financial
stability

130+
countries

ET

6

6 license partners
in 9 countries
BY
RU
KZ
RS
GE
MD
HR
BA
ME

Belarus
Russia
Kazakhstan
Serbia
Georgia
Moldova
Croatia
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Montenegro

brewery locations
NL 1
NL 2
NL 3
BE 1
BE 2
ET

Bavaria, Lieshout
De Koningshoeven, Berkel-Enschot*
De Molen, Bodegraven**
Palm, Steenhuffel
BE2
Rodenbach, Roeselare
Habesha, Debre Birhan
* 	Partnership with Abdij
Onze Lieve Vrouw van Koningshoeven
** Minority interest in 2018
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NL3
NL2

BE1

NL1

4 board members

Ethics,
governance and
remuneration

J.R.A.S.E. Swinkels, chairman
P-J.J.M. Swinkels
C.A.S. Swinkels
P.J.F. Swinkels

5 supervisory
board members
J.W. Baud, chairman
J.W. Sieburgh*
L.J.G.M. Swinkels
P.P.M.M. Swinkels
F.S.E.M. van der Zande

8 million

hectolitres beer

Cool Gray 11c

Cool gray 4

Cool gray 9

* Resigned on 31 December, 2018

Red

856,000
hectolitres
soft drinks

2x

3,862 tons
cereal
extract

new partnerships
Breweries Maximus and Oersoep

336,000
tons of malt
2 malting plants

EUR 713.1 million in sales
EBITDA EUR 99.7 million
Investments EUR 63.4 million
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Zo.

For the Bavaria brand
in the Netherlands,
we came up with
a repositioning and
relaunched the
slogan:

26 brands

The ultimate portfolio player

1
1

2
2

3

1

3

2

We introduced the

1

1

2

3

Cornet
fire basket

3

1

2

2

3

Consumers were able to win a fire
basket after purchasing Cornet
and the fire basket was introduced
in a few on-trade establishments.

3

Bavaria initiated
the local brand
activation
campaign in
Georgia and
Kazakhstan

Customer
and consumer
experience

‘Win a trip
to Holland’

Rodenbach
introduced

Rodenbach
prawn crackers
in the on-trade
and retail
sectors

8.6

We developed a new
marketing strategy
for the brand.
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1

1

2

2

3

3

1

2

3
Met trots voor u gebrouwen. Geen 18, geen alco

With Bavaria NL’s #carnival-free campaign,

1

2

3

1

2

2

3The campaign has so far been awarded no
fewer than 13 professional jury awards.

From 17 September to
7 December, travellers at Brussels
Airport could enjoy

star quality beer
& food pairings.

In collaboration with star chef
Viki Geunes, we developed the ‘Best of
Belgium Beer & Bites’ pop-up store in
Connector zone Terminal A.

Bavaria introduced

The Bar

due to a demonstrable return
on investment and growth with
effective communication.

1

&

At Eindhoven Airport we
opened, in collaboration with
Belvedair/Vermaat Groep,

Cornet won
an Effie Award

3

172,218 consumers signed our
petition for days off for carnival.

a new TV
commercial in
Georgia

1

Rodenbach entered into
a collaboration with the
popular TV series

“De Mol”1

became the new
ambassador for
Swinckels’.
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3
1

2

3

1

2

2
1

Star chef

Ron Blaauw

2

3

3
2

3

Crown Cap pillar 1

We introduced a

Best of
Belgium
giftpack.

Innovation

In the run-up to the

300th anniversary
of brewery Bavaria in 2019,

we introduced a series of limited edition cans of Bavaria
Premium from the Bavaria brand in the summer of 2018
and a celebration bottle in December.
We introduced a

Cornet giftpack

We introduced

Swinckels’
Superior
Pilsner

with 6 bottles and
2 glasses.

We introduced
a 33 cl bottle of

We introduced a

to the market in
a sleek can.

Rodenbach
Alexander

Cornet cluster
6-pack.

to the market.

6x
product

From the internal innovation

programme Pink
Innovation Box

introduction

2x redesign
NE W

!

NE W

3 projects were realised:
• The Pub-op store
• The Cornet introduction box
• 2 new Radler ice cream varieties

We introduced

4 new
craft beers

!

under the Arthur’s
Legacy label:
•
•
•
•
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Aerts 2016
Belgian Black Coffee
The Boy from IPA.nema
Created by Viki Geunes

We renovated a clinic

Brewery Palm welcomed a record number
of participants during the sixth edition of

to make medical care accessible to neighbours
of brewery Habesha.

Palm Hop Picking
on 26 August 2018.
750 beer lovers signed up to pick hops.
In addition to them there were about
5,000 spectators.
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farmers have
since joined the

Boer Bier Water

The monks of La Trappe
built an innovative water
purification system

We built a sanitary
facility next to
brewery Habesha
that we made available to local
residents.

with which plants will purify the water from
the brewery and the water will be returned to
the environment.

Together with 2 breweries from the area,
brewery Palm organised the third edition of
the Great Breweries Marathon on
3 June 2018 in which runners and walkers will
pass through three breweries. This year, this
sporting event had 6,500 participants.

Local
commitment
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Global growth
with local commitment
Financial stability

Cash flow

The incoming cash flow from operating activities
(EUR 54.1 million) is lower than in 2017 (EUR 83.1 million).
This is mainly the result of an increase in working
capital. The outgoing cash flow from investment
activities (EUR 77.3 million) is in line with 2017 (EUR 78.4
million). Because the cash and cash equivalents were
used in 2017 to pay off non-current liabilities, the cash
flow from financing activities and the change in cash
and cash equivalents in that year was negative. In 2018,
we attracted new financing for the aforementioned
capacity expansions at Holland Malt and Habesha and
other investments. As a result, the cash flow from
financing activities amounts to EUR 24.5 million
positive (2017: EUR 34.1 million negative). Cash and cash
equivalents (EUR 26.3 million) remain approximately the
same as in 2017 (EUR 24.9 million).

Our sales increased by 8.2% compared to 2017 to EUR
713.1 million. This increase can be largely attributed to
the capacity expansions at Holland Malt and Habesha.
Furthermore, sales from 8.6, La Trappe and Cornet in
particular increased. However, the Bavaria brand is still
under pressure, particularly in the Netherlands.
EBITDA grew from EUR 84.8 million in 2017 to EUR 99.7
million in 2018. In relation to net sales, EBITDA
increased from 12.9% to 14.0%.
At EUR 53.8 million, the operating result was EUR 12.7
million (30.8%) higher than in 2017. Despite a few
incidental entries, the normalised result is in line with
this. The effective tax burden was 23.8% and was
therefore higher than in 2017 (0.1%).
This is mainly due to an incidental gain in 2017, which
was the result of a change in deferred tax liabilities due
to the tariff reduction in Belgium. In addition, the tax
exemption for start-ups in Ethiopia was partially
terminated in mid-2018. The benefit from tax incentives
for innovation and investments in energy savings and
the environment in 2018 was more or less the same as
in 2017. At EUR 36.3 million, net profit in 2018 was 2.5%
higher than in 2017 (EUR 35.4 million).

Acquisition of Bier&cO

In October 2018, we welcomed Bier&cO to our family.
One of Europe’s largest importers of specialty beers is
now part of Swinkels Family Brewers. It is a nice step in
view of our goal to be able to offer consumers the
exact beer they desire. At any time, at any place.
With the acquisition we gave substance to our growth
strategy, but it was also a logical step for Bier&cO. In a
larger market, this trading house can challenge even
more consumers to discover new flavours when it
comes to craft beers and soft drinks. Since the
acquisition, Swinkels Family Brewers and Bier&cO
jointly handle the distribution of all brands in the
Netherlands. Initially only for the ontrade sector, the
retail sector will follow at a later stage.

We want to stay financially
healthy with an eye on our
environment and respect for
local communities.

Collaborating with breweries Oersoep and
Maximus

If you want to be able to offer consumers a relevant
beer portfolio anywhere, anytime, the portfolio should
also include beautiful regional beers. That is why we
have been collaborating with brewery Maximus in
Utrecht and brewery Oersoep in Nijmegen since July
2018. Swinkels Family Brewers is now responsible for the
distribution of the beers of both beer breweries in the
on-trade sector, supermarkets and liquor stores.
However, the beer breweries remain independent and
they retain their own unique identities.

The regular investments in our breweries in the
Netherlands and Belgium, the realised capacity
expansion in Ethiopia and the expansion of our malting
plant in Eemshaven led to an increase of our invested
capital and a decrease in our solvency from 52.5% to
51.1%. Our net debt position increased from EUR 76.4
million to EUR 112.3 million. The liquidity of Swinkels
Family Brewers increased from 1.24 to 1.37 in 2018.
Our financial position is therefore healthy and stable.

Holland Malt capacity expansion

Our Holland Malt malting plant is also working on its
relevance. The malting plant wants to be able to serve
every brewer in the future, anywhere in the world.
To achieve that goal, Holland Malt built two new
malt towers. They were put into use, step by step,
in March 2018.
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New Innovation Box agreements

The production capacity of the malting plant has
almost doubled as a result. At the end of 2018, the new
capacity was utilised for 85%. As a result, Holland Malt
again achieved a turnover and production record in
2018.

Based on the new European legislation, we made new
Innovation Box agreements with the Tax Authorities for
the coming period. The Innovation Box is a tax facility
intended to reward companies that are demonstrably
innovative.

Financing Habesha expansion via World
Bank

Customer and consumer
experience

As part of the planned capacity expansion of our
brewery Habesha in Ethiopia we, in 2018, made
preparations for taking out a local loan with a bank
consortium led by the International Finance
Corporation. This is the financing company of the
World Bank, the world’s largest development
cooperation institute.

Ambitions

We want to make sure that we are the most relevant beer
portfolio player for the consumer by offering him exactly
the right beer he desires. At any time, at any place. We are
increasingly trying to make direct contact with consumers.

Implementation of In-house Bank
completed

Results 2018

In 2017, we transferred all financing activities of
Swinkels Family Brewers to an In-house Bank. In 2018,
we fully completed the implementation of the In-house
Bank.

In line with the refinement in our strategy and our goal to
be better able to respond to local needs, we also
adjusted our organisational structure last year. We have
set up a separate business unit in our key markets to
respond more quickly to local needs. Again in 2018, we
carried out various customer surveys. On the one hand,
the aim was to find out what the needs of consumers are
and how they experience our brands, and on the other to
uncover interesting new target groups. In order to
achieve the best possible objective standard, we are in
discussion with research agencies to arrive at uniform
reporting across the various business units. We aim to
start with this reporting method in 2019.

With the exception of our subsidiary Habesha in
Ethiopia, all business units of Swinkels Family Brewers
now bank at the In-house Bank. All decentralised loans
have been repaid and replaced by flexible financing at
group level. Thanks to the In-house Bank we have more
control over our cash flow. This in turn ensures a shorter
balance sheet and a better interest result. Newly
acquired companies such as Bier&cO will also be
aligned with the In-house Bank concept in the future.

Complaint handling

In-house Tax function further
professionalised

Complaint Management is an integral part of our quality
system. In our opinion, it is important for proper complaint
handling to have the shortest possible response time in
combination with a concrete solution. In 2018, we started
handling complaints centrally in the Netherlands and
Belgium.

In 2018, we further refined our Tax Control Framework.
Thanks to this system, we can execute projects in a
manageable and controllable manner for tax purposes.
In addition, we are taking the first steps towards a new
continuous monitoring based on statistical samples.
We also introduced more consistency in our transfer
pricing policy (mutual prices between the group
companies) and the worldwide recording of this policy
in documentation.

Future plans

We continue to build on our beer portfolio with the aim
of being able to be able to offer a suitable beer for every
occasion at every location. To be able to do this in a
targeted manner, direct contact with local consumers is
important. That is why we want to expand our (local)
partnerships in the coming years.

AEO certificate obtained

As a result of new European customs legislation, the
Customs authorisations for Swinkels Family Brewers
were reassessed in 2018 (AEO certificate). Various field
tests took place and the customs authorities examined
our declarations of excise duties and consumption
taxes. We successfully completed the investigation and
now have the required authorisations in line with the
new European legislation.
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Innovation

• We created the Cornet introduction box. a postal
package to introduce Cornet to the on-trade sector.
• In Helmond, we opened a “pub-op store” that
provided a five-day beer experience in an empty
shop.
• And we introduced two new Radler ice cream
varieties: scoop ice cream and ice cream in a tube.

Ambitions

We want to further strengthen the innovation culture of
Swinkels Family Brewers in the coming years. The focus
is on continuing to surprise consumers with relevant,
impactful and quality-enhancing innovations, products
or services.

Innovation programme rollout in Belgium
In 2018, we also introduced the Pink Innovation Box in
Belgium. Dutch employees could also participate, but
the sessions took place in Belgium. The programme
provided useful new ideas to meet consumer needs in
an even better way. Moreover, it provided new energy
and improved the cooperation between employees of
the various Swinkels Family Brewers breweries. In total
there were 25 entries, eight of which received a Pink
Box, with which they could develop their ideas further.
Three entries received a Black Box. We will implement
these ideas. In addition, two ideas received an incentive
prize as the jury felt that further elaboration of these
suggestions was warranted.

Results 2018

Centre of Innovation
In 2018, we increased our innovative power through the
establishment of the Centre of Innovation. We
coordinate all activities for innovations in the field of
packaging, products and services centrally within this
department.
Product and packaging innovations
In 2018, we introduced the following new products to
the market:
• Palm 0.0 (in the Netherlands and Belgium).
• Estaminet 0.0% (in the Netherlands and Belgium).
• 8.6 Indian Pale Lager (in the Netherlands and France).
• Bavaria 0.0% Mango-Passion and Bavaria 0.0%
Ginger-Lime (in various African and Asian countries).
• Rodenbach FruitAge (in Belgium and the US).

We develop high-impact
innovations, products and services
and contribute to the socioeconomic
development around our
production locations.

In addition, we provided the following product
innovations.
• Bavaria 0.0% and 2.0% Radlers with fewer calories.
• Swinckels’ in a can.
• A 1.5 litre-bottle with cork to mark the 300th
anniversary of the Bavaria brewery in 2019.

Future plans

Process innovations
Within the various departments in our company we
intensively share “best practices” with which we
ultimately want to significantly improve our footprint.
In this way we also contribute to the achievement of
our sustainability objectives in areas such as water,
energy and waste.

Our innovation pillars are, in respect of the future,
primarily focused on:
• The development and introduction of a series of
innovative low-alcohol and non-alcoholic products.
• The introduction of sustainable packaging criteria
(first quarter 2019) and new environmentally friendly
packaging solutions.
• The introduction of a multi-year plan for glass
bottles, so that we can fill lightweight bottles in a
better way.
• A practical test for a product packaging combination
that has a lower carbon footprint
• Energy savings by combining energy flows within the
breweries.

TU Collaboration
In 2018, we entered into an innovative collaboration
with Eindhoven University of Technology. Together
with the Solid student team, we are looking for an
innovative way to generate energy using iron powder.
The big advantage of this form of energy generation is
that no carbon dioxide is released.
Pink Innovation Box
As a result of our internal innovation programme Pink
Innovation Box, we successfully completed three
projects this year.
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Ethics, governance
and remuneration

employees worldwide took advantage of the
opportunity to speak to a confidential adviser within
our organisation.

Ambitions

Code of Conduct
The standard and values within our organisation must
be recognisable in the way we work and conduct
business. This concerns both internal and external
behaviour towards our business partners, our
consumers and other business contacts. In 2017 we
rolled out a new code of conduct in which standards,
values and rules of conduct are carefully described.
Our code of conduct also includes a whistleblower
policy, which complies with the “House for
Whistleblowers Act”. This law regulates the legal
protection of employees who wish to report
work-related abuse. All new employees in 2018 have
signed the code of conduct.

We respect human rights throughout our entire value
chain. We use a code of conduct for this and proactively
seek dialogue with our suppliers.
In addition, Swinkels Family Brewers wants to fairly
reward all employees for their work. That is why salaries
and employment conditions are consistently compared
to the surrounding area and comparative companies.

Results 2018

Remuneration
We strive for competitive remuneration for positions
within Swinkels Family Brewers. Assessing all salaries
against a reputable benchmark allows us to compile a
remuneration structure that is aligned with overall
market conditions. Some of our employees in the
Netherlands are paid on the basis of the agreements
within our collective labour agreement. Positions above
a certain scale are not included. This gives more room
to include variable elements in the remuneration.
However, salaries that fall outside the collective labour
agreement are also compared with the benchmark.

Compliance programme
Swinkels Family Brewers is committed to ethics,
integrity, transparency and loyalty. To actually put
these principles into practice, we have a Compliance
Programme and two Compliance Officers have been
appointed. The rules that apply in the context of the
Compliance Programme are laid down in a Compliance
Manual. The Compliance Manual deals with
competition law, bribery and commercial practices.
No reports were received by the Compliance Officers
during 2018.

In addition to a fixed salary, those outside the collective
labour agreement receive variable remuneration that
partly depends on the financial performance of
Swinkels Family Brewers and on departmental and
individual objectives. These can be objectives in terms
of employee development, but also sustainability
objectives, such as reducing our energy consumption.

Diversity
Both Management and the Supervisory Board still
consist of men only. That does not alter the fact that
we believe in the importance of diversity, also when it
comes to age, ethnicity and cultural background. For
new appointments, we will of course approach
candidates of all genders. In our final choice for a new
board member or a new supervisory director, however,
we will always let the quality of a candidate prevail.

The World Bank assessed our processes in Ethiopia in
2018 as part of the financing for a further expansion of
brewery Habesha. The World Bank was positive about
the measures we are taking with regard to human
rights and fair pay. In order to ensure a clear and
transparent remuneration in Ethiopia, the HR
Department finalised the Total Reward Strategy policy
with local management last year. This means that we
now have the same remuneration structure for
management in Ethiopia as in the Netherlands.

Future plans

• For the future, we aim to have confidential advisers
at all our locations.
• 100% of employees entering employment in 2019 will
sign the code of conduct.
• We also want the Total Reward Strategy to apply to
the other Habesha employees by the end of 2019.
Strategy van toepassing is.

Confidential advisers have become widely accepted
Confidential advisers have been appointed within our
company whom employees can approach with
complaints regarding undesirable behaviour such as
violence, sexual harassment, harassment and
discrimination in our organisation. On a central level we
have had two confidential advisers since 2018; one
male and one female. Compared to 2017, more
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Crown Cap pillar 1

Local commitment
Ambitions

interest of the residents of the municipality of Laarbeek
and in the interest of our own brewery. After all, the beer
that we brew there consists of 95% Laarbeek water.

Results 2018

Boer Bier Water continues to grow
From that point of view it is nice to see the Boer Bier
Water project growing every year. The Boer Bier Water
cooperative also functioned well in 2018. Five new
projects for the reuse of wastewater in agriculture were
launched and in total around 37 hectares of agricultural
land have been sub-irrigated. With this, 100,000 m3 to
280,000 m3 of water can be introduced into the soil on
an annual basis. Monitoring the groundwater levels
indicated that the level could be increased by 1 to 1.5 m.
In addition, the construction of extra dams and the
extension of ditches around the brewery in Lieshout at
the end of 2018 provided an area of approximately 160
hectares of agricultural land with water.

Our beer breweries reap the benefits of their
environment in various ways, which is why we see it as
our responsibility to give something back to that
environment and to listen to the people who live there.
In this way we maintain active contact with our
“neighbours” in the Netherlands, Belgium and Ethiopia.
We organise meetings with local residents, take
part in local events as a family or organise them
ourselves and participate in local councils. Based on
the needs of our neighbours and the landscape around
our production sites, we then want to demonstrably
contribute to the social, cultural and economic
development of the area.

New initiatives in Ethiopia
In 2018, we developed various initiatives based on
ourlocal commitment. For example, based on
conversations with neighbours of brewery Habesha, we
were responsible for the restoration of a local clinic, the
construction of a police annex and sanitary facilities at
five locations. We also gave chickens to women from
the nearby town of Debre Birhan. The sale of eggs
enables them to improve their economic situation.

Within the Boer Bier Water project, active efforts have
also been made to improve soil management locally.
The focus was mainly on increasing the organic matter
content. This creates more soil life and the soil is better
able to retain water and provide food for the cultivation
of crops such as grass and corn. Crop rotation also
ensures better soil. For this purpose, approximately 60
hectares of brewing barley were sown around the
brewery in Lieshout in 2018. Due to the drought, only
forty hectares of brewing barley could be harvested.
Local commitment Palm
Brewery Palm demonstrated its local commitment by
participating again last year in the organisation of the
Great Brewery Run in Steenhuffel. A marathon past
three local breweries, including brewery Palm. Many
Palm employees participated. In total, the marathon
counted more than six thousand participants. The
brewery also organised the Palm Hops Picking Day, an
annual event in which hundreds of enthusiasts from the
area helped pick the Palm hops.

We are active worldwide in
many local and international
partnerships that meet our
CSR ambitions.

Wastewater treatment for De Koningshoeven
At brewery De Koningshoeven, the monks,
together with the water authority, built a new,
innovative wastewater treatment system. Plants are
used to filter wastewater from the brewery and the
monastery. After this, the clean water is returned to the
environment, which reduces local dehydration. In 2018,
the monks carried out the first tests with the new
installation. It will be put into use in 2019.

Rodenbach and the region
Brewery Rodenbach in Roeselare also contributes to the
social and economic life in the region by participating in
local running and cycling competitions, the Christmas
market and the Roeselare Carnival, among other things.
Moreover, a brewery visit is a major tourist attraction in
Roeselare.

Supporting Laarbeek Water Month
In 2018, we supported the Laarbeek Water Month. It is
an initiative that ensures a great deal of water
enjoyment locally, but at the same time emphasises
the importance of the careful use of water. A thought
that we endorse. The soil in Laarbeek contains top
quality water and we want to keep it that way. In the
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Holland Malt Eemshaven
The malting plant in Eemshaven shows its local
commitment mainly by intense collaboration in the
development of local energy projects. For example,
the malting plant, together with energy producers and
other companies from the region, is looking at options
for setting up a heat network. This allows the residual
heat from local companies to be used to heat the
malting plant. Together we can thus reduce carbon
dioxide emissions.

Future plans

With an eye to the future, we continue to develop
initiatives to strengthen ties with the environment
surrounding our beer breweries and malting plants and
to show that we, as a family brewer, take responsibility
for the local community too. For example, we are
currently investigating the possibility of exchanging
carbon dioxide and heat with a tomato grower from
Lieshout. In Roeselare we will also participate in the
study ‘Interweaving of life and work’ to be carried out
by Hasselt University. This allows us to support a local
government research project. Finally, we will further
structure our partnerships with various educational
institutions.
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New to the family:
Bier&cO
Bier&Co, one of the biggest
importers of specialty beers in
Europe, became part of Swinkels
Family Brewers in October 2018. This
step gives substance to our growth
strategy in which we set ourselves
the goal of being a portfolio player
with local anchoring and the most
relevant offer for the consumer.

I am confident that together we will appeal to a
wide audience. It immediately felt like a perfect
match.” Thijs endorses that feeling: “Bier&cO is
quirky in a pleasant way. That’s why we immediately
clicked.”

Thijs de Kort, Strategy Development & Projects
Manager, believes that Swinkels Family Brewers
and Bier&cO complement each other perfectly:
“We have beautiful specialty beers in our portfolio.
This strengthens our support of the traditional beer
drinker. The Bier&cO portfolio is more focused on
the younger, experimental beer lover.” Gaius Voûte,
Director of Bier&cO: “In everything we do, our
starting point is to encourage consumers to try new
flavours. ‘Dare to drink different’ in proper English.
This is how we make the world of craft beverage
a bit more attractive each day.”

Independent entity

Thijs continues his story: “It is also nice that Bier&cO
has exclusive agreements with various beautiful beer
breweries, such as BrewDog and Weihenstephaner.
In addition, we also collaborate with a large number
of local brewers. The result being that we can now,
just like that, also offer a very relevant local
portfolio.”

The vision of a beer sommelier

Surprised but enthusiastic

Gaius: “When I announced the news of the
acquisition internally, everyone was surprised but
also enthusiastic. Especially because of the opportunities that were created by this deal, also for
our own employees. A large organisation such as
Swinkels Family Brewers also offers them a broader
future perspective.”

Thijs: “In the new construction, Gaius remains the
face of Bier&cO.” Gaius adds: “We will continue to
operate as an independent entity within the group.
This is important for the brewers we work with, but
also for us as a company. It is precisely because of
this independence that we can add maximum value
to Swinkels Family Brewers.” Thijs: “In fact, Bier&cO
will continue as is. We only add people and
resources. For example, we will transfer our specialty
beer team to Bier&cO. As a result, they’ll get nine
additional colleagues.”

When beer sommelier Hildegard Van Ostaden heard
the takeover news, she was happy for both parties.
“But also because of the distribution opportunities
for craft beers within the beer landscape that this
creates,” she emphasises. “I think Swinkels Family
Brewers can take the next step by taking on a
specialised distributor such as Bier&cO. With its
broad specialist knowledge of the craft market,
Bier&cO can help the brewery family get the special
beers from the broad portfolio to the right place.
That’s great, especially in view of the beer-food
combinations that more and more restaurants want
to offer.”

Immediate connection

For Gaius there is also a benefit: “We in turn benefit
from the distribution power of Swinkels Family
Brewers. It is an entrepreneurial group that can
help us grow.
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Collaboration with
license partners
Instead of transporting beer
thousands of kilometres, we work
together with local breweries in
different countries that brew beer
according to our recipe, referred to
as license partners. This means that
we are closer to the consumer and
it saves on the necessary carbon
dioxide emissions and transport
costs.

Thorough preliminary investigation

General Manager License & Development Klaas-Jan
Kakebeeke says: “Due to high import duties and
transport costs, we are forced to put our beer on the
shelves at a relatively high price in some countries
where there aren’t any license partners.” Armen
Ambartsumyan, Chief of Licenses at license partner
MBC Russia, outlines how much difference that
makes: “On average, imported beer costs twice as
much as local beer. By producing locally, we can
keep the price attractive for the consumer.”

Own publicity plan

You don’t just become a license partner. Klaas-Jan:
“In addition to the distribution power and market
share, when selecting license partners, we critically
examine the quality that a brewery offers.
A teaA team of brew masters always visits
beforehand. They They check everything. Is all the
proper equipment present? Is the quality of the
employees satisfactory? Is the quality of the raw
materials satisfactory? Which safety measures are
used? And so on. Each new license partner must
then sign a technical manual of around 60 pages.”
Armen: “Fortunately, we have a brand new state-ofthe-art brewery with high-quality equipment, so
Swinkels Family Brewers gave us the green light
fairly quickly.”

In addition to brewing, a license partner also takes
care of local marketing and communication. Armen:
“We built the Hollandia brand from scratch in Russia.
Quite a risk in a country where beer commercials are
banned on TV. Annual sales have increased in the
four years that we have been producing Hollandia.
This being the result of marketing activities focused
on trade relationships, good store communication
and sponsorship. Every year we present our plans to
Swinkels Family Brewers for that purpose.”

History inspires confidence

In Kazakhstan, Georgia, Russia and the Balkan
countries, working with license partners is ideal
because the beer market is just not large enough
to warrant a sales office of our own. Klaas-Jan:
“Russia is a special case. Here, it is simply easier to
hitch a ride on the wings of a large brewer. We’ve
opted for Efes to brew our Bavaria beer. MBC has
the license for Hollandia.” Armen: “We are happy
with the arrangement because with Hollandia we
can add value to our premium portfolio. Hollandia
is a beer with history, something that appeals to
Russians. Just like the story of the Swinkels family.
For Russians, three hundred years of history means
quality. It inspires confidence.”

Own preferences

Responding to the local consumer, a license partner
can choose to deviate from the Dutch concept on
certain points. Armen: “For example, after restyling
we chose to continue using the old Hollandia bottle
with the new label. The bottle oozed the
atmosphere of old Europe. As I said, that appeals to
Russians, that’s why we wanted to keep that bottle.”

Inspiring collaboration

Working with Swinkels Family Brewers inspires
Armen. “There’s something magical about it. It feels
like we speak the same language. We are both
determined to make it a success and we both love
good beer. This is why we celebrate each small
development together.”
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Becoming the
largest and most sustainable
We want to expand our malting
plant in Eemshaven to become
the largest and most sustainable
one in Europe. The completion
of malt towers three and four in
March 2018 brought us one step
closer to that goal. The production
capacity doubled and the malting
plant has already set two records,
but that didn’t just happen
overnight.

Transport on inland waterways became increasingly
difficult. Climate change is having an increasing
impact.”

Sustainability action

Sustainability has always been an important issue
for Holland Malt. Joost: “We’ve had many
discussions with international suppliers. This resulted
in various sustainability programmes now running
in all our sourcing areas. We already procure a
substantial part of our brewing barley in a sustainable
way.” Efficient energy flows were already being
considered for the construction of the new malt
towers. “In 2019 we want to increase the sustainability
of our malting plants by drastically reducing carbon
dioxide emissions,” Edwin emphasises.

Find a connection

Marco van Dun, Plant Manager at Holland Malt:
“While we were busy building, production and
logistics had to continue. Fortunately, we managed
to meet all delivery requests. Moreover, from the
commissioning of the new towers, we increased the
production capacity to almost 90% in five months.
As a result, we again achieved a turnover and
production record in 2018. And that with a small,
partly new team.” Operations Manager Edwin Evers:
“We lived on a construction site for two years. At the
start of 2018 it was -10 degrees and it stormed. I wore
thermal underwear under my clothing and a thick
coat to keep warm while working in the malting
plant.” Marco: “In the meantime, we had to ensure
maximum production. All the malt had already been
sold. It demanded maximum flexibility from our
colleagues, but we succeeded. The result exceeded
all our expectations.”

Holland Malt optimised its customer portfolio in
2018. “Together with customers, we looked at how
we could better meet market needs. With our malts,
but also in terms of sustainability, delivery and
packaging. In addition, we expanded our share of
specialty malts. Ultimately, we want to be able to
serve every brewer, anywhere in the world.” Elma
Kerkhof of Supply Chain: “We also improved our
processes through automation in 2018 and set up a
portal for logistics partners. They can now see how
our logistics are regulated in an open platform.”

Pride

Holland Malt Directors Jos Jennissen and Willem
Swinkels are proud of their team: “We delivered a top
performance together and are already geared to
take the next step.” Elma: “It was a hectic but
educational year, in which it was nice to see that
everyone in the organisation took responsibility as
we were all working towards the same goal.” Marco:
“In 2019 it will be especially important to regain
calmness and regularity and I’m sure we can make
that happen.”

Supply assurance

Commercial Manager Joost van Biezen: “We also
had to make sure that we had enough raw materials.
Because of quality and price, we want to be flexible
in our choice of suppliers. In 2018, we expanded our
long-term contracts with brewing barley suppliers.
Now that the water is at a low level all over Europe,
we are happy with our strategic location by the sea.
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Bavaria in the Netherlands
back to the essence
Tekst volgt
J.C. has been drinking Bavaria since he moved to
the South. “Here, if you ask for a beer, you expect
a Bavaria. And after a few hours on the tennis court
with my friends there is nothing nicer.”

In 2018, we changed the course
of the Bavaria brand in the Dutch
market. After extensive consumer
research, the trusted slogan
“Zo. Nu eerst een Bavaria” was
revived and we developed a new
positioning.

A brewer’s heart

Proposals for a new campaign topic were also
submitted to consumer panels. Martin: “When we
heard ‘Zo. Nu eerst een Bavaria’, a smile appeared on
everyone’s face. That slogan represents the passage
from ‘we have to’ to ‘we can.’ Everyone recognises
that.” Florent: “That is why we are now using the old
slogan again. We went back to the image of that
brewer who puts a smile on your face, but takes beer
brewing seriously all the same. Or as we say in the
campaign; brewing is our craft, enjoyment is our life.
We want to show people that Bavaria is much more
than they ever thought.”

The search for the essence of Bavaria started
internally in September 2017. Our Marketing
Department joined forces with de.foundation.
Florent Renders, Consumer Marketing Manager: “We
have asked family members and employees for their
opinion on the Bavaria brand. Their stories revealed
that personal contact has always been important.
The family was very active regionally and therefore
had a large network. Many customers chose Bavaria
because of the personal relationship with the family
and not so much because of the brand.”

Find a connection

Personal contact is also becoming more important
for Bavaria. Florent: “We will demonstrate that we
care about the region. Hence the #carnival-free
campaign and the activation of our PSV sponsorship.
In addition, we are increasingly coming up with
hyper-local campaigns aimed at the regular,
hard-working man who wants to do good work
during the week, but drinks a beer with family or
friends on Friday afternoons. People from Brabant
should once again think: Bavaria belongs in my
fridge, because that brewer is as in touch with life
as I am.”

Listening

After digging through existing market studies, we
discovered that little was actually known about the
Bavaria drinker. Martin Palamarz from de.foundation:
“We knew his demographic information, but we
didn’t know what kind of person he is. That is why
we talked one-on-one with countless Bavaria
drinkers and consumers who no longer drink Bavaria.
Through these conversations we rediscovered the
essence of the brand. Consumers described Bavaria
as exuberant, Brabant, light-hearted, personal, up for
some fun.” Florent: “But they didn’t realise that we
take brewing very seriously. Consumers told us to
make people more aware of that fact.”

De.foundation provided a brand foundation
and visual guidelines based on all conversations.
These have been tested on 850 consumers.
This ultimately resulted in the new Bavaria
campaign and redesign which we introduced in
the Netherlands in early 2019.

A family heart

J.C. Kleingeld participated in the research as a
consumer. “Together with a student,” he remembers.
“What struck me was that the young guy and I had
almost the same experience with the brand. We saw
Bavaria as a beer for everyone, beer that stands for
conviviality.”
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Innovate
quickly and effectively
If you do not want to miss the
boat, it is important that you
quickly anticipate developments.
This requires manoeuvrability
and fast switching and is why we
founded the Centre of Innovation in
2018. It has since proved its worth.
Among other things in the creation
of new beers.

Immediately perfect

The brewmasters at Palm were happy when they
heard that they could start brewing the Session IPA.
Brewmaster Stijn Bundervoet: “In contrast to the
often strongly hopped and heavily alcoholic craft
beers, Palm Session IPA is low in alcohol and very
refreshing. This makes it ideal to drink on all
occasions. We had been playing with this idea for a
while and already knew, in principle, how to brew it.”
He stressed: “A Session cannot be a watery IPA. It
must be a beer with little alcohol and yet have
sufficient taste and complexity. The goal was to
preserve the Palm character as much as possible.
That is why we used Palm malts and Palm yeast,
and we dry hopped after fermentation for a true IPA
character. The test brew was immediately perfect.”

Innovations Project Manager Kim van Kleef: “If our
marketers have an idea for a product introduction,
they submit a ‘charter’ to us. This describes exactly
what they want to create. We then help them
translate the idea into a specific product as quickly
as possible. This happened in 2018 for the Palm
Session IPA, which came on the market at the
beginning of 2019.” Kim: “Thanks to the setup of the
Centre of Innovation and the efforts of Marketing,
the concept for Palm Session IPA found its way from
the drawing board to the market in half the time it
normally takes.”

Expanding target group

Daniëlle Leukel, Brand Manager of specialty beer in
the Netherlands, explains why opting for a Session
IPA: “Before we put Palm back on the market in 2017,
we carried out a lot of research. Based on that, we
decided to re-introduce Palm as a nice, refreshing
beer with good taste and character. At the beginning
of 2018, we added Palm 0.0 to the portfolio because
the popularity of beers with a low alcohol percentage increased.” She notes: “Albert Heijn is now going
to free up an entire shelf for beers with up to 3.5%
alcohol.” After Palm 0.0, the introduction of Palm
Session IPA was a logical step. Daniëlle: “It will be a
refreshing and tasteful real Palm beer for loyal Palm
drinkers and consumers who have yet to try a Palm.”

Everyone together

Kim continues: “Our marketers first look for sales
opportunities. The Netherlands had plenty to offer
and it was only week 10 of 2019. Then a lot has to be
arranged. In addition to producing the beer itself,
one has to consider packaging material, a label
design, codes, shelf space and so on. Once we know
who needs what, we get to work at the Centre of
Innovation.” The big advantage, according to Kim, is
that all the important disciplines for the realisation
are to be found in this centre. “You only have to
shout out something and you immediately get a
response. That’s how quick things can get done.”

Nice addition

Hospitality Manager Tony Swinkels received his third
StiBON diploma this year and became a beer
sommelier. In this role, he organises inspiration
sessions in the field of beer & food pairing. When he
heard about the arrival of the Palm Session IPA, his
anticipation immediately kicked in. With its fresh
hoppy character, it is a thirst-quenching beer. The
light caramel tones make it a perfect beer for a BBQ.
A nice addition to our portfolio!
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Local initiatives
in Ethiopia
We want to be a financially healthy
company that is growing, but with an
eye on its environment. We regard
local commitment as an important
precondition to this. If we grow, it
must not be at the expense of the
environment. That is why we regularly
meet in Ethiopia with the neighbours
of the Habesha brewery. Last year we
also had frequent contact with the
local community and undertook a
number of initiatives together.

And without the police it isn’t always that easy to
solve this type of conflict. Now there is police
assistance on call 24 hours a day. Which is great, as
more and more people come to this area because of
the growing number of businesses near the brewery.”

Female entrepreneurship

To encourage entrepreneurship among the female
residents, we gave them chickens and explained how
to care for them. Biruk: “They can sell the eggs but
they can also eat the chickens. The intention is that
they create some extra earnings for themselves.”

The health centre is up and running

We also renovated and modernised a health centre
near the brewery. By now increasingly more people
have managed to find their way to the centre.
Asnakech Abu works as a specialist nurse. She
provides care and can consult a doctor if necessary.
Asnakech says: “I vaccinate children, give advice on
contraceptives and birth control, I offer support to
pregnant women and provide assistance and free
medication for some minor conditions. In addition,
I tour the area once every week to see if things are
going well at people’s homes.”

We built sanitary facilities about a hundred
metres from brewery Habesha. Biruk Assegid,
Facility & General Service Manager at Habesha:
“We had already been playing with the idea, so
when the local residents asked for it, the plans were
quickly drawn up. Those who live here do not have
running water in their homes and a toilet is more
often than not just a hole in the ground. Now there
are three buildings with sanitary facilities. Clean and
well ventilated, which makes it a lot more hygienic.”

Nearby care

Asnakech shared that the people she sees are very
happy with the centre. “It is not that easy for them
to visit the city hospital. They would first have to
arrange transport which could cause a lot of anxiety
if you are about to give birth or if your child is ill.
They don’t have to worry about that with me and
the centre close by. What pleases me the most here
is that I can actually help these people.”

Police annex

Another important provision we managed to realise
was a police annex. Biruk: “The nearest city is a long
distance away, so it is difficult to call the police here,
for example in the event of a conflict between local
residents.
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Crown Cap pillar 2

Good health and
well-being for
our stakeholders
Responsible
drinking

100%

< 3.

8.6%

oh

ol

of our labels in the
Netherlands display
at least one icon
about responsible
drinking

5% vol alc

of our beers sold
is non-alcoholic
or low-alcohol.

Food safety
and quality
At the Swinkels Family
Beer Academy
we trained around 1,100
entrepreneurs, employees
and students in 2018.
Responsible drinking is
a standard part of the
curriculum.

IFS
higher
level

Lieshout
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FSSC
22000

Palm and
Rodenbach

ISO
22000

De
Koningshoeven

0

recalls
in 2018

at shopping
consumer
level

In 2018

We spent about

took part in the
generation scheme

on education and
training

EUR 1.4 million

21 employees
Employment
and
employment
relationships

On 31 December

18%
female

2018, 23

family
members

As of 31
December 2018

1,804
employees
worldwide

worked at the
company

1,780
FTEs*

82%
male

* This number of FTEs is based on a 40-hour working week. The number is
high because a full-time working week in Ethiopia is 44 hours.

Employee
safety and
well-being

There have been

175
requests

4
Per 100 FTEs
we had

Lieshout has
reached level 4
on the CSR
performance
ladder

1.35 accidents
We had
29 lost-time
accidents
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Crown Cap pillar 2

Good health and well-being for
our stakeholders
Responsible drinking

• The further rollout of the on-trade training course
“responsible drinking”.
• The development of an e-learning tool for student
associations.
• Launching an information desk about responsible
drinking on the main page of our intranet.
• The inclusion of “responsible drinking” as a fixed item
in our staff magazine (this goes to all our employees
worldwide).
• Sessions on responsible drinking for new employees.

Ambitions

At Swinkels Family Breweries, we brew our beers with
great pride and passion. We want consumers all over
the world to enjoy our beers. At the same time we, as
beer brewer, family business and employer, feel it is also
our responsibility to promote responsible drinking.
Wherever we can, we contribute to the cause. When it
comes to responsible drinking, the statutory age limit is
an important starting point for us. Our campaigns are
therefore not aimed at young people under the age of
18. In addition, we think it is natural that we adhere to
the rules laid down in the Advertising Code for
Alcoholic Beverages (RVA). But we go the extra mile.

In November 2018, we signed the National Prevention
Agreement with 70 different organisations in the
Netherlands. This contains agreements to tackle
smoking, obesity and problematic alcohol use together.
In 2018, we only held sessions about responsible
drinking for new employees. The importance of
responsible drinking was already known to existing
employees and they are adhering to the policy.

We offer consumers low-alcohol
and non-alcoholic alternatives.
We promote responsible drinking
in all our communications.

Future plans

In 2019, we want to roll out an international code on
responsible drinking for all our activities worldwide. In
this code we give our vision on responsible marketing
and communication worldwide. Of course this code
may differ locally on details, but the core is the same
everywhere. For example, the following applies to all
countries in which we operate:
• Campaigns (also for non-alcoholic beer) are only
aimed at 18+.
• No sponsorship of events where more than 50% of
participants are under 18.

Results 2018

To show that we take responsibility in the area of
responsible drinking, we arranged the following last
year:
• The rollout of the Swinkels Family Brewers alcohol
policy to all production locations.
• The rollout of our own Responsible Marketing
Communication Code in Belgium and Ethiopia.
• A warning for pregnant women on all packaging.
• The facilities to be able to print the ‘18+’ and’ Don’t
drink & drive’ icons on all our Dutch packaging
from 2019.
• The organisation of an internal Responsible Drinking
Week (a week of good drinking intentions with a
focus on 0.0).

Parameter

2018

2017

Number of training courses for on-trade entrepreneurs in the Netherlands

844

706

8.6

8.7

Percentage of non-alcoholic or low-alcohol beers (< 3.5% vol)
Table 1: Training and non-alcoholic
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Employment and
employment relationships

This increase is mainly due to an increase in staff
turnover in Ethiopia. Due to the expansion, many
employees were recruited there, but unfortunately we
also had to say goodbye to a number of employees
who did not meet the job requirements or did not
comply with our code of conduct.

Ambitions

We believe it is important to take good care of our
employees. We think they should have fun doing their
job. Certainly now that everyone has to work longer
until retirement. We naturally benefit if our employees
feel good about themselves. After all, we can then reap
the maximum benefit of everyone’s talents.

We want to provide fun and
varied work with a fair reward
for all our employees.

Results

In the past year, various changes have been made to
the workforce and the organisational structure to make
our organisation even more agile. The right employees
are now in the right place.

Working on employer branding
In 2018, we made sure that employees outside the
Netherlands and Belgium could also use our intranet
and we renewed our Werken-Bij website on which all
our breweries and malting plants now have their own
unique space and a clear identity in labour market
communication.

Dialogue sessions with employees
In collaboration with the trade unions, we organised
dialogue sessions with employees last year to find out
what they think is important. Under the guidance of
a specialist, the employees themselves prepared the
meetings. Moreover, they determined the discussion
questions. The meetings were valuable and resulted in
a number of new points of attention for the 2019
development agenda of our organisation. Examples of
this are the further roll-out of Be Fit and increasing the
focus on sustainable employability.

Attention to development
We offer various courses through the Swinkels Family
Brewers Academy. Last year we made this online tool
more accessible. In addition, Belgian employees can
now also take advantage of the training courses
offered by the Academy. All compulsory courses per
position are now available. The others will follow at
a later stage.

Workforce Diversity
The number of employees increased in 2018 as a result
of the growth of our organisation. The male-female
ratio and the ratio between full-time and part-time
employees have remained roughly the same.
The number of employees leaving employment has
increased compared to 2017.

In 2018 we spent EUR 1.4 million on education and
training for employees.

2018

2017

277 joined / 159 left

159 joined / 97 left

Percentage of female employees

18%

19%

FTEs (excl. sales offices, temporary staff and trainees) *

1,615

1,453

87% / 13%

87% / 13%

Parameter
Entered employment / Ceased employment

Percentage of full-time/part-time employees
* 1 FTE equals a 40 hour working week
Table 2: Training and non-alcoholic
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Employee safety and well-being

Focus on effectiveness
Our generation scheme is currently being used by
21 employees. The generation scheme ensures that
people over 60 can go to work for around 50% until
they are 67, while maintaining 85 to 100% of their
income. It is one of the protection measures that we
created especially for older employees. A working group
consisting of managers and employees started last
year with the evaluation of all our initiatives and
protection measures in the field of sustainable
employability. Based on their findings, we will improve
the effectiveness of our initiatives within the current
budget.

Ambitions

At Swinkels Family Brewers we think it is important that
everyone goes home healthy after a day of work. We
want to be a safe company for all our employees.

Results 2018

Safety
In 2017, we launched the Be Safe safety programme in
the Netherlands. 2018 was used to make this
programme come to fruition in Lieshout. There are now
29 Safety Champions at the Lieshout site. These are
employees who lead by example in the field of safety
and who call colleagues to account in risky situations.

We promote lifelong learning and
spent EUR 1.4 million on the
education and training of our
employees in 2018.

The accident frequency decreased from 2.33 in 2017 to
1.35 in 2018. We are still seeing an increase in the
number of accidents at our on-trade related
distribution activities in the Netherlands. The number
of lost-time accidents at contractors has also increased
from 2 in 2017 to 5 in 2018. The reason for this is that in
2018 considerably more use was made of the services
of contractors, particularly in Ethiopia. Further rollout of
the Be Safe programme to other locations therefore
remains very important.

Introduction programme further refined
Last year we also improved the onboarding
programme for new employees in the Netherlands.
During the introduction day, for example, we now
focus on the full breadth of our organisation and let
employees of all our breweries and malting plants have
their say. In addition, our standards and values are
explicitly discussed, including in the area of responsible
drinking. To ensure a warm welcome to our family, we
start the day with a cup of coffee at Aunt Corry’s.

Sustainable employability
In 2017, we created a sustainable employability budget
for all Collective Labour Agreement employees in the
Netherlands. This budget ensures that they remain
employable in the longer term. For example, they can
follow training or use it to improve their physical or
mental condition. In this way we ensure that employees
can further their career with us in a healthy way. In 2017
and 2018, 175 employees made use of their sustainable
employability budget.

Future plans

We will continue the health policy. We will of course
continue to critically monitor the new schemes for
sustainable employability. We want to establish that
the sustainable employability budget, the generation
scheme and the volunteer aid leave contribute to the
vitality and employability of our employees.

Parameter

2018

2017

Accident frequency (LTA per 100 FTEs)*

1.35

2.33

29

36

5

2

2.8%

3.6%

LTA
LTA at contractors
Sickness absence
* Including temporary staff and trainees
Table 3: LTA per location
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Health Management
We are working hard to limit sickness absence to below
4% for all Swinkels Family Brewers locations. On the
one hand by focusing on prevention and sustainable
employability. In brewery Habesha, for example, we
have nurses walking around during all shifts that
employees can go to for all their health questions.
On the other hand, we ensure that a solution is
quickly found for employees who are (or are at risk of
becoming) unfit for work. These efforts help us cut
our costs and ensure a stable organisation with
dynamic employees who feel good about themselves.
In 2018, the sickness absence rate of Swinkels Family
Brewers was 2.8% (2017: 3.6%).

employability budget, the generation scheme and
volunteer care leave) actually contribute to the
sustainable employability of our employees.

Food safety and quality
Ambitions

An integrated management structure has been
established, where, among other things, the
coordinating activities are further refined, such as
incident management, complaint management and
specification management. Quality support is set up
centrally to assist the commercial departments in a
quicker and better way.

Start Be Fit
All our activities in the field of sustainable
employability, absence monitoring and responsible
drinking have been covered by the Be Fit programme
since last year. In this context, we focused on three
themes in the Netherlands in 2018: nutrition, exercise
and stress. Through brief random campaigns, we
showed employees how they could easily improve their
sustainable employability. At our Belgian beer
breweries, an interactive workshop “Fit in your Head”
gave employees insight into their energy level and
a 10,000-step app motivated them to exercise more.

Results 2018

• There have been 15 food safety audits carried out at
our European breweries. These audits were all
concluded with a positive result.
• The quality certificates within all our European
operations have been renewed.
• In Ethiopia, we have started implementing
ISO 22000.
• We provided all labels of our own beer brands with
ingredient and nutritional information in accordance
with EU legislation.
• All audits carried out by customers were satisfactory.
• The results of the food safety audits have been
discussed with our suppliers. These results will also
become part of the new Vendor Assurance
Programme that we are going to further develop
in 2019.
• We had three recalls at intermediary level, no recalls
from consumers. Food safety was not at risk in any of
the cases. However, the taste did not meet our high
standards. Fortunately, consumers have not noticed
any of these recalls. Because of good procedures, we
were able to quickly determine where the products
were in the chain and to then retrieve them
efficiently.

Fitzme Vitality Portal
We also offered employees at three locations the
opportunity to participate in a periodic medical
examination and we organised workshops on
employability and absenteeism monitoring for
managers. Finally, we set up a special portal in
collaboration with our health insurer CZ: Fitzme Vitality
Portal. This is where employees find information and
tests in the areas of exercise, smoking, nutrition and
stress.

Future plans

In the coming years, we will implement the Be Safe
safety programme in all our breweries and malting
plants. We established the outlines for an integrated
approach in 2018. The goal is to have implemented
most of the total safety plan in the Netherlands and
Belgium in 2019. Compared to 2017, we want to have
achieved a 40% reduction in the accident frequency
rate. In 2019, relevant components of the Be Safe
programme will also be introduced in Ethiopia.
We will also continue the health policy in the coming
years. In addition, we will investigate the extent to
which the new relief schemes (sustainable
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Future plans

In 2019, we will further integrate the quality activities of
the various production segments. In addition, we will
fully implement the Vendor Assurance Dashboard next
year. Finally, we want to further roll out the method we
use for our international trade to our malting plant in
Eemshaven and the breweries in Belgium. We hope to
also receive an Authorised Economic Operator (AEO)
certificate for those locations, with which we can
organise the logistical flows of our goods more
efficiently and meet international standards in the field
of safe transport.

DILEMMA:

High-alcohol beers and
responsible drinking
As beer brewers in heart and soul, we want
everyone to enjoy our beers by offering a
good beer for every occasion. That is why we
also have beers with a higher alcohol
percentage in our portfolio. Can we at the
same time say that we stand for responsible
drinking? We think so. We don’t make beers
with a high alcohol content to be drunk in
excess. These are beers for special occasions.
You should enjoy it as you would a good glass
of wine. For that party, that Friday afternoon
drink and that evening out we offer other
alternatives, including more and more beers
with little or no alcohol, but always with the
taste of good beer. In our view, enjoying beer
is not about quantity, but about quality.
That is the message we want to spread.
That is why we started rolling out our own
marketing and communication code for
responsible drinking last year.
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Colleagues Eric van Wetten and Danny Nooijen from the Horeca Service Department of brewery Bavaria.
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Helmond
NEDERLAND

,
M aa rten Brek elmans, Gijs Swink els
Sanne Suntjens, Sean Durkan zero’
enjoying their ‘z ero point

Ca rlo Haerens in conversation w
Rick Kempen of the Amsterdaith
Bier&cO about non-alcoholic be m
And ... whether that Ajax shirter.
was really necessary...
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Make room for
the non-alcoholic beer variant
The low-alcohol and non-alcoholic
beer segment continues to grow.
A trend that we welcome.
As a passionate brewer, we find
it important that everyone can
enjoy a good glass of beer
responsibly. That is why we
gave consumers even more
choice in 2018.

Finding the balance

“We have always believed in the future of
non-alcoholic beer. It’s great that that belief is
now being confirmed,” says Maarten Brekelmans.
As a product technologist, he played an important
role in the development of Palm 0.0 and Estaminet
0.0%. “It remains a great challenge to turn alcoholic
beers into non-alcoholic varieties,” he says. “You
want to preserve the flavours that arise during
fermentation, but not the alcohol. In addition,
we apply a special process to Palm 0.0 called ‘dry
hopping’, which gives the beer a nice hop character.
With non-alcoholic beers, it is especially important
that you find the right balance as a process
technologist. You have to steer in such a way that
the character, mouthfeel and taste meet the needs
of the critical consumer to a tee.”

Last year we expanded our range with Palm 0.0 and
Estaminet 0.0%. We also provided an even wider
choice of Bavaria 0.0% Malt Drinks with the
introduction of the Ginger Lime and Mango Passion
flavours. At the start of 2019, we also came out with
Bavaria 0.0% IPA. And with a new non-alcoholic
malt-based drink for Ethiopia. “We have been a
pioneer in this segment for over forty years and we
want to stay that way,” says Global Marketing
Manager Gijs Swinkels.

Beer more often

Blogger and Bier&cO beer ambassador Rick Kempen
thinks it is good to see that people are becoming
more aware of how they consume “the most
beautiful drink in the world.” “We discovered nonalcoholic beer once alcohol became a problem in
traffic and at work. In terms of taste, it was then still
far from normal beer. Now non-alcoholic beer tastes
like beer should taste and interest in the segment
grows. For Bier&cO, this was the time to look for
breweries that produce nice, low alcohol and
non-alcoholic beer. The English brewery Big Drop is
a good example, which focuses entirely on brewing
beer with less than 0.5% alcohol. They have a ‘pale
ale’ and a stout that really taste like a ‘pale ale’ and
a stout.” Rick is happy with the increased variety in
good non-alcoholic beer: “Now you can drink a good
glass of beer again for lunch or before exercising,”
he says, “it’s just non-alcoholic.”

Continue to pioneer

Gijs explains the popularity of the segment as
follows: “You become aware of a global health trend.
People are more aware of their body. Young people
in particular want to experience something, but be
fit again the next day. That is why they are looking
for substitutes for alcohol, but also substitutes for
soft drinks.” The alternatives that Swinkels Family
Brewers offer are a good alternative according to
Gijs. “Beer without alcohol is in fact a grain extract
with only natural sugars. It has a lower calorie
content than soft drinks. And we can make more
and more existing flavours alcohol-free. Successfully.
Our newcomer Palm 0.0 was immediately rewarded
with silver in the non-alcoholic top-fermented
specialty beer category during the European
Beer Star.”
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Lieshout
THE NETHERLANDS

An ne m ie ke de groot, lo re
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The value of
a dynamic family
At Swinkels Family Brewers,
we find a healthy body and a
sharp mind important for all our
employees. If you feel good, you
start the day full of energy, you are
sick less often and you remain
employable throughout your
career. That is why in 2018 we
rolled out numerous initiatives
in the Netherlands and Belgium to
help our employees stay lively.

Initiatives in Belgium

Annemieke de Groot, HR business partner in the
Netherlands: “Working on vitality and employability
is a responsibility of both our employees and their
managers. It ensures that you stay fit as long as
possible and this is important now that we have to
continue working until we retire. In order to make
employees aware of this and to make them more
aware of their vitality and employability, we
launched Be Fit in 2018, a programme with activities
in the fields of sustainable employability, absenteeism counselling and responsible drinking. In
addition, health insurer CZ made it possible for us
to set up Fitzme; a portal with information and tests
on topics such as exercise, nutrition, smoking and
stress.”

Sustainable employability budget

As part of the health policy, since 2017 the Belgian
breweries have been encouraging their employees
to take good care of themselves in numerous ways.
Hannelore Maes, HR Payroll Coordinator Belgium:
“In October we organised a “Fit in your head”
workshop. During this session, employees discovered
more about their mental fitness and learned how to
improve it. In addition, 55% of colleagues registered
for our “More movement” project. With a pedometer
and a 10,000-step app, we encourage them to take
10,000 steps each day instead of the 3,500 they
accumulate on a typical office day.” There were also
plenty of steps registered by the Flemish teams last
year. Various employees also took part in the Great
Brewers Marathon and the ten-kilometre Spartacus
Run in Boom.

In addition to these activities, all CLA employees
of Swinkels Family Brewers receive a sustainable
employability budget. Annemieke: “Employees can
use this budget to remain permanently employable.
In consultation with their supervisor they can, for
example, spend it on a new bicycle or a sports
subscription, but also on a coaching or retraining
programme. Anything is possible. After all,
everyone’s needs are different.”

Medication-free thanks to SE budget

Arie van Berlo, maintenance engineer at our brewery
Bavaria, spent his sustainable employability budget
on a programme to reverse his diabetes 2. “When
I suggested that the programme be followed at
the expense of Swinkels Family Brewers, they
immediately thought it was a good idea. During the
sessions I learned how much difference it made
when I changed my lifestyle and started eating
differently. I am no longer a diabetic. So I no longer
have to take medication and feel a lot fitter,
although I will always remain a bon vivant. And it is
still possible to enjoy a nice bottle of beer every once
in a while.”

Action-based approach

In the context of Be Fit, a number of themes were
highlighted in the Netherlands this year. Annemieke:
“Not pointing fingers, but sympathetic and without
obligation, aimed at increasing health awareness.
For example, in the context of the holiday theme,
we distributed a bug bite device and a beach ball to
emphasise that it is also good to actively relax. In
addition, we gave tips for being rested before you go
on holiday in a special newsletter. Employees could
contact a nurse with questions via a CZ app while on
holiday.”
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Berkel-Enschot
THE NETHERLANDS

Henk Goossen
and Joan Schepers
at the line

Henk Goossen and operator
Wi m Blankers giving an
explanation to Anneloes de
Bruijn

Henk Goossen and
Anneloes de Bruijn
toasting to a
su ccessful au dit
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The ISO 22000 audit:
more than a piece of paper
Various audits are conducted
annually at our breweries. One is
the ISO 22000 audit, which tests our
food safety. The certificates that we
obtain from audits prove that we
meet the requirements of a specific
standard. But an audit is more than
just obtaining a piece of paper, it is
a way of working.

The following years, she picks out a number of
focus subjects. These visits usually take two days.
On those days we make a tour of the company
together. Our colleagues on the floor speak to the
auditor in the brewery and bottling plant. That is,
after all, their work space.”
In the bottling plant, it was operator Joan Schepers’
turn this year. “It’s my daily job, so it’s not difficult.
I simply give the best possible answer and demonstrate on request how things are done, like what
happens when a bottle explodes after filling.
We have a special procedure for this.”

Always alert

Henk Goossen, QESH business partner: “We don’t
carry out an audit for the sake of the auditor.
We do it for ourselves to deliver the quality that our
customers expect from us every day. At De Koningshoeven the ISO 22000 audit is not mandatory.
However, we do this at our own initiative, because
we believe that customers should be able to rely on
the quality of our products. Just like in the other
breweries, we go through the GMP + audit at the
same time as the ISO 22000 audit. The former
is mandatory. You must have this certificate in order
to sell products, such as our spent grains, to the
animal feed industry.” Henk emphasises that in
addition to external, internal audits are also conducted. “We do this ourselves, focusing on sections of
the process. This allows us to continue to improve
ourselves and prevent surprises during the external
audit.”

Joan emphasises that the company doesn’t initiate
a major clean-up just before the audit. “You have to
be alert all year round. On those days we function as
we always do and do it together.” Henk: “Of course,
we check everything in advance and I make sure
that all documents are complete. It’s just like when
you get a home visit. Then too, you want everything
to be tidy. The most important thing is that the
auditor can say at the end of their visit: ‘I have seen
everything’.”

Lloyd’s on the audit

Anneloes de Bruijn, Lead Assessor at Lloyd’s,
conducted the ISO 22000 audit at De Koningshoeven
this year. “As an auditor I am linked to a company
for three years, after which I pass the baton onto a
colleague. We do this to remain sufficiently
objective. Our main concern is that a safe product
goes to the customer. How much time I spend at a
company depends on the number of activities and
the number of employees. During my visit I mainly
ask management and employees a lot of questions.
Among other things, I assess how a company
manages big risks. At De Koningshoeven they know
very well what they are doing, what they record and
why. That makes my job easier. I have confidence in
the working method of this brewery.”

Annual visit

The ISO 22000 audit certificate is valid for three
years. “But the auditor comes by every year,” says
Henk. “The first year of an audit cycle, the auditor is
at the brewery for three days. We are then tested on
all audit topics, such as hygiene, our quality controls,
handling of incidents and having our documentation
in order.
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Sustainable and
circular products
and operations
Sustainable
procurement

Of our paper
and cardboard
packaging
60% meets the
FSC criteria

Of all our
barley, 22%
was procured
sustainably

Waste

We
recovered
94% of our
waste
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Energy
and carbon
dioxide
emissions

As the first Dutch brewery, we achieved

the third Lean & Green star

for greening our logistics in the Netherlands
Our Belgian breweries
signed the

Green Deal
Brouwers,
The total carbon
dioxide emissions of
all our breweries and
malting plants was

with which we
contribute to
sustainable water
consumption in the
Belgian brewing
sector

118,429 ton
in 2018

Water
management

hl

From the Boer Bier Water project,
we returned more than 280,000 m3 of
residual water to the soil in the vicinity of
brewery Bavaria in Lieshout in 2018
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Our specific
water and energy
consumption per
hectolitre of beer
was 4.2 hl/hl

water, 105 MJ/hl
energy
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Sustainable and circular products
and operations
Our goal

The twelve sub-themes, as shown on the following page,
together determine in a “weighted” manner the extent to
which we undertake circularly. As regards procurement, for
example, the main focus is on the sustainable procurement
of agricultural raw materials and packaging. This is in view
of the impact of these sub-themes on both society
and our company, but also the extent to which we can
influence this. By 2020, we want to achieve a 50% circular
business according to our own definition, whereby we will
focus primarily on the activities, services and processes
that take place at the locations of our breweries and
malting plants or upon which we have direct influence.
Towards 2030 we want to expand the scope of our model
to our chain and go for 100% circularity.

We want 50% circular entrepreneurship within Swinkels
Family Brewers in 2020. But how? Circular beer brewing?
We were often asked these questions in the past year.
That is why, at the beginning of this year, we sat down
with a team to define what circularity means for
Swinkels Family Brewers. We then defined our ambitions,
determined process steps and organised the
collaboration. We went looking for a formula that can
quantify the steps we take, which makes clear which
measures really help. We are now all of one mind and
can prioritise projects and investments. In this way we
can evolve from a linear to a circular organisation.

Our view on circular entrepreneurship

Indication for 2018

For the development of our circularity definition, we
looked at generally recognised circularity principles of
the Ellen MacArthur Foundation, among others. In the
development of our steering model, it appears that not
all principles are fully feasible and applicable at this time.
However, they continue to form the basis for the further
development of our model. In line with the principles
that can be realised and apply to us, we will first identify
how we can reduce the use of raw materials. We try to
procure and use the raw materials and resources that we
do need to use in the best possible sustainable and
circular manner. Only then will we explore high-value
reuse and recycling options.

The defining and realisation of our circularity ambition
alone has brought us much. By jointly determining the
definition with, among others, Procurement, Operations
and Facilities, a better understanding and more support
has been created within the organisation. All involved now
know how to contribute to the transition to a circular
brewery and really make a difference based on their own
role and function within Swinkels Family Brewers. It has
already led to targeted actions and investment choices.
We are currently developing our dashboard for the
circularity score, but based on an initial indication will
arrive at an estimate of 30% for 2018. We are on schedule
especially with regard to the sustainable procurement of
agricultural raw materials and the reuse of organic residual
flows. With regard to packaging material and our
machines and buildings, most of the steps are still to be
taken in our circularity model. This is partly due to the fact
that we are still looking for the right guidelines in order to
focus better.

In order to be able to focus more specifically on
circularity within our organisation, we have made a first
move towards an internal definition, which consists of
the following three parts:
• 40% sustainable procurement.
• 40% sustainable operation and transport.
• 20% higher value reuse.

Outlook

The higher value reuse component only counts for
20% because we want to first achieve internal savings
and sustainability before focusing on reuse.

If we look at our first estimate, this means that we must
grow to 40% and 50% circularity in 2019 and 2020
respectively. We will then have to invest mainly in making
our energy sources more sustainable. In addition, our
circularity ambitions with regard to packaging material are
a major challenge, certainly in view of the discussions
we have in the sector about whether or not to retain the
deposit system. In the coming years we therefore want to
come up with concrete plans, actions and alternatives that
fit in with our circularity vision and approach.

Together with a team of internal and external
stakeholders, we have arrived at 4 relevant sub-themes
per part. We then determined on the basis of the
following factors to what extent these sub-themes
contribute to the total circularity score:
• The extent to which we can influence the sub-theme.
• Impact that the sub-theme has on people and the
environment.
• Impact that the sub-theme has on the operating
result and image.
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Figure 5: Our circularity model
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Energy and carbon dioxide
emissions

Carbon dioxide emissions
The total carbon dioxide emissions of all our breweries
and malting plants increased by approximately 25%
compared to 2017 as a result of the capacity
expansions in brewery Habesha and our malting plant.
In the coming years we trust that we will be able to
reduce carbon dioxide emissions. The plans for this
arenow ready. We have drawn up an energy-saving and
sustainability programme for all locations.

Ambitions

Following the Paris Climate Agreement, we formed,
among other things, an “internal Paris group”. In 2018,
this team listed the options for energy saving and
sustainability for all our locations.
By bundling the knowledge of our own technologists
with that of external consultants and suppliers, we
made a programme for each brewery and malting
plant based thereon. Our first focus in those
programmes is always on saving.

Smart redistribution of Eemshaven residual heat
Our malting plants also remain keen on opportunities
to save energy and make the energy supply more
sustainable. By working together with local partners,
Holland Malt wants to ensure better redistribution of
the residual heat between heat producers and heat
consumers in the immediate vicinity of the malting
plant in Eemshaven in the coming years. This should
enable the malting plant to generate less heat. The
first discussions on this subject have since taken place
with the government (regional and national) and
potential heat suppliers.

We contribute to increasing the
share of renewable energy. In 2018,
5.5% of our energy consumption
came from sustainable sources.

Reduce gas consumption
We believe that reducing gas extraction in Groningen in
the shortest possible term is essential. That is why we
immediately responded to Minister Wiebes’ written
request to discuss alternatives to Groningen’s natural
gas. We see opportunities in our malting plant in
Eemshaven, but we are also looking for ways to reduce
gas consumption for Lieshout. At both locations we
first look for maximum savings and only then for
sustainability. We see geothermal energy and
connection to heat networks as possible options
for this.

Results 2018

Energy saving
In 2018, we wanted to save 3% energy. However, we
have not succeeded in reducing energy consumption
per hectolitre of beer. This was mainly due to the
expansion of the brewery in Ethiopia, where the energy
consumption per hectolitre is relatively high.

2018

2017 **

118

95

7.1

6.4

193

150

1.81 billion

1.51 billion

105

100

Energy consumption malt (MJ/ton)

2,874

2,247

Renewable energy as % of total energy consumption

5.5%

6.7%

Parameter
Carbon dioxide emissions (Kton) *
Carbon dioxide emissions beer (kg/hl) *
Carbon dioxide emissions malt (kg/ton malt) *
Energy consumption (MJ)
Energy consumption beer (MJ/hl)

*

Carbon dioxide emissions refer to scope 1 and 2 emissions

** We have adjusted the 2017 figures due to better data quality
Table 4: Energy information per location
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As part of the declaration of intent that we signed in
2017 for the development of geothermal energy in
Brabant, we were involved in seismic research in
Lieshout in 2018. Unfortunately, we were unable to
make a final decision on the feasibility of geothermal
energy in the area around our location in Lieshout.
Additional research will therefore follow in 2019.

DILEMMA:

Saving energy
or making it more sustainable?

Harnessing renewable energy sources
In 2018, 35% of all electricity we procured as Swinkels
Family Brewers came from sustainable sources. In
addition, our breweries in the Netherlands and Belgium
benefited from the proceeds of a total of 3,680 m2 of
solar panels. In addition, last year our biogas engines
and boilers used 1.2 million m3 biogas from our water
treatment plants, which we used to generate electricity
and heat.

Many stakeholders want us to make our
energy supply more sustainable as quickly as
possible by covering the roofs of our buildings
with solar panels, for example. This only
requires the necessary deployment of people
and resources and the question is whether
this is, indeed, the right choice for the future.
That is why we first decided to strive for
maximum energy saving. Then, what we
cannot save, we want to make sustainable.
Unfortunately, energy saving measures are
less visible to our stakeholders.
Our plans sometimes require some
explanation, which we gladly provide in
exchange for the broad understanding that
we see in return.

Third Lean & Green Star
The brewery in Lieshout received its third Lean & Green
star in 2018. Thanks in part to the greening of logistics
in the Netherlands. This makes brewery Bavaria the
first brewery in the Netherlands with three Lean &
Green stars. Lean & Green Europe is the leading
European programme for sustainable logistics. It
rewards companies for concrete results in carbon
dioxide reduction.

Future plans

In the coming years we will continue with the project of
redistributing heat from our malting plant in Eemshaven
more effectively. We also hope to be able to further
reduce our gas consumption. In 2019 we will also
translate the proposals from our own Paris group into
concrete master plans and projects to realise our 50%
circularity goal in 2020.
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Crown Cap pillar 3

Water management

We improve sustainable water
management at our own breweries
and malting plants. We also
contribute to improving water
management in the area.

Ambitions

Our beer consists of 95% water, which we extract from
our groundwater sources. This could cause a reduction
of subterranean water. We therefore strive to use as
little water as possible and to return the residual water
to the water cycle as much as possible. Together with
those in the areas surrounding our breweries and
malting plants, we want to ensure that sufficient water
remains available for future generations.

Green Deal Brouwer
In Belgium, we joined the Green Deal Brouwers in 2018. We
hereby committed ourselves to a four-year programme in
which we look into possibilities for reducing our water
consumption and making it more sustainable, together
with other Belgian breweries and the Flemish government.

Results 2018

Realised savings
Water saving and reuse are important components in
the master plans of our breweries and malting plants.
Based on our 50% circularity goal, we want to reduce
our water consumption by 2% each year until 2020 and
are working on projects that prevent a reduction of
subterranean water or projects that return water to the
chain. Unfortunately, we did not achieve any water
saving this year. Especially since we started making
more varied products and therefore have to rinse and
clean more often.

Boer Bier Water interest is growing
Meanwhile, 35 local farmers are connected to the Boer Bier
Water drainage system and more than 200,000 m3 of
water is returned to the soil every year. We achieved the
target of a 5% reduction. See page 36 › ref. Local
Commitment.

Future plans

To ensure that we achieve the intended water reduction of
2% every year in the coming years, we will further optimise
our water treatment techniques and perform a water
energy scan for our Belgian beer breweries. In addition, we
want to use the existing irrigation projects to make even
more residual water available for agriculture in the vicinity
of our beer breweries in Lieshout and Ethiopia. We want to
ensure that there is sufficient water in the long term for our
production process, but also clean drinking water in our
vicinity.

The amount of pumped water and residual water that
we had to discharge in 2018 at all Swinkels Family
Brewers beer breweries fell within the permit standards.
In Ethiopia, we exceeded the permit standards for
wastewater because the water treatment plant was
unable to fully process the wastewater from the rapidly
increasing production. We have taken temporary
measures to solve the problem and have already
started the construction of a new water treatment
plant. In view of the measures taken, the exceeding of
the standards was found to be approved on a one-off
basis by the competent authority.

2018

2017

4.2

4.1

Water pumped from our own spring (x1000 m )

3,693

3,545

Effluent water discharged (x1000 m )

2,841

2,587

2018

2017

183,571

156,620

6,097

4,301

23,285

8,854

Parameter
Specific water use (hl/hl beer)
3

3

Table 5: Water management

Parameter
COD (oxygen absorbents) (kg/year)
Phosphate (kg/year)
Total nitrogen (kg/year)
Table 6: Composition of residual water
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Waste

We are in talks with our processor of waste to further
separate the residual waste, so that ultimately less
incineration is required.

Ambitions

At Swinkels Family Brewers the four most important
residual flows are; paper, glass, plastic and metal. We
also have organic residual flows, such as yeast and
spent grains (residual products from the brewing
process). In the Netherlands and Belgium, we sell yeast
and spent grains as animal feed. In Ethiopia, we
make the spent grains available to the community
for their cattle free of charge. As part of our circularity
ambition, our other residual flows are recycled, reused
or used for energy generation where possible.

As far as possible, we now also offer Habesha waste to
the processors of waste separately and record the
weights. This includes glass and wood, among other
things. The total weight of residual waste from all
Swinkels Family Brewers’ sites amounted to 1,190 tons in
2018.

Future plans

In 2019, we want to perform a scan in Lieshout that
should provide insight into the possibilities for further
reducing the amount of residual waste.
In Ethiopia, we have since launched a programme to
ensure that no more waste is dumped in the future.

We contribute to sustainable
production by reducing waste
and finding a useful purpose for
it. Currently 94% of our waste is
reused for a valuable new
application.

Sustainable procurement
Ambitions

Our main procurement flows are:
• Agricultural raw materials (in addition to water, beer
also consists of barley, hops and sugar).
• Packaging (paper, cardboard, wood, steel, aluminium,
plastic and glass).

Results 2018

We started a waste management programme in
Lieshout last year. Circularity and logistics are
important parts thereof. In the meantime, we are
recovering 94% of our waste materials for reuse.
The limited amount of mixed residual waste that we
have left is currently being used externally for energy
generation.

When procuring these agricultural raw materials and
packaging, we take into account the impact this may
have on people and the environment.

Parameter

Total
(tons)

Reused/recovered/
recycled (tons)

Incinerated
(tons)

Dumped
(tons)

Paper and cardboard

1,668

915

-

754

564

564

-

-

2,888

2,734

-

154

Plastic
Glass

160

124

-

36

107,407

107,407

-

-

Yeast

15,674

12,228

-

3,446

Sludge

16,685

11,971

-

4,714

485

485

-

-

1,184

-

1,134

50

Metal
Spent grains and organic
material

Wood
Residual waste and other
Hazardous waste
Total waste

20

-

20

-

146,736

136,428

1,154

9,154

* The calculation method has changed from that of previous years, which is why a decision was made to only report figures for 2017.
Table 7: Waste
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Crown Cap pillar 3

Results 2018

Supplier Code of Conduct
It is important to us that our suppliers comply with the
same basic standards as we do when it comes to
human rights, environmental protection and integrity.
To ensure this, we have asked them to sign our supplier
code of conduct and to include this in the contracts
since 2017. Almost all our raw materials and packaging
suppliers have now signed this code.

DILEMMA:

Steel or aluminium?
Our beer cans are made of steel or aluminium.
From a marketing point of view, the choice of
aluminium is the most interesting, but the
environmental impact (Carbon dioxide
emissions) is higher than if we were to opt for
steel cans. We are therefore currently looking
for a solution that is commercially and
environmentally interesting. For example,
we are talking with our raw material suppliers
about reducing the weight of the aluminium
cans and the possibility of increasing the
percentage of recycled material. That is how
we can reduce the difference in environmental
impact between steel and aluminium.

Reduction of packaging material
In 2018, we further monitored the weight of our
packaging. In this way it became clear where we could
still save on packaging material without compromising
the quality or safety of our products. We now also
know what the contribution of packaging is to our
circularity objective.
Sustainably improved agricultural raw materials
We now procure 22% of our most important raw
material, barley, in a sustainable way. This means that
this barley meets the SAI (Sustainable Agriculture
Initiative) criteria, an international platform for
sustainable agriculture. In 2018, we entered into
discussions with suppliers to further increase the
percentage of sustainably grown hops and sugar.

Future plans

In the coming years we will continue to look for
opportunities to further limit the amount of packaging
materials we use. Among other things, by further
improving reports and drawing up special programmes
for this. And we are further refine our risk assessment
and auditing programme in the area of sustainable
procurement. To bolster our corporate social
responsibility within the chain, we will conduct supplier
audits and take corrective measures where necessary.
We aim to realise the circularity objectives in
collaboration with our suppliers.
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Kevin Van Humbeeck inspecting the Cornet bottle in the Warehouse at brewery Palm.
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Lieshout
THE NETHERLANDS

rculatity plans
Havin g a ch at about ci ijn
Ju ngge bu rth
in th e fo re grou nd M arthVijfeijken
(left) an d Han s van
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Solidifying our
circularity ambitions
Last year we said we wanted to
be 50% circular by 2020. And in
the future we even hope for
complete circularity in doing
business. But what does that
mean? What do we still have
to do? And which measures will
really make a difference? We used
2018 to figure that out, so that we
can deliver on our promises, in all
our breweries and malting plants.
As one family.

procurement, 40% sustainable production and
20% reuse. Within each of these three categories, we
then determined which components could contribute
to the result and how much they should weigh in the
final result.”
The importance of a component within a category
depends, among other things, on the influence we
can exert on it, the impact on our environment and
on our image and results. Marthijn explains: “By
determining the weighting factors with internal and
external experts, we came up with a formula that
includes all aspects. For example, more sustainable
energy and water consumption outweighs the
sustainability of our construction activities and
maintenance in view of the impact and influence we
have on this. Thanks to the formula, all stakeholders
within Swinkels Family Brewers know how they, in
their own roles, can contribute to circularity enabling
us to make targeted investments. Soon, with a push
of a button, we will know how circular we are. Every
year we want to increase our performance by 10%,”
says Marthijn.

As Programme Manager, Marthijn Junggeburth has
been fully committed since September 2018 to the
plans for achieving our circularity ambition. He says:
“We want to offer transparency and show that they
are not empty promises. That is why, at the beginning of 2018, we sat down with a team to define what
circularity means for Swinkels Family Brewers. We
then defined our ambitions, determined process
steps and organised the collaboration. In addition,
we went looking for systems and suppliers that could
support us in realising our circularity ambition.”

Complex matter

Determining the importance of the relevant factors is
a complex process, according to Fabiënne Swinkels,
Head of Facilities & Construction: “We are also
considering circularity with regard to our buildings.
For example, about the manner in which we carry out
maintenance and how we can make it more
sustainable. And when is the right time to assess a
building’s circularity? If it is being built or
if it has already been built?” We have established a
working group to determine this. For example, we
want to register the materials in our buildings in a
type of online library, the “Madaster.” This gives us
insight into the options for maintenance, reuse or
recycling.”

Circularity formula

In order to find out where Swinkels Family Brewers
is now and to be able to quantify the steps we will
take in the coming years, we developed a circularity
formula last year. Marthijn: “We calculated the
maximum achievable for our organisation. For
example, we ultimately determined that circular
entrepreneurship consists of 40% sustainable
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More than reuse

Baseline measurement

Global Manager Engineering & Maintenance Hans
van Vijfeijken faces a similar challenge: “We now
have a setup for new machines, but this is more
complicated for existing machines. For example,
the question is whether you should only look at
parts that are being replaced. In addition, more
factors are important for circular entrepreneurship
than just reuse. Minimal water and energy
consumption is also important, just like thorough
maintenance. After all, this means that we would
replace machines less quickly.” Fabiënne: “There are
many decisions to make and this is why I like having
external experts looking into this.” In addition, Hans
and Fabiënne have discussions with suppliers to find
out to what extent they can contribute to our
circularity ambition. Fabiënne: “In addition, we are
going to conclude agreements with them about the
details they will have to submit regarding future
installations and construction projects. The first
steps have therefore been taken.”

We see 2018 as the base year for the circularity
calculations. Han Tetteroo, Head of Procurement:
“To arrive at a good baseline measurement, we
analysed documents and processes on the one
hand, but also sent a survey to suppliers to find
out how they can contribute to our circular
ambitions on the other hand. More than 30% of our
suppliers indicated that they could help Swinkels
Family Brewers with this. By working together we
can strengthen each other’s efforts. For example,
we entered into discussions with our hop, sugar
and malt suppliers in order to achieve a fully
SAI-qualified, sustainable procurement.” In this way
we ensured, that we would also make good progress,
on all fronts, in the field of circularity in the coming
year. And thanks to the new circularity formula, we
can immediately show how big that step actually
was.

F.l.t.r. : M aarten
Han Tette ro o,
an d Fl em m in g
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Roeselare
BELGIUM

M ichel Hendriksen, Filip Sneppers,
ke
Frank Balduck, Johan Keersmaejoy
and Koen Vannieuwenborgh en
lunch among the beer ba rrels at
brewery Rodenbach
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Rodenbach to an
even higher level
In 2018, we again invested in our
Belgian family branch. For example,
brewery Rodenbach received a yeast
propagation tank and a new
separator. This allowed Rodenbach
to raise its beers to an even higher
level and at the same time it was
also good for the environment.
Thanks to the new separator, the
brewery saves a lot of energy and
cooling water.

barrels called foeders. Normal Rodenbach contains
relatively little foeder beer, a grand cru as much as
66% and a vintage even 100%. At the end of the
brewing process, the beer mixture goes through a
centrifuge, the separator.
Among other things, it filters out the yeast cells and
proteins. This is important to produce a nice clear
beer. The separator we had here consumed a lot of
power and gave too high turbidity and oxygen
values to our liking.”

Oxygen is disastrous

Johan: “Oxygen is bad for the quality of beer. This
causes faster ageing and oxidation reactions, giving
the beer a different taste.” With the new separator
we greatly reduced the chance of oxygen intake.
“We are currently investigating whether we can also
guarantee quality and shelf life without adding
additives,” emphasises Filip. “Ultimately, it is
intended that all our beers receive a so-called ‘clean
label.’ This is a food label that is both honest and
understandable for consumers. As far as we are
concerned, there will soon be no mention of
additives on this label.” In addition to the quality
gain, the new separator also has an important
benefit. “Energy consumption is also falling
considerably,” Johan emphasises. “Moreover, this
separator requires less cooling thanks to the
additional cooling unit. The cooling water can
therefore continue to circulate.”

As a process engineer from Lieshout, Johan
Keersmaekers is jointly responsible for the
renovation projects in breweries Palm and
Rodenbach. He says: “Every brewery has its own
yeast strain. This largely determines the quality and
character of the beer. Yeast cells are cultivated in a
yeast propagation tank. Millions of yeast cells are
needed for good fermentation. Under the right
conditions, fermentation takes place quickly. In a
single day, you have three to four times as many
yeast cells.”

Our yeast strains

Quality Manager Filip Sneppe of brewery
Rodenbach: “To date, we had no yeast propagation
for the cultivation of Rodenbach yeast. We reused
our yeast, sometimes for up to a year. We used the
yeast propagation of Palm to cultivate a new
generation. Because of this we were dependent on
the capacity of this brewery. Moreover, the transport
of the yeast strains entailed quality risks.” Johan:
“With the new propagator we can provide our own
yeast and regularly start a new culture. This
improves the fermentation and we can also brew
other beers, such as white beers.”

Respecting authenticity

Brewery staff from the Netherlands and Belgium
worked closely together to implement the new
equipment. Filip: “We each had our input. At
Rodenbach, there are a lot of generalists, in Lieshout
you have a specialist for everything. That’s nice. In
addition, our Dutch colleagues respect our authentic
maturing process. They only combine it with the
latest technologies.”
The first tests with the new propagator were
successfully completed in mid-November 2018.
From the beginning of 2019, it will be deployed on
a large scale. The separator has been running at
full speed since June 2018.

Special brewing process

Rodenbach beers are traditionally made from a
blend of young, newly brewed beer and ‘foeder’ beer.
Filip: “This is beer that we have aged in large wooden
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Our expectations
for the future
In 2019, we will toast the 300th anniversary of brewery
Bavaria. Together with our colleagues, family members,
retail and on-trade customers, consumers and partners.
After all, they helped us achieve this milestone. We do
not only want to toast our beautiful past, but also our
future. A future in which we want to achieve all our
sustainability objectives and ensure that:
• Consumers worldwide can enjoy our beers
responsibly.
• All our employees feel good and can build a good
career with us.
• Our breweries and malting plants become the most
sustainable in the world.
• We make a positive contribution to the world in
which we live and produce, partly thanks to the
circular use of raw materials, water and energy.

“We want to continue
to grow internationally
and invest in the
expansion of our
beer portfolio”

Confidence in our strategy

We look to 2019 with confidence and continue to build
our strategy as a family. We want to continue to grow
internationally and invest in the expansion of our beer
portfolio.
The health of our consumers, employees and partners
remains a great asset. In addition, we want to increase
our circularity score to 50% circularity in doing business
by 2020, as planned.
Growth with an eye on the world around us
Rising raw material prices will not make it easy in 2019
to maintain our growth result. That is why we are going
to look for the connection more so than ever before.
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By entering into new partnerships, we will improve
contact with local consumers so that we get a full
understanding of what they really want. We will also
continue to invest in local development in countries
where we are active. We believe that you can grow
steadily with an eye on the world around you.

“We are proud to see a
company with a clear
strategy that will realise
its future dreams
step by step”

Good health for all
We believe it is very important that everyone who is
part of our family can live their lives in good health. For
that reason, we will roll out our code for responsible
drinking internationally in 2019 to all business units
worldwide. We will also again invest in our internal
safety programme ‘Be Safe’ next year. We hope to
achieve a 20% reduction in the number of industrial
accidents in 2019 compared to 2017.

The collegiate model of governance is transformed into
a CEO model with a two-man Executive Board.
Together with the CFO, who is currently being recruited,
Peer Swinkels, as CEO, will manage the three divisions
(Holland Malt, Habesha and other activities) that will all
be given more autonomy within this new structure.

Towards 50% circularity
Next year we will roll out concrete action plans and
projects to realise our 50% circularity ambition by 2020.
In 2019 we want to increase our circularity by
investing in:
• Further reducing energy consumption in our malting
plants and breweries.
• Expanding the percentage of sustainably grown
barley, hops and sugar.
• Making our packaging more sustainable.
• A higher product efficiency.

Growth from connection

2018 was a fantastic year. We are proud to see a
company with a clear strategy that will realise its future
dreams step by step and continues to develop. Simply
by staying alert and working hard. We are grateful to
our employees for this. It is important that they realise
that everyone within Swinkels Family Brewers has an
influence on the result. If we each continue to make our
own steps, we will make great forward leaps together.
Understanding each other remains important for this.
This starts with listening. Not only to colleagues, but
also to stakeholders and the consumer. The connection
that is created in this way enables us to grow and
innovate based on insight. Initiatives that we develop
are then even more succesfull. If we continue on this
path set in 2018, we are convinced that we will have
another excellent year in 2019, despite high cost prices.
As one committed family, in which every brewery, every
business unit, every employee gives their all.

Jan-Renier Swinkels passes on the
chairmanship of the Management Board

On 17 April 2019, Jan-Renier Swinkels hands over the
chairmanship to Peer Swinkels. In doing so, Jan-Renier
is giving the family brewery space for progression and
innovation. Jan-Renier has led the company for more
than 12 years and successfully so. This change in
leadership also results in an adjustment in the structure
of the Management Board.
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Our
governance
Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. is an
unlisted Dutch family-run business based
in Lieshout and the holding company of
Bavaria N.V., Holland Malt Holding B.V.,
Palm N.V. and Bavaria Overseas Breweries
B.V. For the indirect participating interests
reference is made to the notes to the
financial fixed assets in the separate
financial statements.

Colleagues Pol Dewitte and Tony Dancet building a foeder at brewery Rodenbach.
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Management structure
Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. is an unlisted
Dutch family-run business based in Lieshout and the
holding company of Bavaria N.V., Holland Malt
Holding B.V., Palm N.V. and Bavaria Overseas
Breweries B.V. For the indirect participating interests
reference is made to the notes to the financial fixed
assets in the separate financial statements.

discharging the Management Board members from
liability for their management and discharging the
members of the Supervisory Board from liability for
their supervision, and the auditor is appointed.

Management Board

The Management Board is charged with managing the
company and is responsible for, among other things,
realising the objectives, the strategy and result
development of the company. It accounts to the
Supervisory Board and the General Meeting. Pursuant
to the articles of association, resolutions of the
Management Board require the approval of the
Supervisory Board and/or the General Meeting. In
fulfilling its duties, the Management Board focuses on
the interests of the company and its affiliated
businesses.

Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V., a public limited
company under Dutch law, has a two-tier management
structure. This means that the company is managed by
The Management Board under the supervision of a
Supervisory Board. These two bodies are independent.
Both bodies account for their actions to the General
Meeting of shareholders (‘the General Meeting’).
Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. is also subject to
the full two-tier board structure described in Sections
2:158 to 2:164 of the Dutch Civil Code. Among other
things, this means that important decisions of the
Management Board require the Supervisory Board’s
approval and that the Supervisory Board is entitled to
appoint and dismiss the members of the Management
Board.

As of 1 April, 2018, Mr F.A.M. (Frank) Swinkels resigned
his duties as a member of the Board.
The current Management Board consists of the
following persons:
Mr J.R.A.S.E. (Jan-Renier) Swinkels, chairman
Mr P-J.J.M. (Peer) Swinkels
Mr C.A.S. (Stijn) Swinkels
Mr P.J.F. (Pieter) Swinkels

Shareholder

Ambrig B.V. is the sole shareholder of Swinkels Family
Brewers Holding N.V. With the exception of the
depositary receipts purchased by Swinkels Family
Brewers Holding N.V., all depository receipts from
Ambrig B.V. are held by the Ambrig Trust Office
foundation (hereinafter referred to as “the foundation”).
This foundation has issued depositary receipts for
shares in Ambrig B.V. to (the descendants of) the
Swinkels family, which indirectly holds the full economic
interest in Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V.
through those depositary receipts. The foundation is
the sole director of Ambrig B.V. and can cast a vote on
all shares in the capital of Swinkels Family Brewers
Holding N.V. Based on the articles of association of the
foundation, the board consists of seven natural
persons. Currently there is a vacancy on the board of
the foundation and the board consists of five members
of the Swinkels family and one independent chairman,
who is not a family member. The General Meeting is
held annually, within six months after the end of the
financial year. All depositary receipt holders of the
foundation are also invited to this General Meeting.
At the annual General Meeting, the annual report is
discussed and adopted, the financial statements and
dividend are adopted, resolutions are passed about

Supervisory Board

The role of the supervisory board is to supervise the
policy of the Management Board and the general
course of the company’s affairs and to advise the
Management Board. In fulfilling its role, the Supervisory
Board focuses on the interests of Swinkels Family
Brewers Holding N.V. and its affiliated businesses.
To that end, it considers the relevant interests of
parties involved in Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V.
In 2018, the Supervisory Board consisted of the
following persons:
Mr J.W. (Jan Willem) Baud, chairman
Mr J.W. (Jan Willem) Sieburgh*
Mr L.J.G.M. (Louis) Swinkels
Mr P.P.M.M. (Paul) Swinkels
Mr F.S.E.M. (Frans) van der Zande
The members of the Supervisory Board are appointed
by the General Meeting, upon the nomination of the
Supervisory Board.

* Retired per 31 December, 2018
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Our governance — Management structure

CSR

The Supervisory Board has drafted a profile of its
composition, taking into account the nature and
activities of the company and its affiliated businesses
and the required expertise and background of the
supervisory directors. This profile can be changed after
consultation at the General Meeting and with the
works council. The Supervisory Board has set up
various committees, including the Audit Committee
and the Remuneration Committee.

CSR is managed at corporate level, with
implementation in projects at local level. Our Chairman
of the Board, Jan-Renier Swinkels, is responsible for
CSR within the Management Board. We also have a
CSR steering committee. The CSR steering committee
meets at least six times a year and more often if
current events so require. The steering group is
responsible for establishing, monitoring and evaluating
the CSR policy. This policy is visualised in our Crown
Cap. Our CSR management system for the Lieshout
location is certified at level 4 of the CSR performance
ladder and is based on the ISO 26000 guideline. For our
other breweries, we will be focusing in the coming years
on introducing the CSR performance ladder or a similar
initiative.

Audit Committee

The Audit Committee advises the Supervisory Board
about the financial statements, the financing of the
business and other matters of a fiscal and financial
nature.

Remuneration Committee

The Remuneration Committee advises the Supervisory
Board about the remuneration of the Management
Board and it plays a role in the realisation of the
remuneration policy for the Management Board.
Changes are submitted to the General Meeting for
adoption. The Supervisory Board stipulates the
remuneration of the individual board members on the
proposal of the Remuneration Committee, within the
limits of the remuneration policy stipulated by the
General Meeting.

External auditor

The General Meeting issues an instruction for the
audit of the financial statements drawn up by the
Management Board. The current external auditor is
KPMG Accountants N.V., who have been appointed for
the period up to and including the 2018 financial year.
With effect from the 2016 financial year, KPMG also
issues assurance about the CSR information in the
integrated annual report.

Compliance

The Management Board has adopted a code of
conduct that documents its most important core
values and principles. The code of conduct contains
topics such as responsible drinking, health and safety,
respectful behaviour, conflicting interests, operating
assets, confidential information and privacy, truthful
communication, social media, fraud, business gifts,
entertainment, bribery, the environment and
sustainability, clients, suppliers and rivals, good
business practices and trade embargoes. The code of
conduct is signed by every new member of staff and is
available to all on the Intranet.
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Risk management
Currencies
As we operate internationally, transactions are made in
foreign currencies, such as Ethiopian birr, British pound,
Canadian dollar and US dollar. In order to reduce the
effects of exchange rate fluctuations of the principal
foreign currencies on the results, we have foreign
currency bank accounts both locally and centrally.
In addition, we conclude forward contracts if at all
possible, covering approximately 70% of our free
position. Our investment in Habesha Breweries SC in
Ethiopian birr was not hedged as at the end of 2018.
As such, the volatility of the birr does constitute an
exchange rate risk. Due to a lack of foreign currency in
Ethiopia, the birr cannot be exchanged freely, limiting
Swinkels Family Brewers’ scope to hedge against
exchange rate risks. Transactions in foreign currencies
need the approval of Ethiopia’s central back, the
National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE). This has a
considerable delaying effect on Habesha’s imports of
resources and capital goods from countries with hard
currencies. The Management Board of Swinkels Family
Brewers has meanwhile implemented a series of
measures to limit these risks or mitigate their impact.
For example, we work with external parties who have
financing options in foreign currencies. On the import
side, we have set up various projects to reduce imports
of resources by procuring them locally instead (local
sourcing).

Entrepreneurship is about responsibly taking risks,
operational and financial risks, but also risks caused
by changes in the market and to legislation. To
reduce the financial or other impact of these risks to
an acceptable level, we take a range of different
control measures. We will explain the most
important ones below.

Market risks

Sales
Our markets are spread across the world. Due to
political instability and specific situations such as
Brexit, our sales and turnover in those regions may
come under pressure. We reduce this risk by securing a
good geographical spread and carefully choosing our
partners, but also by looking into the possibilities of
local stocking. The growing power of retailers can also
cause sales fluctuations. Prices have been under
pressure for years now due to tenders and online
auctions. This is why we have decided to distinguish
ourselves in a different area where retail is concerned,
namely by being innovative and highly service-driven.
Based on these two strong points, we want to keep our
customer relationships with retailers productive and
healthy.
Procurement
The raw materials for beer are mostly natural products.
The climate, therefore, has a major impact on quality,
availability and, as such, the price. We take various
measures to ensure that we suffer as little as possible
from these fluctuations. Having our own malting plant,
Holland Malt, enables us to guarantee supply
continuity and quality of one of our main ingredients;
malt. We cover fluctuations in aluminium prices mainly
by means of hedge contracts.

Accounts receivable
To reduce the default risk on new accounts, we always
run a creditworthiness check first. And if necessary,
we set a credit limit. We keep the default risk as low
as possible through intensive accounts receivable
management and by taking out credit insurance for
certain areas. We will ask for additional security where
possible. Provisions are created for high-risk debtors.
In order to reduce the risk of loans granted to owners
of on-trade establishments, also in years of economic
hardship, we apply a surcharge for them based on the
prevailing risk-free basis. The extent of this surcharge
depends on the risk profile and the securities acquired
from an owner of an on-trade establishment. We will
create a provision for doubtful loans if necessary.

In order to reduce price fluctuations for other strategic
goods, we take up positions for a period of no more
than five years and we operate with multiple suppliers.
We agreed with them that they comply with our code
of conduct. Furthermore, they are extensively screened
on a periodic basis.

Financial risks

Availability of capital
In order to be able to finance growth in the long term,
we need enough capital. Swinkels Family Breweries
aims to maintain a state of healthy solvency and
liquidity.

Swinkels Family Brewers is well aware of potential
fluctuations in the value of financial assets and has,
therefore, taken a range of measures to minimise the
possible impact of such fluctuations. We also have an
accounting manual for unambiguous reporting within
the group. Verification takes place by means of internal
reviews, both centrally and regionally.
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In order to raise the efficiency and effectiveness of our
internal controls, we will increasingly be resorting to
continuous monitoring. This will allow us to intervene
faster when facing unexpected process disruptions.

That is why investment decisions are taken only after a
thorough yield analysis, while the financing structure is
verified on a periodic basis. To be able to organise and
centralise our financing structure even more effectively
with better terms and conditions, we refinanced our
debts in 2017, unifying multiple external financing debts
into one single new agreement in the name of Swinkels
Family Brewers. Managing the funds of the business is
a joint responsibility, which is why this is continuously
monitored by the Management Board centrally. As we
mostly sell and buy from the Netherlands on the basis
of international payment terms, Swinkels Family
Brewers usually has a positive working capital. Stock
levels are kept low by working closely with customers
and suppliers.

Climate change
Climate change will lead to a proliferation of extreme
weather conditions, potentially impacting on barley
and hops harvests. We continuously liaise with
suppliers to guarantee that they can keep supplying
stable volumes of the high quality resources we need.
They are making sure of that by, for example, switching
to and developing different barley strains that offer
better resistance to extreme weather conditions.
Quality and continuity
We at Swinkels Family Breweries attach great value to
the quality of our products. As such, we hold all
relevant certificates and we use automated processes
and systems to the greatest possible extent. If
something does go wrong, we can fall back on a recall
plan (food-related) and a company contingency plan
(evacuation-related). We also have alternative
scenarios ready that will help us keep the business
going during an emergency.

Interest
In order to control interest rate risks to the greatest
possible extent, we use interest rate swaps for longterm loans. For short-term loans, the interest rates are
often fixed until the end of the term. The remaining
interest rate risk is therefore limited.
Investments in foreign participating interests
The shortage of foreign currency in Ethiopia represents
a risk for our operations there. One particular measure
announced by the Ethiopian government is to ban the
import of agricultural products within a couple of years
on account of the country’s lack of hard currency. This
is why we are looking at the strategic possibilities to
control these risks before such a ban is implemented.

Groundwater
The availability and quality of groundwater is an
important factor for our product and the environment
in which we operate; we want to protect our spring
water and ensure an infinite supply. In order to achieve
this, we try to close water cycles and take other
mitigating measures to safeguard the availability of
water. One example is Bavaria’s major role in the Boer
Bier Water (Farmer Beer Water) project, which includes
the redistribution of residual water from brewery
Bavaria among local farmers.

Disputes
There are different legal disputes pending against the
company and/or group companies, which are being
contested. Although the outcome of these disputes
cannot be predicted with any certainty, it is assumed
– partly based on legal advice sought – that these will
not have any materially unfavourable impact on the
consolidated financial position.

Cyber risk and privacy
We are well aware of the fact that cyber risk is on the
rise, both domestically and across the globe. Cyberattacks can do serious harm to our company’s IT
systems and even result in the theft of confidential
and/or privacy-sensitive information. This is one of the
reasons why Swinkels Family Breweries has identified
this issue as an important focus point. Efforts in this
area in 2017 have already led to the implementation
of an IT information security policy. And we have
launched the Identity Access Management programme
to raise customer awareness of this issue and to better
guide people’s behaviour when handling sensitive
information. On 25 May 2018, the General Data
Protection Regulation has come into force.

Operational risks

Owing to the continued expansion of operations,
Swinkels Family Brewers has an ever-greater need for
structural control of operational risks, so as to prevent
process disruptions or to enable us to act fast when
such disruptions do occur. We have therefore stepped
up our focus on the update and extension of the
Internal Control Framework. And we are investing in
improved monitoring and management based on an
adequate segregation of duties.
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The Security situation in Ethiopia
The security situation in Ethiopia is another risk. As a
result of local unrest, a national state of emergency
was declared at the end of 2016. Although there was no
unrest in the vicinity of the brewery, we continue to
keep a close eye on the situation. Thanks to our close
ties with the local community and good relations with
our shareholders and local colleagues, the security risk
and the risk of our activities being disrupted seem
minimal at the moment. No further incidents occurred
in 2018.

Swinkels Family Brewers is studying the requirements
that this new piece of EU legislation will impose and will
work hard to achieve full compliance.

Social risks

The success of our company is mainly determined by
the quality of its staff. We have an HR policy that seeks
to strike the right balance between inflow, internal flow
and outflow of staff. Based on this policy, we aim for an
organisation with consumer-driven, motivated and
well-trained employees. Good leadership forms the
basis of that objective. In order to find the right people,
we use recruitment and selection procedures that are
geared to the position in question. So as to hold onto
valuable employees and to continuously improve the
quality of employees, we often talk to them about
what goes well and what needs improvement. We also
offer various training courses at the Swinkels Family
Brewers Academy or through external parties, if
necessary. On a final note, we pay a lot of attention to
sustainable employability. In order to be able to absorb
fluctuations in work volume, we employ not only
permanent employees but also flexible employees.

Legislative risks

Taxes and excise duty
Swinkels Family Brewers is subject to a multitude of
national and international legislation with regard to
excise duty and other taxes. Changing rates and
increasing differences between countries can affect
sales and the result. On 6 April 2017, Swinkels Family
Brewers Holding N.V. signed a compliance agreement
with the Dutch Tax and Customs Administration
(horizontal monitoring). Under this agreement, we will
be working together with the Dutch Tax and Customs
Administration on the basis of trust and mutual
understanding, engaging in a continuous dialogue on
Dutch tax issues on the basis of full transparency.
We see this as an important step in our CSR and the
continued professionalisation of our organisation.
Customs have certified our (logistics) locations in the
Netherlands and have issued the AEO certificate,
making us an Authorised Economic Operator. AEO is
an initiative of the European Commission.

Employee safety
The safety of our employees comes first. This is why
we stay focused on resolving unsafe situations in the
workplace. We also try to reduce the number of
work-related accidents by increasing safety awareness.
Working conditions
A considerable amount of our promotional materials
comes from developing countries. The production of
those materials is fraught with risks in terms of
employment rights violations (such as safety, employee
participation, overtime, child labour, etc.). In order to
control these risks, we instruct external, international
audit organisations to conduct audits at suppliers from
developing countries. We try to make solid
arrangements and conduct audits, but naturally, it is
impossible for us to check if everything is done properly
outside of those audits. This poses a dilemma; we really
do not want to work with someone if we feel matters
are not organised properly locally. At the same time, we
do not want to deny the locals an income either. In
case of doubt, we first enter into a dialogue so as to
make improvements. We will only break off the
business relationship when no progress is made.

Other legislation
Swinkels Family Breweries is active in an increasing
number of countries and as such, it is continuously
confronted with different types of domestic and
international legislation. The risks that come with that
are controlled through risk management systems and
internal controls. This also includes the monitoring of
changes to legislation and regulations that may affect
our company thus ensuring that, if necessary, we can
respond on time to stay compliant. Our company also
relies on external consultants for support on specific
aspects.
Emission allowances
As we want to pass the brewery to upcoming
generations in an even better state than it is in now,
we are serious about sustainable business practices.
This is why we aim to reduce carbon dioxide emissions
every year.
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In order to cover the risk of not being able to meet
carbon dioxide emission standards in the long term, we
have purchased tradable emission allowances for
future years. However, on this front too, we aim to stay
well below the applicable standard.
Climate risks
To manage climate risks, we have set up an internal
working group that periodically discusses
developments in climate change and related
legislation. In addition, they assess whether the energy
and carbon dioxide targets of Swinkels Family Brewers
are still in line with these.
Violations of legislation and regulations
In 2018, we have detected no violations of financial,
social, or environmental legislation and regulations that
resulted in official warnings, fines or legal proceedings.
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Colleagues Rudi Ghequire and Filip Sneppe taste their Rodenbach among the foeders
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Report of the
Supervisory Board
The Supervisory Board would like to extend its
gratitude to the Management Board and all other
employees in the Netherlands and beyond for their
efforts over the past year. It has been an intense
year during which the company has achieved a
number of important results that contribute to the
realisation of the strategy, including the successful
construction and commissioning of the two new
malt towers in Eemshaven, as well as the acquisition
of Bier&cO. As Supervisory Board, we have been
able to advise the company on several occasions.

The opportunities and risks inherent in the local market
and the country of Ethiopia were also explicitly discussed.
In December 2018, the Supervisory Board approved a phased
capacity expansion from 1.2 million hectolitres to 4.5 million
hectolitres that will be realised over a period of 4 to 5 years.
This involves an investment amount of EUR 140 million for
Habesha, of which Swinkels Family Brewers will contribute its
fair share as a majority shareholder. This involves an amount
of approximately EUR 35 million.

Organisational structure

Alongside regular joint meetings of the Supervisory Board and
the Management Board, there were four extra meetings.
These meetings were mostly about the organisational
structure. To ensure that the organisation fits in better with
the strategic objectives of the company, the organisation was
transformed into an organised business unit at the end of
2018. An explicit three-way division has been made between
the business (markets subdivided into business units),
operations (the breweries) and the service units.

Changes in the management of the
company

Frank Swinkels, Chief Financial Officer, decided at the
beginning of 2018 to continue his career outside the
family business. Frank worked with full dedication for
the company for 16 years and made an important
contribution to the development of the long-term
strategy of Swinkels Family Brewers. The Supervisory
Board thanks him for his dedication, energy and
enormous contribution.

Meetings without the Management Board
attending

Change in the composition of the
Supervisory Board

The Board met several times, without the Management
Board, on strategic plans, remuneration policy, management
issues and investment policy. The strategy and its
implementation were also discussed during these meetings.
Finally, the Chairman of the Board participated in meetings
with the Board of Ambrig B.V. and has consulted periodically
with the Chairman of the Board and the Chairman of Ambrig
B.V. The Chairman of the Audit Committee, Mr L.J.G.M.
Swinkels, also consulted with the accountant.

Mr J.W. Sieburgh resigned from the Supervisory Board
on 31 December 2018 due to other busy activities. Mr
Sieburgh, in the past eight years, provided the company
with good supervision and advice based on his
marketing expertise, among other things. We thank
him for his many years of commitment and pleasant
cooperation.

Joint meetings of the Supervisory Board
and the Management Board

Financial statements, dividend and discharge

The Supervisory Board and the members of the
Management Board held five regular meetings during
the past financial year. A number of (fixed) topics were
discussed in the meetings, including:
• The financial results of Swinkels Family Brewers
Holding N.V. and its subsidiaries.
• Risk management.
• The general market developments within the various
business units and regions.
• Substantial investment proposals, including the
expansion of capacity in Ethiopia.

The Supervisory Board has looked at the 2018 financial
statements, as prepared by the Management Board, in a
meeting that was attended by the external auditor from
KPMG. The financial statements were accompanied by
the Management Board’s report. We propose that the
General Meeting adopt the 2018 financial statements
presented on pages 94 › to 132 of this report. The Supervisory
Board furthermore requests the General Meeting to discharge
the Management Board from liability for its management
and subsequently discharge the Supervisory Board from
liability for the supervision performed over the financial
year under review.

Habesha

Lieshout, 20 March 2019

This year too, Habesha occupied a special place
during the regular meetings. In consultation with the
Management Board, there was extensive discussion
at various times regarding the potential of the local
Habesha brand and the possibilities for further
capacity expansion and the associated investments.

J.W. Baud, chairman
L.J.G.M. Swinkels
P.P.M.M. Swinkels
F.S.E.M. van der Zande
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F.l.t.r.: Frans van der Zande, Paul Swinkels, Louis Swinkels, Jan Willem Sieburgh and Jan Willem Baud.
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Our
figures
The financial report that now follows
highlights the consolidated results of all
the companies in which Swinkels Family
Brewers Holding N.V. participates.

Colleagues Xander Grijspeert and Mathieu Van Autrijve in the brewery hall at brewery Rodenbach.
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Consolidated balance sheet as at December 31, 2018
(before profit appropriation, in thousands of euros)

Assets
2018

2017

Fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets

1.

Goodwill

13,618

Emission allowances
Software
Intellectual property rights
Prepayments on intangible fixed assets

3,634

688

368

7,368

4,572

30,809

32,584

974

53,457

Tangible fixed assets

41,158

2.

Land and buildings

146,690

126,086

Plant and equipment

162,954

116,917

32,528

30,518

Other fixed operating assets
Other real estate

21,635

24,974

Assets under construction

24,908

68,688
388,715

Financial fixed assets

367,183

3.

Participating interests

1,063

Receivables from participating interests
Deferred tax assets
Other receivables

963

-

117

620

829

11,787

7,449
13,470

9,358

Current assets
Inventories

4.

Raw materials and consumables

30,624

19,386

7,743

5,832

Finished goods

33,795

29,072

Other inventories

15,370

12,565

Work in progress

87,532

66,855

Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables

5.

Taxes and social security contributions
Other receivables, prepayments
and accrued income

6.

Cash and cash equivalents

139,220

123,890

2,244

6,003

22,765

14,120

7.

TOTAL ASSETS
Notes on pages 99 to 124 › are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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164,229

144,013

26,334

24,854

733,737

653,421
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Liabilities
2018

Group equity

2017

8.

Share Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V.
Minority interests

354,441

329,449

20,859

13,390
375,300

Provisions

342,839

9.

Deferred tax liabilities

19,115

18,939

927

807

Jubilee provision

1,796

1,837

Other provisions

1,338

Provision for claims, disputes and lawsuits

1,010
23,176

22,593

Debts
Non-current liabilities

10.

Loans

105

76

Deferred payment obligations

37,631

37,264

Credit institutions

94,039

59,980
131,775

Current liabilities

11.

Current portion of non-current liabilities

10.

97,320

3,099

3,020

3,778

933

77,527

61,606

2,348

3,804

12.

28,724

28,078

365

186

Deposit and VBR obligation

13.

26,155

25,051

Other liabilities, accruals and deferred income

14.

61,490

67,991

Credit institutions
Accounts payable to suppliers and trade creditors
Corporation tax
Other taxes and social security contributions
Pensions

TOTAL LIABILITIES

Notes on pages 99 to 124 › are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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203,486

190,669

733,737

653,421
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Consolidated profit and loss account for 2018
(in thousands of euros)

2018

Net turnover

15.

Change in inventories of work in progress
and products for sale
Other operating income

16.

2017

713,067

658,988

6,634

-4,138

27,343

28,538

Operating income

747,044

Raw materials and consumables

683,388

310,095

272,672

Wages and salaries

17.

77,122

74,834

Social charges and pension costs

18.

19,640

17,066

Other personnel costs

23,099

25,009

Marketing and sales costs

78,328

75,320

Maintenance costs

20,948

19,525

Energy costs

14,575

13,239

Transport costs

49,671

45,076

Rental and storage costs

14,467

13,512

Amortisation and depreciation of (in)tangible fixed assets

19.

45,906

43,688

Other costs of outsourced work and other external costs

20.

35,529

34,794

3,914

7,549

Other operating expenses

Operating expenses
Operating result

693,294

642,284

53,750

41,104

Interest income and similar income

21.

321

344

Interest expenses and similar charges

22.

-4,595

-3,285

Balance of financial income and expenses

-4,274

-2,941

Result before tax

49,476

38,163

11,777

30

120

218

Result after tax

37,819

38,351

Minority interests in result

-1,495

-2,937

36,324

35,414

Taxes

23.

Share in the result of participating interests

NET RESULT
Notes on pages 99 to 124 › are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated statement of cash flows for 2018
(in thousands of euros)

Cash flow from operating activities

2018

2017

36,324

35,414

1,495

2,937

24.

Net result
Minority interests in result
Adjusted for:
Depreciation and amortisation

19.

Book result on disposal of fixed assets

45,906

43,688

-1,948

-1,731

9.

-339

-7,588

Interest income and similar income

21.

-321

-344

Interest expenses and similar charges

22.

4,595

3,285

Income tax

23.

11,777

30

Changes in provisions

Share in result of participating interests

-120

-218
59,550

37,122

Changes in working capital:
Trade receivables

-12,495

-11,370

Inventories

-16,706

395

Accounts payable to suppliers and trade creditors
Other receivables and other payables
Debts to credit institutions

12,927

11,648

-16,574

23,535

2,595

-3,931

Cash flow from business operations
Interest received

-30,253

20,277

67,116

95,750

332

363

Interest paid

-4,475

-3,041

Income tax paid

-8,845

-9,988

Total cash flow from operating activities
Cash flow from investing activities

-12,988

-12,666

54,128

83,084

24.

Investments in tangible and intangible fixed assets

-65,511

-83,000

Income from the sale of tangible fixed assets

4,050

3,031

Loans granted

-8,771

-1,893

Payments received on loans to clients

4,204

3,486

-11,273

-

Acquisition of group companies

Total cash flow from investing activities

-77,301

-78,376

Transport

-23,173

4,708

Notes on pages 99 to 124 › are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated statement of cash flows for 2018 (cont.)
(in thousands of euros)

Transport
Cash flow from financing activities

24.

Take-up of non-current debt

10.

2018

2017

-23,173

4,708

94,361

69,331

Repayments of borrowings

-63,826

-93,230

Sale of depository receipts

-

658

-11,804

-10,968

Dividend paid to parent company

8.

Dividend paid to holders of minority interests

8.

-518

-

Capital contributions

8.

6,237

72

Total cash flow from financing activities
Net cash flow
Currency and translation gains/(losses) on cash

Change in cash and cash equivalents

24,450

-34,137

1,277

-29,429

203

-3,158

1,480

-32,587

Consolidated statement of comprehensive
income for 2018
(in thousands of euros)

Shareholders’ equity as at 1 January
Net result
Translation gains/(losses) on foreign group companies
Dilution share capital participating interests

2018

2017

329,449

314,005

36,324

35,414

406

-9,675

66

15

Total result

36,796

Sale of own depository receipts
Dividend distribution

-

658

-11,804

-10,968

Total changes in equity in relation to
depository receipt holders
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AS AT 31 DECEMBER
Notes on pages 99 to 124 › are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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25,754

-11,804

- 10,310

354,441

329,449

Our figures — Notes to the consolidated financial statements

Notes to the consolidated financial
statements 2018
Going concern
These financial statements have been prepared based
on the going-concern assumption.

The original annual report was drafted in Dutch.
This document is an English translation of the original.
In case of any discrepancies between the English and
the Dutch text, the latter will prevail.

Accounting policies for the measurement of
assets and liabilities and the determination
of the result

General

Reporting entity and relationship with parent
company
From 8 June 2018, the name of Swinkels Family
Breweries N.V. has been changed to Swinkels Family
Brewers Holding N.V. Swinkels Family Brewers Holding
N.V. (‘the company’), having its legal address in Lieshout
at De Stater 1, is a public limited company that is
registered in the trade register as a financial holding
company under number 64910792. Ambrig B.V. holds
100% of the shares.

General
The figures for 2017 have been reclassified to allow
comparability with 2018. This concerns the following
reclassification:
• Reclassification of selling costs in “other costs of
outsourced work and other external costs” to
“marketing and sales costs”.

Assets and liabilities are stated at historical cost, unless
stated otherwise in the further accounting principles.

These financial statements contain the financial
information of both the company and consolidated
group companies.

An asset is recognised in the balance sheet when the
future economic benefits are likely to flow to the
company and the asset’s cost price or value can be
established in a reliable manner. Assets that do not
meet this condition are not recognised in the balance
sheet, but instead recognised as off-balance-sheet
assets.

Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. is a holding
company. Beer, soft drink and malt production and sales
are the group’s primary activities.
The company and the group have operations both in
and outside the Netherlands.

A liability is recognised in the balance sheet when it is
probable that its settlement will result in an outflow of
resources embodying economic benefits and the
amount at which the settlement will take place can be
reliably determined. Liabilities also include provisions.
Liabilities that do not meet the above condition are not
recognised in the balance sheet, but instead recognised
as off-balance-sheet liabilities.

Reporting period
These financial statements cover the 2018 financial year,
which ended at the balance sheet date of 31 December
2018.
Accounting principles applied
The consolidated financial statements of the company
are part of the statutory financial statements of the
company and have been prepared in accordance with
Title 9, Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code.

An asset or liability recognised in the balance sheet will
remain on the balance sheet when a transaction does
not lead to a major change in the economic reality with
regard to the asset or liability. Such transactions will not
lead to the recognition of results either. When assessing
whether there is a significant change in the economic
circumstances, the economic benefits and risks that are
likely to occur in practice are taken into account. The
benefits and risks that are not reasonably expected to
occur are not taken into account in this assessment.

The accounting policies applied for measurement of
assets and liabilities and determination of results are
based on the historical cost convention, unless otherwise
stated in the further accounting principles.
Application of Section 402, Book 2 of the Dutch
Civil Code
The financial information of Swinkels Family Brewers
Holding N.V. have been incorporated in the consolidated
financial statements. For this reason, in accordance with
Section 402, Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code, the separate
profit and loss account of the company exclusively states
the share of the result of participating interests after tax
and the other income and expenses after tax.

An asset or liability is no longer recognised in the
balance sheet if a transaction results in all or
substantially all the rights to economic benefits and all
or substantially all the risks associated with the asset or
the liability being transferred to a third party.
In such cases, the results of the transaction are directly
recognised in the profit and loss account, taking into
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account any provisions related to the transaction. If
assets are recognised of which the company does not
have the legal ownership, this fact will be disclosed.

voting rights are taken into account that can be
exercised in such a way that they will provide the
company with more or less influence.

Income is recognised in the profit and loss account when
an increase in future economic potential related to an
increase in an asset or a decrease of a liability arises of
which the size can be measured reliably. Expenses are
recognised when a decrease in the economic potential
related to a decrease in an asset or an increase of a
liability arises of which the size can be measured with
sufficient reliability.

Newly acquired participating interests are consolidated
as from the date that decisive influence (control) can be
exercised. Participating interests disposed of remain
included in the consolidation until the date of loss of this
influence.
Please refer to the notes to the financial fixed assets in
the separate financial statements for a list of the
consolidated group companies.

Revenues and expenses are allocated to the respective
period to which they relate. Revenues are recognised
when the company has transferred the significant risks
and rewards of ownership of the goods to the buyer.

Business combinations
A business combination is a transaction whereby the
group obtains control over the assets and liabilities and
the activities of the acquired party.

Presentation and functional currency
The financial statements are presented in euros (‘EUR’),
which is the company’s functional currency. All financial
information in euros has been rounded to the nearest
thousand.
Use of estimates
The preparation of the financial statements requires
that Management make judgements, estimates and
assumptions that influence the application of
accounting policies and reported amounts of assets,
liabilities, income and expenses. Actual results may differ
from these estimates. The estimates and underlying
assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions
of estimates are recognised in the period in which the
estimate is revised and in future periods for which the
revision has consequences.
According to Management, the following accounting
policies are the most critical to the presentation of the
financial position and require estimates and
assumptions:
• Deposit and VBR obligation.
• Provision for debtors.
• Provision for unsaleable inventories.

Consolidation principles

Consolidation scope
The consolidated financial statements include the
financial information of Swinkels Family Brewers Holding
N.V., its subsidiaries in the group, other group companies
and other companies over which the company can
exercise control or of which it conducts the central
management. Subsidiaries are participating interests in
which the company (and/or one or more of its
subsidiaries) can exercise more than half of the voting
rights in the general meeting, or can appoint or dismiss
more than half of the managing directors or supervisory
directors. Group companies are participating interests in
which the company has a majority interest, or in which it
can exercise decisive influence (control) by other means.
In assessing whether the company has control, potential

Business combinations are accounted for using the
‘purchase accounting’ method on the date that control
is transferred to the group (the acquisition date). The
transaction price is the cash consideration or equivalent
agreed as part of the acquisition, or the fair value of the
consideration transferred at the acquisition date.
Transaction costs that are directly attributable to the
business combination are allocated to the transaction
price. In case of deferred payment of the consideration,
the transaction price is the discounted value of the
consideration.
The group recognises the identifiable assets and
liabilities of the acquiree at the acquisition-date.
These assets and liabilities are recognised individually
at their fair values, provided that it is probable that
future economic benefits will flow to the group (assets)
or settlement will result in an outflow of resources
embodying economic benefits (liabilities), and the cost
or fair value of it can be measured with reliability.
Refer to the accounting policy under the heading
‘Intangible fixed assets’ for the recognition of positive or
negative goodwill resulting from a business combination.
An agreed possible adjustment to the cost of acquisition
that is dependent on future events is included in the cost
of acquisition as soon as the adjustment is probable and
its amount can be reliably determined. It may also be
necessary to revise an earlier estimate of the adjustment
of the cost of acquisition. Such adjustments to the cost
of acquisition, which are accounted for as changes in
estimates, also result in adjustments to the determined
goodwill (positive or negative). The adjusted goodwill will
be amortised prospectively from the moment of the
change in the cost of acquisition. Comparative figures
are not adjusted.
Business combinations under common control
A business combination under common control is a
business combination of an entity that is under common
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and stated at historical cost are translated into the
functional currency at the exchange rates applying on
the transaction date.

control with the acquirer. Such business combinations
are also referred to as common control transactions.
Business combinations under common control are
accounted for using the ‘carry over accounting’ method.
The carrying amounts of the assets and liabilities are
combined, no revaluation to fair value takes place. Any
differences between the accounting policies of the
combined entities are unified through a change in
accounting policies. When using the ‘carry over
accounting’ method, the figures before the acquisition or
combining date are not restated.

Non-monetary assets and liabilities denominated in
foreign currency and stated at market value are
translated into the functional currency at the exchange
rates applying at the moment when the market value is
determined. Translation gains and losses are taken
directly to shareholders’ equity as part of the
revaluation reserve.
Foreign business operations
The assets and liabilities that are part of the net
investment in a foreign business operation are translated
into the functional currency at the exchange rate
applying on the balance sheet date. The income and
expenses of such a business operation are translated
into the functional currency at the exchange rate
applying on the transaction date. Currency translation
differences are directly recognised in the translation
reserve within equity.

Consolidation method
The consolidated financial statements are prepared by
using uniform accounting policies for measurement and
determination of result of the group.
In the consolidated financial statements, intragroup
shareholdings, liabilities, receivables and transactions
are eliminated. Also, the results on transactions between
group companies are eliminated to the extent that the
results are not realised through transactions with third
parties outside the group and no impairment loss is
applicable. For a transaction whereby the company has
a less than a 100% interest in the selling group company,
the elimination from the group result is allocated pro
rata to the minority interest based on the interest of the
minority in the selling group company.

A group company that has received a loan from the
parent company recognises any translation gains and
losses in the profit and loss account, even if the loan
from the parent company is part of the net investment
in a foreign operation.
When a foreign operation is fully or partially sold, the
cumulative amount that relates to that foreign
operation is transferred from the translation reserve to
the profit and loss account.

Subsidiaries are consolidated in full, whereby minority
interest is presented separately within group equity. If
losses to be allocated to the minority interest exceed the
minority interest within equity of the consolidated entity,
the difference, including any further losses, is fully
charged to the majority shareholder, except to the
extent that the minority shareholder has the obligation
to, and is able to, compensate for the losses. The
minority interest in the result is deducted from group
result on a separate line item in the consolidated profit
and loss account.

Hedging of net investment in foreign operations
Currency translation differences arising from the
translation of a financial liability considered as a hedge
of the net investment in a foreign operation, are directly
recognised in equity (in the translation reserve) to the
extent that the hedge is effective. The ineffective part
is recognised as an expense in profit and loss.

Principles for the translation of foreign
currencies

Changes in accounting policies

There were no changes in accounting policies during
2018.

Transactions in foreign currency
Transactions denominated in foreign currency are
translated into the relevant functional currency of the
group companies at the exchange rate on the
transaction date. Monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currency are translated into the
functional currency on the balance sheet date at the
exchange rate on this date. Exchange rate gains and
losses arising from the settlement of monetary items,
or from the translation of monetary items denominated
in foreign currency, are taken to the profit and loss
account in the period in which they occur.
This is except for exchange rate gains and losses on
monetary items that are part of the net investment in a
foreign business operation (see below). Non-monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currency

Changes in estimates

No changes in estimates were made during 2018.

Financial instruments

Financial instruments include investments in shares and
bonds, trade and other receivables, cash items, loans
and other financing commitments, derivative financial
instruments, trade payables and other amounts
payable. These financial statements contain the
following financial instruments: loans granted and other
receivables, other financial liabilities and derivatives.
Financial assets and liabilities are recognised in the
balance sheet at the moment that the contractual risks
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or rewards with respect to that financial instrument
originate.

recognition at amortised cost on the basis of the
effective interest rate method. The effective interest
is directly recorded in the profit and loss account.
Redemption payments regarding non-current liabilities
that are due next year, are presented under current
liabilities.

Financial instruments are derecognised if a transaction
results in a considerate part of the contractual risks or
rewards with respect to that financial instrument being
transferred to a third party.
Financial instruments (and individual components of
financial instruments) are presented in the consolidated
financial statements in accordance with the economic
substance of the contractual terms. Presentation of
the financial instruments is based on the individual
components of financial instruments as a financial
asset, financial liability or equity instrument. Financial
and non-financial contracts may contain terms and
conditions that meet the definition of derivative
financial instruments. Such an agreement is separated
from the host contract if its economic characteristics
and risks are not closely related to the economic
characteristics and risks of the host contract, a
separate instrument with the same terms and
conditions as the embedded derivative would meet
the definition of a derivative, and the combined
instrument is not measured at fair value with changes
in fair value recognised in the profit and loss account.
Financial instruments embedded in contracts that are
not separated from the host contract are recognised in
accordance with the host contract. Derivatives
separated from the host contract are, in accordance
with the measurement policy for derivatives for which
no cost price hedge accounting is applied, measured at
cost or lower fair value.
Financial instruments are initially measured at fair value,
including discount or premium and directly attributable
transaction costs. However, if financial instruments are
subsequently measured at fair value through profit and
loss, then directly attributable transaction costs are
directly recognised in the profit and loss account at the
initial recognition.
After initial recognition, financial instruments are
valued in the manner described below.
Loans granted and other receivables
Loans granted and other receivables are carried at
amortised cost on the basis of the effective interest
method, less impairment losses. The effective interest
and impairment losses, if any, are directly recognised in
the profit and loss account. Purchases and sales of
financial assets that belong to the category loans
granted and other receivables are accounted for at the
transaction date.
Non-current and current liabilities and other
financial commitments
Non-current and current liabilities and other financial
commitments are measured after their initial

Forward exchange contracts and commodities
The company uses forward exchange contracts and
commodities to hedge currency and price risks arising
from purchase and sales transactions. The company
applies cost price hedge accounting to simultaneously
recognise the results from changes in the value of these
contracts and the hedged receivable or debt in the profit
and loss account. These contracts are initially measured
at fair value. For as long as the contract relates to an
expected future transaction, it is not remeasured. As
soon as the hedged position of the expected future
transaction leads to the recognition of a financial asset
or a financial liability, the gains or losses associated with
the contract are recognised in the profit and loss
account in the same period in which the obtained asset
or concluded liability affects the gain or the loss.
Interest rate swaps
The company uses interest rate swaps to manage
interest rate risks on non-currents debt to credit
institutions. The company applies cost price hedge
accounting to simultaneously recognise in the profit
and loss account the results arising from interest
changes in connection with the interest rate swap
and the hedged liability.
First-time measurement of the interest rate swaps is at
fair value. The deferred item resulting from the
purchase of this derivative financial instrument is
recognised under prepayments and accrued income or
accruals and deferred income. When derivatives expire
or are sold, the cumulative gains or the cumulative
losses up to that moment that had not yet been
recognised in the profit and loss account, are
recognised on the balance sheet as a deferred item
until the hedged transactions take place. If the
transactions are not expected to take place, the
cumulative gains or cumulative losses are transferred
to the profit and loss account.
If derivatives no longer meet the conditions for hedge
accounting, but the financial instrument is not sold, the
hedge will also be terminated. Subsequent measurement of the financial instrument will then be at cost or
reduced market value.
Conditions for hedge accounting
Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. documents the
hedge relationships in generic hedge documentation
and regularly reviews the effectiveness of the hedge
relationships by establishing whether the hedge is
effective and that there are no overhedges.
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At each balance sheet date, the company assesses the
degree of ineffectiveness of the combination of the
hedge instrument and the hedged position (the
hedging relationship). The degree of ineffectiveness of
the hedging relationship is determined by comparing
the critical features of the hedging instrument against
the hedged position.
If the critical features, assessed in the context of the
hedging relationship, are matching (matched) each
other, there is (has been) no ineffectiveness. If the
critical features, assessed in the context of the hedging
relationship, are not matching (did not match) each
other, there is (has been) ineffectiveness. In that case,
the degree of ineffectiveness is determined by
comparing the fair value change of the hedging
instrument with the fair value change of the hedged
position. If there is a cumulative loss on the hedging
relationship over the period between initial recognition
of the hedging instrument and the balance sheet date,
the ineffectiveness (loss) is directly recognised in the
profit and loss account.

Impairment of financial assets

A financial asset that is not measured at (1) fair value
with value changes reflected in the profit and loss
account, or at (2) amortised cost or lower market value,
is assessed at each reporting date to determine
whether there is objective evidence that it is impaired.
A financial asset is impaired if there is objective
evidence of impairment as a result of one or more
events that occurred after the initial recognition of the
asset, with negative impact on the estimated future
cash flows of that asset, which can be estimated
reliably.
Objective evidence that financial assets are impaired
includes significant financial difficulty of the issuer or
obligor, breach of contract such as default or
delinquency in interest or principal payments, granting
to the borrower a concession that the company would
not otherwise consider, indications that a debtor or
issuer will enter bankruptcy or other financial
restructuring,the disappearance of an active market for
that financial asset. Indicators for subjective evidence
are also considered together with objective evidence of
impairments, such as a downgrade of an entity’s credit
rating or a decline in the fair value of a financial asset
below its cost or amortised cost.The entity considers
evidence of impairment for financial assets measured
at amortised cost (loans and receivables and financial
assets that are held to maturity) both individually and
on a portfolio basis.
All individually significant assets are assessed
individually for impairment. The individually significant
assets that are not found to be individually impaired
and assets that are not individually significant are then
collectively assessed for impairment by grouping
together assets with similar risk characteristics.

Trade receivables found not to be impaired individually
are collectively tested for impairment by grouping
together receivables with similar risk characteristics.
In assessing collective impairment, the company uses
historical trends of the probability of default, the timing
of collections and the amount of loss incurred, adjusted
for management’s judgement as to whether current
economic and credit conditions are such that the
actual losses are likely to be greater or lesser than
suggested by historical trends.
An impairment loss in respect of a financial asset
measured at amortised cost is calculated as the
difference between its carrying amount and the
present value of the estimated future cash flows
discounted at the asset’s original effective interest
rate.Impairment losses are recognised in the profit
and loss account. Interest on the impaired asset
continues to be recognised by using the asset’s original
effective interest rate.
The carrying amount of receivables is reduced by an
allowance for doubtful debts. Receivables that appear
to be irrecoverable are written off against the
allowance. Other additions to and withdrawals from
the allowance are recognised in the profit and loss
account.
When, in a subsequent period, the amount of an
impairment loss decreases, and the decrease can be
related objectively to an event occurring after the
impairment was recognised, the decrease in
impairment loss is reversed through profit or loss
(up to the amount of the original cost).
Offsetting of financial instruments
A financial asset and a financial liability are offset
when the entity has a legally enforceable right to set
off the financial asset and financial liability and the
company has the firm intention to settle the balance
on a net basis, or to settle the asset and the liability
simultaneously.
If there is a transfer of a financial asset that does not
qualify for derecognition in the balance sheet, the
transferred asset and the associated liability are not
offset.

Intangible fixed assets

Intangible fixed assets are only recognised in the
balance sheet when it is probable that the expected
future economic benefits that are attributable to the
asset will flow to the company and the cost of that
asset can be measured reliably. Intangible fixed assets
are measured at acquisition or construction cost, less
accumulated amortisation and impairment losses.
Expenditures made after the initial recognition of an
acquired or constructed intangible fixed asset are
included to the acquisition or construction cost if it is
probable that the expenditures will lead to an increase
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in the expected future economic benefits, and the
expenditures and the allocation to the asset can be
measured reliably. If expenditures do not meet these
conditions, they are recognised as an expense in the
profit and loss account. The principles for determining
and recognising impairments are included under the
heading Impairment of fixed assets.
Goodwill
Goodwill is calculated as the positive difference
between the cost of acquisition of the participating
interest (including transaction costs directly
attributable to the acquisition) and the company’s
interest in the net realisable value of the acquired
identifiable assets and liabilities of the acquired
participating interest, less cumulative amortisation
and impairment. Internally generated goodwill is not
capitalised.
Goodwill paid upon the acquisition of foreign group
companies and participating interests is translated at
the rate applying on the transaction date.
The capitalised positive goodwill is amortised using the
straight-line method over the estimated useful life,
which ranges between five and twenty years.
Intellectual property rights
Intellectual property rights concern trademarks bought
from third parties. In addition to the principle described
above, acquired trademark rights are amortised over
twenty years.
Emission allowances
Assigned emission allowances are initially recognised
at the actual cost of acquisition. Bought-in allowances
are initially stated at the cost of acquisition and are
charged to the result in the year in which they are used.
Capitalised emission allowances are subsequently
stated at cost. If the actual emissions exceed the
emission allowances, a provision is formed for the fair
value of the additional emission allowances to be
acquired. This obligation will be charged to the result to
the extent that the emissions take place during the
year. A provision for a possible fine is formed, which is
charged to the result. Because emission allowances are
only used/applied the moment they are filed for the
settlement of the obligation accrued by the emission,
capitalised emission allowances cannot under any
circumstances be amortised systematically.
Software
Software is measured at acquisition, less accumulated
amortisation and impairment losses. In addition to the
aforementioned principle, software is amortised over
five years.

Tangible fixed assets

Tangible fixed assets are recognised in the balance
sheet when it is probable that the expected future

economic benefits that are attributable to the asset
will flow to the company and the cost of that asset can
be measured reliably.
Land and buildings, plant and equipment, other fixed
operating assets, other real estate, assets under
construction and prepayments on tangible fixed assets
are measured at cost, less cumulative depreciation and
impairment.
The cost price of the aforementioned assets consists of
the cost of acquisition or manufacture and other costs
to have the assets in the location and condition
required for their intended use.
If the payment term for the purchase price of a tangible
fixed asset is beyond normal credit terms, the cost of
the asset is based on the present value of the
obligation. In the event that tangible fixed assets are
acquired in return for a non-monetary asset, the cost of
the tangible fixed asset is determined on the basis of
fair value, insofar as the exchange transactions result in
a change in the economic conditions and the fair value
of the acquired asset or the specified asset can be
measured reliably. Investment grants are deducted
from the cost of the assets to which the grants relate.
Depreciation is calculated as a percentage of the cost
of acquisition using the straight-line method based on
the expected useful life, and taking into account any
residual value of the asset. Land and assets under
construction are not depreciated, nor are prepayments
on tangible fixed assets amortised. Depreciation starts
from the moment that an asset is available and ready
for its intended use and ends upon decommissioning or
disposal.
The following depreciation rates apply:
• Land and buildings:
0.0%
• Plant and equipment:
6.7%
• Other fixed operating assets: 12.5%
• Other real estate:
3.5%

–
–
–
–

10.0%
20.0%
33.3%
10.0%

The company determines the depreciable amount
without taking into account residual value.
Items of tangible fixed assets are depreciated
separately based on the estimated useful life. If an item
of tangible fixed assets comprises individual
components for which different depreciation methods
or rates are appropriate, then each component is
depreciated separately.
Maintenance expenditures are only capitalised when
the maintenance leads to extension of the useful life of
the asset and/or future performance units regarding
the asset.
Tangible fixed assets, for which the company and its
group companies possess the economic ownership
under a finance lease, are capitalised. The obligation
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arising from the finance lease contract is recognised as
a liability. The interest included in the future lease
instalments is charged to the profit and loss account
during the term of the finance lease contract.

guarantees the debts of a participating interest, or has
the constructive obligation to enable the participating
interest (for its share) to repay its debts, a provision is
recognised equal to the expected repayments due by
the company on behalf of the participating interest.

Assets retired from active use are measured at the
lower of book value or net realisable value.

Participating interests without significant influence
Participating interests where no significant influence is
exercised are valued at their cost of acquisition or lower
realisable amount. If the company transfers an asset or
a liability to a participating interest measured at cost
of acquisition or present value, the profit or the loss
arising from this transfer is recognised directly and fully
in the consolidated profit and loss account, unless the
profit on the transfer essentially has not been realised.

Financial fixed assets

Participating interests with significant influence
Participating interests where the company can exercise
significant influence on the business and financial
policy are measured according to the equity method
on the basis of their net asset value. If it is not possible
to measure at net asset value because the required
information is unobtainable, the participating interest
is valued according to the visible shareholders’ equity.

Other receivables
The other receivables item mainly concerns monetary
loans extended in the context of the sales in the
on-trade industry. Interest is charged on these loans,
the rate of which depends on the risk rate and the
commercial significance of the loan. Measurement was
at amortised cost using the effective interest method,
where necessary reduced by a provision for
uncollectibility.

In assessing whether the company has significant
influence over the business and financial policies of a
participating interest, all facts and circumstances and
contractual relationships, including potential voting
rights, are taken into account.
The company’s accounting principles are applied to
determine the net asset value.

Dividends
Dividends are recognised in the period in which they
become payable.

If the participating legal entity transfers an asset or
liability to a participating interest that is measured
using the equity method, the profit or loss arising from
this transfer is recognised pro rata to the relative share
that third parties have in the participating interest
(proportional result determination). A loss arising from
the transfer of current assets or an impairment of fixed
assets, however, is recognised in full. Gains or losses on
transactions that involved the transfer of assets and
liabilities between the company and its participating
interests, or between its participating interests, are
eliminated when they can be considered unrealised.

Other financial fixed assets
Receivables from non-consolidated participating
interests are initially measured at fair value, plus direct
transaction costs. Subsequently, these receivables are
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest
method, less impairment losses.
The principles for the other financial fixed assets are
further included under the heading Financial
instruments.

Unrealised profits on transactions with participating
interests that are accounted for at net asset value are
eliminated to the extent of the company’s share in the
participating interest. This elimination is allocated to
net turnover and recognition of deferred income. The
company realises the eliminated result as a result of a
sale to third parties, depreciation or impairment of the
transferred assets recognised by the participating
interest.

Impairment of fixed assets

Participating interests with a negative net asset value
are measured at nil. Such measurement also includes
long-term receivables from participating interests that
actually have to be seen as part of the net investment.
It primarily concerns loans of which settlement is not
planned for the near future and is not likely. A share in
the profit of the participating interest is only recognised
in later years if and insofar as the cumulative portion of
the non-recognised share in the loss has been cleared.
However, when the company fully or partially

Items of tangible and intangible fixed assets are
assessed at each reporting date to determine whether
there is any indication of an impairment. If any such
indication exists, the asset’s recoverable amount is
estimated. The recoverable amount is the higher of the
value in use and the realisable value. If it is not possible
to assess the recoverable amount for an individual
asset, the recoverable amount is assessed for the
cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs. When
the carrying amount of an asset (or a cash-generating
unit) exceeds the recoverable amount, an impairment
loss is recognised for the difference between the
carrying and the recoverable amount. In the case of a
cash-generating unit being impaired, the loss is first
allocated to goodwill that has been allocated to the
cash-generating unit. Any residual loss is allocated to
other assets of the unit pro rata to their carrying
amounts.
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Cash and cash equivalents

In addition, impairment losses recognised in prior
periods are assessed at each balance sheet date for
any indication that the impairment loss has decreased.
If such an indication exists, the recoverable amount of
the asset (or cashgenerating unit) is estimated.
An impairment loss is reversed if there has been a
change in the estimates used to determine the
recoverable amount since the last impairment loss was
recognised. In that case, the carrying amount of the
asset (or cash-generating unit) is increased up to the
estimated recoverable amount, but not exceeding the
carrying amount that would have been determined (net
of depreciation or amortisation) if no impairment loss
had been recognised for the asset (or cash-generating
unit) in prior years.
An impairment loss on goodwill is not reversed in a
following period. Contrary to what has been stated
above, the recoverable amount for emission allowances
is determined on each balance sheet date (regardless
of whether there are indications of impairment).

Shareholders’ equity

Financial instruments that are designated as equity
instruments by virtue of the economic reality are
presented under shareholders’ equity. Payments to
holders of these instruments are deducted from the
shareholders’ equity as part of the profit distribution.
Financial instruments that are designated as a financial
liability by virtue of the economic reality are presented
under liabilities. Interest, dividends, income and
expenditure with respect to these financial instruments
are recognised in the profit and loss as financial income
or expense.

Disposal of fixed assets

Fixed assets available for sale are measured at the
lower of their carrying amount and realisable value.

Inventories

The purchase of own shares is deducted from the other
reserves.

Inventories are stated at cost or lower realisable value.
The cost price comprises the cost of acquisition or cost
of manufacture, plus other costs to bring them to their
current site and current state. The realisable value is
based on the most reliable estimate of the amount the
inventories are expected to realise, less costs still to be
incurred.

Minority interests

The minority interests are valued at the proportional
share of third parties in the net value of the assets and
liabilities of a consolidated company, determined in
accordance with the valuations principles of Swinkels
Family Brewers Holding N.V.

Raw materials and consumables are stated at cost of
acquisition based on the first-in, first-out (FIFO)
method or lower realisable value.

Provisions

General
A provision is recognised in the balance sheet when the
following applies:
• The company has a legal or constructive obligation,
arising from a past event; and
• the amount can be estimated reliably;
• it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying
economic benefits will be required to settle the
obligation.

Work in progress and finished products are measured
at cost on the basis of weighted average prices
comprising cost of used raw materials and
consumables and the other costs directly attributable
to manufacture.
Goods available for sale are measured at cost.
The costs of purchase include the purchase price and
additional expenditure, such as import duties, transport
and other costs directly attributable to the acquisition
of inventory.

Rights and obligations resulting from contracts under
which neither party has performed any of its
obligations or both parties have partially performed
their obligations to an equal extent, are not recognised.
Recognition occurs when the consideration to be
received is not (or no longer) in balance with the
performance obligation of the company and this
imbalance has adverse effects for the company.

Trade discounts, rebates and similar considerations
receivable in connection with the purchase of
inventories are deducted from the cost.

Receivables

Cash and cash equivalents are measured at nominal
value. If cash and cash equivalents are not readily
available, this fact is taken into account in the
measurement. Cash and cash equivalents
denominated in foreign currencies are translated at the
balance sheet date in the functional currency at the
exchange rate ruling at that date. Reference is made to
the accounting policies for foreign currencies. Cash and
cash equivalents that are not readily available to the
company within 12 months are presented under
financial fixed assets.

The accounting policies applied for the valuation of
trade and other receivables and securities are described
under the heading `Financial instruments’.

If all or part of the payments that are necessary to
settle a provision are likely to be fully or partially
compensated by a third party upon settlement of the
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provision, then the compensation amount is recognised
separately as an asset.
Provisions are stated at the nominal value of the best
estimate of the expenditures that are expected to be
required to settle the liabilities and losses.
Provision for claims, disputes and lawsuits
A provision for claims, disputes and lawsuits is
established when it is expected that the company will
be sentenced in legal proceedings. The provision
represents the best estimate of the amount for which
the claim can be settled, including the costs of
litigation.
Jubilee provision
The jubilee provision is the provision for future longservice awards. This provision concerns the estimated
amount of the future long-service awards. The
calculation is based on commitments made, retention
rates, and ages.
Provision for loss-making contracts
The provision for onerous contracts concerns the
negative difference between the expected benefits
from the performance receivable by the company after
the balance sheet date and the unavoidable costs in
order to meet the obligations. The unavoidable costs
are the costs needed at the very least to get out of the
agreement, being the lower of the costs for honouring
the obligations and, on the other hand, the
considerations or fines for failing to honour the
obligations.
Other provisions
Other provisions are stated at nominal value.

reliably, recovery of consideration is probable, the
associated costs and possible return of goods can be
estimated reliably, and there is no continuing
involvement with the goods.
The transfer of risks and rewards varies according to
the conditions of the relevant sales contract. For the
selling of products that Swinkels Family Brewers
Holding N.V.. produces, transfer as a rule takes place
once the product arrives at the client; for some
international deliveries, however, it is the moment that
the goods have been loaded by the relevant shipping
company.
Licence fees
Licence fees are paid for the use of the trademarks of
Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. Sales revenues
are recognised when the size of the due consideration
can be reliably determined and its collection is likely.
Licence revenues are recognised as soon as the
licensee sells goods with a Swinkels Family Brewers
Holding N.V. trademark.
Change in inventories of work in progress and
products for sale
This concerns the increase or decrease in the
inventories of products in progress and products for
sale, based on historical cost.
Other operating income
Income that cannot be classified as net turnover is
accounted for as other operating income. The main
category is rental income.

The valuation of non-current liabilities is explained
under the heading Financial instruments.

Rental income
Revenues from the letting of on-trade outlets are taken
to the profit and loss account in a straight line based
on the duration of the rental agreement. Incentives to
encourage the conclusion of rental agreements are
recognised as an integral part of total rental income.

Current liabilities

Employee benefits

Non-current liabilities

The valuation of current liabilities is explained under
the heading Financial instruments.

Revenue recognition

Net turnover
Sale of goods
Revenue from the sale of goods is accounted for in net
turnover at the fair value of the consideration received
or receivable, net of returns and allowances, trade
discounts, volume rebates and taxes levied on the
sales. Excise duties are included in the turnover when it
is concluded that Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V.
runs significant risks on the excise duties levied and
that it does not receive the excise duties only for third
parties. Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised in
the profit and loss account when the significant risks
and rewards of ownership have been transferred to the
buyer, the amount of the revenue can be determined

Employee benefits are charged to the profit and loss
account in the period in which the employee services
are rendered and, to the extent not already paid, as a
liability on the balance sheet. If the amount already
paid exceeds the benefits owed, the excess is
recognised as a current asset to the extent that there
will be a reimbursement by the employees or a
reduction in future payments by the company.
For benefits with accumulating rights, sabbatical leave,
profit-sharing and bonuses, the projected costs are
taken into account during the employment.
An expected payment resulting from profit-sharing and
bonus payments is recognised if the obligation for that
payment has arisen on or before the balance sheet
date and a reliable estimate of the liabilities can be
made. Additions to and reversals of liabilities are
charged or credited to the profit and loss account.
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If a benefit is paid in case of non-accumulating rights
(e.g., continued payment in case of sickness or
disability), the projected costs are recognised in the
period in which such benefit is payable. For existing
commitments at the balance sheet date to continue
the payment of benefits to employees who are
expected to be unable to perform work wholly or partly
due to sickness or disability in the future, a provision is
recognised.

is assessed on the basis of the administration
agreement concluded with the fund, the pension
agreement with the employees and other (explicit or
implicit) commitments to the employees.The provision
is stated at the best estimate of the present value of
the anticipated costs of settling the commitments as
at the balance sheet date. The pre-tax discount rate
reflects the market interest rate at the balance sheet
date of high-quality corporate bonds / yields on
government bonds. Risks that have already been taken
into account in estimating future expenditure are not
included in the discount rate.

The recognised liability relates to the best estimate of
the expenditure necessary to settle the obligation at
the balance sheet date. The best estimate is based on
contractual agreements with employees (collective
agreement and individual employment contract).
Additions to and reversals of liabilities are charged or
credited to the profit and loss account.

Foreign pension schemes
Pension plans that are comparable in design and
functioning to the Dutch pension system, having a
strict segregation of the responsibilities of the parties
involved and risk sharing between said parties
(company, fund and members) are recognised and
measured in accordance with Dutch pension plans (see
above).

For disability risks that are insured, a provision is
recognised for the part of the insurance premiums
payable in the future that is directly attributable to the
individual claims record of the company. If no reliable
estimate can be made of the part of the insurance
premiums payable in the future that is directly
attributable to the individual claims record of the entity
to be paid in the future, no provision is recognised.

For foreign pension plans that are not comparable in
design and functioning to the Dutch pension system, a
best estimate is made of the liability as at the balance
sheet date. This liability is measured on the basis of an
actuarial measurement principle generally accepted in
the Netherlands.

Dutch pension schemes
The basic principle is that the pension charge to be
recognised for the reporting period is equal to the
pension contributions payable to the pension provider
over the period. Insofar as the payable contributions
have not yet been paid as at the balance sheet date, a
liability is recognised. If the contributions already paid
at the balance sheet date exceed the payable
contributions, a receivable is recognised to account for
any repayment by the fund or settlement with
contributions payable in future.

Termination benefits
Termination benefits are employee benefits provided in
exchange for the termination of the employment. A
termination benefit is recognised as a liability and an
expense when the company is demonstrably and
unconditionally committed to pay the benefit. If the
termination is part of a restructuring, the costs of
termination benefits are part of the restructuring
provision. For details, refer to the section on Provisions.

If, on the basis of an administration agreement, there is
an obligation at the balance sheet date, a provision is
recognised when it is probable that the measures,
which are necessary for the recovery of the existing
funding ratio at balance sheet date, will result in an
outflow of resources and the amount thereof can be
estimated reliably.

Termination benefits are measured in accordance with
their nature. When the termination benefit is an
enhancement to post-employment benefits,
measurement is done according to the same policies as
applied to post-employment plans. Other termination
benefits are measured at the best estimate of the
expenditures required to settle the liability.

If there are adjustments to rights accrued as at the
balance sheet date arising from future salary increases
that are already committed to at the balance sheet
date and which shall be paid by the company, a
provision is recognised.

Cost of outsourced work

In addition, a provision is included as at the balance
sheet date for existing additional commitments to the
fund and the employees, provided that it is probable
that there will be an outflow of funds for the settlement
of the commitments and it is possible to reliably
estimate the amount of the commitments. The
existence or non-existence of additional commitments

Leasing

This includes the costs incurred for the benefit of the
operating income, insofar as these costs have been
charged by third parties and cannot be regarded as
costs of raw materials and consumables.

The company may enter into financial and operating
leases. A lease agreement under which the risks and
rewards of ownership of the leased object are carried
entirely or almost entirely by the lessee are classified as
finance leases. All other leases are classified as
operating leases. For the lease classification, the
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economic substance rather than the legal form of the
transaction is the decisive factor. The lease is classified
at the moment the lease is entered into.
Finance leases
If the company acts as a lessee in a finance lease,
the leased asset (and the related obligation) is, upon
inception of the lease, accounted for in the balance
sheet at fair value of the leased property or, if lower,
the present value of the minimum lease payments.
Both values are measured at the time of entering into
the lease agreement. The interest rate used in
calculating the present value is the interest rate implicit
in the lease. If it is not practically possible to determine
this interest rate, then the marginal interest rate is
used. The initial direct costs are included in the initial
measurement of the leased property.
The accounting principles for the subsequent
measurement of the leased property are described
under the heading Tangible fixed assets. If there is no
reasonable certainty that the company will obtain
ownership of a leased property at the end of the lease
term, the property is depreciated over the shorter of
the lease term and the useful life of the property.
The minimum lease payments are split into interest
expense and redemption of the lease liability. The
interest charges during the lease term are allocated to
each period as such that it results in a constant
periodic interest rate over the remaining net liability
with regard to the financial lease. Conditional lease
payments are recognised as an expense in the period
that the conditions of payment are met.
Operating leases
If the company acts as lessee in an operating lease, the
leased property is not capitalised. Benefits received to
encourage the conclusion of an agreement are
recognised as a reduction of the lease expenses over
the lease period. Lease payments and benefits
regarding operating leases are recognised to the profit
and loss account on a straight-line basis over the lease
term, unless another systematic basis is more
representative of the time pattern of the benefits from
the use of the leased asset.

Interest income and similar income and
interest expenses and similar charges

Interest income is recognised in the period to which it
relates, taking into account the effective interest rate
of the relevant asset item. Interest expenses are
recognised in the period to which they relate.

Taxes

Corporate income tax comprises the current and
deferred corporate income tax payable and deductible
for the reporting period. Corporate income tax is
recognised in the profit and loss account, unless it
relates to items recognised directly to equity, in which

case it is recognised in equity, or to business
combinations.
Current tax comprises the expected tax payable or
recoverable in respect of the taxable profit or tax loss
for the financial year, calculated on the basis of tax
rates enacted or substantively enacted at the reporting
date, and any adjustment to the tax payable in respect
of prior years. If the carrying amounts of assets and
liabilities for reporting purposes differ from their value
for tax purposes, temporary differences arise.
A provision for deferred tax liabilities is formed for
taxable temporary differences. A deferred tax asset is
recognised for deductible temporary differences and
carry-forwards of unused tax losses and unused tax
credits, but only if it is probable that future taxable
profits will be available for the utilisation of the
deferred tax asset or tax credit. Deferred tax assets are
revised at every reporting date and reduced insofar as
it is no longer probable that the corresponding tax
benefit will be realised.
Measurement of deferred tax liabilities and deferred tax
assets is based on the tax consequences of the
company’s intended, as at the balance sheet date, way
of realising or settling its assets, provisions, debts and
accruals and deferred income. Deferred tax assets and
liabilities are stated at nominal value.

Share in the result of participating interests
The share in the result of participating interests
concerns the group’s share of the net profit or loss of
the legal entities in which it has a participating interest,
calculated on the basis of the group’s accounting
policies. Gains and losses on transactions that involved
the transfer of assets and liabilities between the
company and its participating interests, or between its
participating interests, are not recognised if they can
be deemed unrealised.
The group’s share in the profit or loss of participating
interests acquired or disposed of during the financial
year is accounted for in the group’s profit or loss from
the date of the acquisition or disposal of the relevant
participating interest.

Statement of cash flows

The statement of cash flows is prepared using the
indirect method. Cash and cash equivalents include
cash and investments that are readily convertible to a
known amount of cash without a significant risk of
changes in value. Cash flows in foreign currency are
translated into euros using the weighted average
exchange rates on the transaction date.
Foreign exchange differences with regard to cash and
cash equivalents are presented separately in the
statement of cash flows.
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Interest received and paid, dividend received, and
income tax paid are recognised in the cash flows from
operating activities. Dividend paid is recognised in the
cash flows from financing activities.

Events that provide no information on the actual
situation as at the balance sheet date are not
recognised in the financial statements. When those
events are relevant for the economic decisions of users
of the financial statements, the nature and the
estimated financial effects of the events are disclosed
in the financial statements.

The consideration of acquired group companies is
recognised under the cash flows from investing
activities, for the considerations paid in cash and cash
equivalents. The cash and cash equivalents obtained
through the acquired group companies at the acquisition
date, are deducted from the consideration paid.
Transactions that do not include an exchange of cash
and cash equivalents, such as finance leases, are not
included in the cash flow statement. The repayment
component of lease payments is classified as an
expense for financing activities and the interest
component of lease payments is classified as an
expense for operating activities. Cash flows from
derivative financial instruments that are accounted for
as fair value hedges or cash flow hedges, are classified
in the same category as the cash flows from the
hedged balance sheet items. Cash flows from
derivative financial instruments whereby hedge
accounting is no longer applied, are classified in
accordance with the nature of the instrument,
from the date at which hedge accounting is ended.

Mergers and acquisitions

On 3 October 2018, the group acquired 100% of the
shares and voting rights of Bier & Co Holding B.V., a
wholesaler of speciality beers, for a purchase price of
EUR 11,273 thousand. On that date, control was thus
acquired of Bierenko Amsterdam B.V., Bier & cO
Sweden AB, Bierenzo B.V., BrewFinder B.V. and Drinks
Rotterdam B.V. The acquisition of Bier & Co Holding
B.V. has been accounted for using the ‘purchase
accounting’ method, whereby the fair values of the
identifiable assets and liabilities of Bier & Co Holding
B.V. at the acquisition date have been determined.
The amount of goodwill is determined as the difference
between the cost of acquisition and the fair value of
the assets and liabilities.
After the balance sheet date, 31 January 2019, the
group acquired the remaining 65% interest in Brewery
De Molen B.V. for a purchase price of EUR 6,487
thousand. This acquisition will be accounted for in the
2019 financial statements using the ‘purchase
accounting’ method.

Determination of fair value

The fair value of a financial instrument is the amount
for which an asset can be sold or a liability settled,
involving parties who are well informed regarding the
matter, willing to enter into a transaction and who are
independent from each other.
The fair value of forward exchange contracts and
commodities is based on the listed market price.
The fair value of interest rate swaps is based on the
interest rate development in relation to the inception of
the swap and the remaining term of the swap.
The fair value of non-listed financial instruments is
measured based on their expected future cash flows,
calculated using a discount rate that reflects the
risk-free market interest rate applicable to the residual
term of the instrument plus credit and liquidity risk
premiums.

Related parties

Transactions with related parties are disclosed if they
have not been entered into at arm’s length. Disclosed
are the nature and amounts involved with such
transactions, and other information that is deemed
necessary for an insight into the transactions.

Subsequent events

Events that provide further information on the actual
situation as at the balance sheet date and that emerge
before the financial statements are prepared, are
recognised in the financial statements.
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1. Intangible fixed assets

Movements in intangible fixed assets were as follows:

(in thousands of euros)

Emission
Goodwill allowances

Software

Prepayments
Intellectual
on
property intangible
rights fixed assets

Total

Balance as at 1 January
Purchase price
Accumulated amortisation

Carrying amount at
1 January

Investments

New consolidations

4,433

368

9,108

35,818

-

49,727

-799

-

-4,536

-3,234

-

-8,569

3,634

368

4,572

32,584

-

41,158

11,267

645

3,529

-

974

16,415

-

-

360

-

-

360

-1,405

-

-1,231

-1,775

-

-4,411

-

-325

-

-

-

-325

122

-

138

-

-

260

9,984

320

2,796

-1,775

974

12,299

Purchase price

15,872

688

13,002

35,818

974

66,354

Accumulated amortisation

-2,254

-

-5,634

-5,009

-

-12,897

Carrying amount at 31
December

13,618

688

7,368

30,809

974

53,457

Amortisation
Application
Currency translation differences
Movements in the carrying amount

Balance as at 31 December

The recognised goodwill concerns Brewery De Molen B.V., Latis, LLC and Bier & Co Holding B.V. The residual
economic life is 16, 18 and 20 years respectively.
The intellectual property rights mainly relate to the brands acquired in 2016. The residual economic life is 18 years.

2. Tangible fixed assets

Movements in tangible fixed assets were as follows:

Land and
buildings

Plant and
equipment

Other fixed
operating
assets

Other real
estate

Asset
under construction

Total

Purchase price

245,656

412,502

105,517

66,954

68,688

899,317

Accumulated depreciation and
impairment

-119,570

-295,585

-74,999

-41,980

-

-532,134

Carrying amount at
1 January

126,086

116,917

30,518

24,974

68,688

367,183

(in thousands of euros)

Balance as at 1 January

1,410

7,566

6,168

136

48,137

63,417

New consolidations

Investments

-

-

180

-

-

180

Disposals

-

-246

-151

-1,703

-

-2,100

26,277

62,030

3,499

-

-91,806

-

-7,326

-24,220

-7,852

-1,772

-

-41,170

Assets taken in use
Depreciation
Currency translation differences

243

907

166

-

-111

1,205

20,604

46,037

2,010

-3,339

-43,780

21,532

Purchase price

270,359

464,939

105,959

61,101

24,908

927,266

Accumulated depreciation and
impairment

-123,669

-301,985

-73,431

-39,466

-

-538,551

Carrying amount at 31
December

146,690

162,954

32,528

21,635

24,908

388,715

Movements in the carrying amount

Balance as at 31 December
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Other real estate mainly concerns on-trade premises.
Swinkels Family Brewers has entered into an investment commitment of EUR 9,778 thousand, more precisely
relating to the renewal of the glass lines in Lieshout and the expansion of the malting plant in Eemshaven.
The tangible fixed assets amount to EUR 18,193 thousand (2017: EUR 14,055 thousand) as collateral for debts to
credit institutions.
The purchase value of assets that have been fully depreciated but are still in use amounts to
EUR 245,630 thousand.

3. Financial fixed assets

Movements in financial fixed assets were as follows:

(in thousands of euros)

Balance as at 1 January

Receivables
from
Participating participating
interests
interests

Deferred
tax assets

Other
receivables

Total

963

117

829

7,449

9,358

-

-

-

7,679

7,679

120

-

-

-

120

Repayments on loans

-

-117

-

-3,341

-3,458

Exchange rate result on participating interest

2

-

-

-

2

New loans granted
Share in result of participating interests

Change in share
Change in deferred taxes

Balance as at 31 December

-22

-

-

-

-22

-

-

-209

-

-209

1,063

-

620

11,787

13,470

Participating interests
For an overview of the participating interests of Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V., please refer to the notes to
the financial fixed assets in the separate financial statements. The participating interests reported here relate to
Brewery De Molen B.V., EESV Beer & Selected Beverages (BSB), Beer & Selected Beverages Services B.V.,
Drankenpallet Beheer Nederland B.V., Malt Africa B.V. and Kestedemena Beverage Products Import & Export PLC,
the latter not included in the consolidation due to its negligible significance (despite the fact that it is controlled
by the majority).
Receivables from participating interests
The item receivables from participating interests concerned a subordinated loan granted to a participating
interest with a principal amount of EUR 350 thousand and a term of 3 years. The interest on the loan was 5.0% per
annum. Repayment was made annually in equal instalments. The loan was fully repaid at the end of 2018.
Deferred tax assets
The item deferred tax assets concerns deductible temporary differences. Of these receivables, an amount of
EUR 208 thousand (2017: EUR 208 thousand) is expected to be deductible within 1 year. Carry-forward losses that
have not been recognised amount to EUR 2,347 thousand (2017): EUR 1,914 thousand).
Other receivables
The other receivables mainly relate to loans to on-trade businesses. For a large part of these loans, security
has been provided in the form of pledges and mortgages. Where necessary, a provision for doubtful debts of
EUR 998 thousand (2017) has been formed for the remaining risk: EUR 1,744 thousand). For an amount of
approximately EUR 2,900 thousand (2017: EUR 2,600 thousand) the loans have a short-term nature.
The weighted average interest on these loans is approximately 2.9%.
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4. Inventories
(in thousands of euros)

2018

2017

30,883

19,465

Raw materials and consumables
Purchase price
Less: provision for obsolescence
Carrying amount

259

79

30,624

19,386

7,743

5,832

Work in progress
Cost of manufacture
Less: provision for obsolescence
Carrying amount

-

-

7,743

5,832

34,245

29,518

Finished goods
Cost of manufacture
Less: provision for obsolescence
Carrying amount

450

446

33,795

29,072

16,151

13,018

Other inventories
Cost of acquisition/manufacture
Less: provision for obsolescence
Carrying amount

781

453

15,370

12,565

The cost of inventories recognised as an expense in the profit and loss account amounts to EUR 434,558 thousand
(2017: EUR 405,133 thousand). The cost of sales can be specified as follows:
(in thousands of euros)
Raw materials and consumables
Wages and social security charges
Other attributable operating expenses
Net change in inventories

Cost of sales

2018

2017

310,095

272,672

43,955

38,618

87,142

89,705

-6,634

4,138

434,558

405,133

Movements in the provision for obsolescence (i.e. write-down of inventories to lower net realisable value) were as
follows:
2018

2017

978

296

Addition charged to the profit and loss account

1,203

909

Write-offs charged to the provision

-330

-93

Release credited to the profit and loss account

-361

-134

1,490

978

(in thousands of euros)

Balance as at 1 January

Balance as at 31 December

The release of the provision in 2018 largely relates to products for sale. Contrary to earlier expectations, a significant
part of the inventory of these products could still be sold at slightly reduced prices in 2018.
In 2018, inventories not legally owned by Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. were not recognised (2017: EUR 0).
Other inventories consist primarily of empty crates and bottles of Habesha Breweries SC and promotional and service
materials.
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5. Trade receivables
(in thousands of euros)
Amortised cost of outstanding receivables
Less: allowance for doubtful debts

2018

2017

144,416

129,133

5,196

5,243

139,220

123,890

No amounts with a residual term of more than 1 year are recognised under trade receivables (2017: EUR 0).
Given the short-term nature of the receivables and the fact that provisions for irrecoverability have been created
wherever necessary, the carrying amount of receivables recognised approximates the fair value.

6. Other receivables, prepayments and accrued income
2018

2017

Third-party deposits

1,809

1,249

Other

11,432

8,454

8,273

3,212

1,251

1,205

22,765

14,120

(in thousands of euros)

Other receivables

Accrued income
Prepaid amounts
Purchase bonuses receivable
Total

Accrued income includes an amount of EUR 930 thousand (2017: EUR 1,989 thousand) with a remaining term of over
1 year. The item “Other” does not include individual items of relative significance.

7. Cash and cash equivalents

The cash and cash equivalents are entirely at the disposal of the company (2017: ditto).

8. Group equity
2018

(in thousands of euros)
Share Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V.

Balance as at 1 January

329,449

Dividend distribution

-11,804

Other direct changes in equity

472

Net result 2018

36,324

Balance as at 31 December

354,441

Minority interests (Habesha Breweries SC and Latis, LLC)

Balance as at 1 January

13,390

Dividend distribution

-518

Capital contributions

6,237

Change in share

-110

Minority interests in net profit 2018

1,495

Currency translation differences

365

Balance as at 31 December

20,859

For further information, reference is made to the notes to the equity in the separate financial statements of
Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V.
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9. Provisions

The statement of change in the provisions can be specified as follows:

(in thousands of euros)

Balance as at 1 January

Provision
for claims,
Deferred tax disputes and
liabilities
lawsuits

Jubilee
provision

Other
provisions

Total

18,939

807

1,837

1,010

22,593

Additions charged to the result

3,126

620

147

2,328

6,221

Withdrawals

2,950

500

165

2,000

5,615

Release to the result

Balance as at 31 December

-

-

23

-

23

19,115

927

1,796

1,338

23,176

Provision for deferred tax liabilities
The provision for deferred tax liabilities encompasses the tax effect of the taxable temporary differences between
commercial and fiscal determination of profit. Deferred taxes with a residual term of 1 year or less, amount to EUR
1,882 thousand (2017: EUR 2,610 thousand).
Provision for claims, disputes and lawsuits
The provision for claims, disputes and lawsuits relates to disputes involving the company and/or group companies.
Although the outcome of these disputes cannot be predicted with any certainty, the expectation is, partly based
on legal advice obtained, that the disputes are likely to have a negative impact on the consolidated financial
position.
Jubilee provision
The jubilee provision relates to payments to employees based on the length of service and is largely long-term.
Approximately EUR 162 thousand (2017: approximately EUR 153 thousand) has a term of less than one year. The
provision relates to the estimated amount of long-service benefits to be paid in the future.
The calculation is based on commitments made, retention rates and ages. The following key actuarial principle
has been applied in determining the provision; discount rate: 0.39%, based on 10-year Dutch government bonds.
Other provisions
The item other provisions consists of a provision for loss-making contracts, a provision for redundancy of
individual employees and a provision for vacant on-trade premises. Other provisions amounting to approximately
EUR 483 thousand (2017: approximately EUR 452 thousand) are of a long-term nature.

10. Non-current liabilities

All non-current liabilities are denominated in euros, with the exception of the loans in Ethiopian Birrs, amounting
to EUR 18,193 thousand.

(in thousands of euros)
Loans

2018

Repayment
obligation
2019

Repayment
obligation
2-5 years

Repayment
obligation
after 5 years

2017

105

-

-

105

76

Deferred payment obligations

37,631

-

37,631

-

37,264

Credit institutions The Netherlands

78,945

-

78,945

-

48,945

Credit institutions Ethiopia

15,094

3,099

9,062

6,032

11,035

131,775

3,099

125,638

6,137

97,320

Total
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The (average) contractual interest rate revision dates or redemption dates (if earlier) and effective interest rates of
the above non-current loans are as follows:
Rate revision
dates

Redemption
dates

Effective
interest %

Loans

-

-

0.0%

Deferred payment obligations

-

1-1-2021

0.0%

7-12-2022

7-12-2022

1.8%

Not established

15-6-2020 tot
24-4-2025

11.5% tot
16.25%

Credit institutions The Netherlands
Credit institutions Ethiopia

The future development of the average interest rate depends on the development of the ratios in our financing
covenants, which also determine the level of the interest rate surcharges.
Loans
Loans concern non-banking debts to third parties. No interest is charged on these loans.
Deferred payment obligations
The deferred payment obligation relates to part of the cost of acquisition of a participating interest acquired in
2016. This amount will be settled in 2021 and is recognised at present value.
Credit institutions
In 2017, Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. agreed on a 5-year EUR 250,000 thousand line of credit with
a syndicate of credit institutions. On 31 December 2018, an amount of EUR 78,945 thousand was drawn on this
line of credit, which has been classified as non-current in its entirety. With this line of credit, all other outstanding
loans with credit institutions were repaid in 2017, with the exception of the loans taken out locally by Habesha
Breweries SC.
Movements in liabilities to credit institutions can be specified as follows:
(in thousands of euros)

Nominal principal as at 1 January

2018

2017

63,000

82,209

New loans and drawings on line of credit

94,361

69,331

Repayments

60,223

88,540

Remaining principal as at 31 December

97,138

63,000

Current portion as at 31 December
Non-current portion as at 31 December

3,099

3,020

94,039

59,980

Collateral
For loans from credit institutions in Ethiopia amounting to EUR 18,193 thousand (2017: EUR 14,055 thousand) the
following securities have been provided in the form of:
• First right of mortgage established on the real estate of Habesha Breweries SC.
• Right of pledge, first in rank on land and buildings, plant and equipment, vehicles and inventory of Habesha
Breweries SC.
Covenants
Financing acquired requires the company to comply with a number of covenants, the most significant of which
are as follows:
• (net) Debt/EBITDA ratio.
• Liquidity (current ratio).
The covenants were complied with at the end of the financial year.
Repayment obligations of less than 1 year are recognised under current liabilities.
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11. Current liabilities

Current liabilities (other debts and accruals) include an amount of EUR 2,542 thousand (2017: EUR 3,105 thousand)
with a remaining term longer than 1 year.

12. Other taxes and social security contributions
2018

2017

Excise duties

19,541

19,727

Value Added Tax

3,055

2,277

Wage tax

3,859

3,206

Social security contributions

1,724

1,775

Other

545

1,093

Total

28,724

28,078

(in thousands of euros)

13. Deposit and VBR obligation

The deposit and VBR obligation (reimbursement for handling returnable packaging) is based on the expected
returnable deposit-containing packaging such as bottles, crates and barrels that the company is obliged to buy
back. The expected return packaging to be received is based on estimated turnaround times and expected losses
in the market.

14. Other liabilities, accruals and deferred income
2018

2017

1,060

1,129

15,642

21,946

Invoices to be received

10,092

13,720

Client bonuses payable

11,198

10,989

Salaries and staff bonuses payable

11,553

9,725

Holiday allowance and annual leave

7,641

6,204

Commission payable

1,370

1,435

Marketing costs payable

2,544

2,358

390

485

61,490

67,991

(in thousands of euros)

Other liabilities
Deposits received
Other

Accruals and deferred income

Energy payable
Total

The carrying amount of the current liabilities approximates their fair value, given the short-term nature of the
items included.
The ‘other’ item does not include individual items of relative significance.

Financial instruments

General
In the normal course of business, the company uses a variety of financial instruments that expose the company
to market, currency, interest rate, cash flow, credit and liquidity risks. To manage these risks, the company has
established a policy, including a system of limits and procedures, to limit the risks of unforeseeable adverse
developments in the financial markets and thereby the company’s financial performance.
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The company uses derivative financial instruments, including forward exchange contracts, commodity swaps and
interest rate swaps, to manage risks. Derivative instruments are not used for trading purposes.
Market risk
Sales
The market risks relating to sales are not hedged with financial instruments, but are hedged in a different manner.
We refer to the Management Board’s report, page 85 ›.
Procurement
The raw materials for beer are mostly natural products. The climate, therefore, has a major impact on quality,
availability and, as such, the price. We take various measures to ensure that we suffer as little as possible from
these fluctuations. In order to limit price fluctuations for strategic goods, positions are taken for a maximum period
of five years and the company works with several suppliers.
Specifically for the procurement of aluminium, the company hedges price fluctuations by means of commodity
swaps. These are further explained in the note regarding the off-balance sheet assets and liabilities.
Credit risk
The company is exposed to credit risk on loans and receivables included in financial fixed assets, trade and other
receivables, cash and cash equivalents and the positive market value of derivative financial instruments. The
extent of the company’s exposure to credit risk is determined mainly by the individual profile of each customer.
Management also takes into account the demographic aspects of the customer base, including the risk of default
in the sector and the country where buyers operate. As part of the credit policy formulated by the Management
Board, each new client’s creditworthiness is assessed separately before the standard payment and delivery terms
and conditions are offered. Where available, external credit assessments are considered in this review. A buying
limit, i.e. the maximum outstanding amount allowed without approval from the Management Board, is set for each
client separately. These limits are reviewed each quarter. Customers who do not meet the creditworthiness
standards of Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. can only do business with the group on a prepayment basis.
The maximum credit risk to which the company is exposed amounts to EUR 200,106 thousand (2017: EUR 170,430
thousand), mainly consisting of trade debtors and cash and cash equivalents. Debtor positions are spread. The
highest individual debtor positions are in the retail sector in the Netherlands and within Holland Malt.
Interest rate risk
The company runs an interest rate risk on interest-bearing assets and liabilities and on the refinancing of existing
loans. For assets and liabilities with variable interest rate agreements, the company runs a risk with regard to future
cash flows. The company uses interest rate derivatives to reduce the interest risk of variable interest rate loans.
The following derivative instruments were outstanding at the end of the financial year:
Principal in
thousands of
Euros

Payable
interest

Receivable
interest

Start date
dd/mm/yy

End date
dd/mm/yy

Market value in
thousands of
Euros

38,945

1.36%

3m Euribor

07/12/17

07/12/22

-2,208

All derivatives are plain vanilla interest rate swaps, under which the company pays a fixed interest rate and
receives a variable interest rate based on EURIBOR. Aside from that, the company has agreed on an interest rate
floor that fixes the negative variable interest at 0.00%.
Currency risk
As a result of its international activities, the company is exposed to foreign currency risk, particularly from
Ethiopian birrs, US dollars, Canadian dollars and British pounds, as a result of receivables and liabilities included in
the balance sheet, net investments in foreign companies and future transactions.
As at the balance sheet date and after translation to euros, a total amount of EUR 25,009 thousand (2017:
EUR 21,377 thousand) in foreign currencies was invested in foreign participating interests with outstanding debts
to credit institutions totalling the translated amount of EUR 18,193 thousand (2017: EUR 14,055 thousand).
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The company’s policy is, where possible, to hedge 70% of the balance of expected future cash inflows and
outflows.
Liquidity risk
The company monitors its liquidity position by means of subsequent liquidity budgets. Management ensures that
sufficient cash is always available to the company to meet its obligations and that sufficient financial scope
remains available under the available facilities. The liquidity risk to which the group is exposed is considered to be
very limited.
Fair value
The fair value of the financial instruments recognised under cash and cash equivalents, current receivables,
current and non-current liabilities on the balance sheet approximates their carrying amount.

Off-balance sheet assets and liabilities
Long-term financial obligations
Charges as at the balance sheet date arising from rent, ground rent, lease and other commitments are as follows:
2018

2017

< 1 year

13,736

11,721

1-5 years

22,160

26,693

> 5 year

11,833

9,317

(in thousands of euros)

The amount of rent and lease payments recognised as an expense in 2018 is EUR 16,015 thousand (2017:
EUR 15,706 thousand).
Warranties
Warranties have been extended to third parties up to an amount of EUR 11,575 thousand (2017: EUR 11,265
thousand). A first mortgage of EUR 1,500 thousand has been pledged for the excise-duty credit of the State of the
Netherlands (2017: EUR 1,500 thousand). Warranties for third parties have been issued up to an amount of EUR 449
thousand (2017: EUR 1,007 thousand).
Rights and obligations arising from financial instruments
Hedge contracts have been taken out to hedge against aluminium price fluctuations. The fair value of the
aluminium hedge contracts as at 31 December 2018 amounted to EUR 88 thousand (2017: EUR 7,916 thousand).
The nominal value of these aluminium hedge contracts as at 31 December 2018 was EUR 31,549 thousand.
The contracts have terms up to and including 2022. There is no obligation to settle a negative market value of the
hedge contracts.
As at the balance sheet date, the liability in respect of forward exchange contracts still to be settled amounted to
EUR 25,815 thousand (2017: EUR 30,650 thousand). This concerns forward contracts in frequently traded foreign
currency. We sell this currency in 2019 against agreed forward exchange rates to hedge against price fluctuations.
The fair value of the unvalued forward exchange contracts totals EUR -103 thousand (2017: EUR -69 thousand).
As at the balance sheet date, no currency options were outstanding (2017: nominal contract value EUR 6,981
thousand).
Capital commitments
The capital commitments amounted to EUR 9,778 thousand as at the balance sheet date (2017: EUR 28,130
thousand), which mainly relate to investments for the brewery in Lieshout and the expansion of the malting plant
in Eemshaven.
Disputes
There are different legal disputes pending against the company and/or group companies, which are being
contested. Although the outcome of these disputes cannot be predicted with any certainty, it is assumed – partly
based on legal advice sought – that these will not have any materially unfavourable impact on the consolidated
financial position.
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15. Net turnover

The breakdown of net turnover by revenue categories is as follows:
2018

(in thousands of euros)
Beer

2017

496,093

70%

472,026

72%

47,740

7%

43,966

7%

108,531

15%

87,302

13%

8,637

1%

7,909

1%

Other

52,066

7%

47,785

7%

Total

713,067

100%

658,988

100%

Soft drinks
Malt
Licences

‘Other’ mainly relates to turnover from the sale of residual products, beverages purchased from third parties and
CereX products.
Net turnover divided by geographical regions:
2018

(in thousands of euros)
The Netherlands

2017

227,569

32%

212,688

33%

France

75,504

10%

68,016

10%

Belgium

62,863

9%

55,839

8%

Italy

39,571

6%

38,181

6%

100,227

14%

105,992

16%

Ethiopia

73,640

10%

65,259

10%

Other countries outside Europe

133,693

19%

113,013

17%

Total

713,067

100%

658,988

100%

Other Europe

The method of accounting for excise duties is determined per country. In several countries where Swinkels Family
Brewers Holding N.V. is active, excise duties are a tax levied on production (‘production tax’). Furthermore, an
increase in excise duties cannot always (fully) be charged to customers. In these countries excise duties are
included in net turnover. In other countries, excise duties are a sales tax, which is levied on sale and can be fully
charged on to customers. In those cases, excise duties are collected only on behalf of a third party and the excise
duties are not included in the net turnover. There is a significant amount of judgement in determining whether
excise duties are collected on behalf of a third party or not and therefore the way in which excise duties are
accounted for in the financial statements.
2018

2017

713,067

658,988

13,678

12,717

699,389

646,271

2018

2017

11,770

11,858

1,002

2,813

Income from sold assets

1,948

1,639

Exchange rate result

1,280

-

4,000

-

1,711

1,290

1,556

1,561

(in thousands of euros)
Net turnover (as recognised in the profit and loss account)
Which include: excise duties
Net turnover (after deduction of excise duties included in net turnover)

16. Other operating income
(in thousands of euros)
Rental income (on-trade) premises
Release of deposit obligation

Settlement of disputes
Earnings from tasting room/excursions
Earnings from services
Other

4,076

9,377

Total

27.343

28.538
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The ‘other’ item concerns mainly subsidies received and the sale of residual goods.

17. Wages and salaries

During the financial year 2018, the average number of employees in the group, converted to FTE, was 1,679 (2017:
1,517). The workforce (average number of FTEs) can be broken down by geographical region as follows:
2018

2017

The Netherlands

881

831

Belgium

175

178

Ethiopia

514

414

Other

109

94

Total

1,679

1,517

18. Social charges and pension costs

This item includes pension charges amounting to EUR 6,732 thousand (2017: EUR 6,095 thousand).
Employees in the Netherlands have a pension scheme that is administered by Stichting Achmea Algemeen
Pensioenfonds – Bavaria Group Scheme. This is a conditionally indexed average pay pension scheme. Indexation
(adjustment in line with price increases) of the awarded entitlements only takes place if and insofar as the funds of
the pension administrator allow it and the pension administrator has decided accordingly. Should the
circumstances at the pension administrator give rise to it, Management is entitled to decide to reduce
entitlements. Pursuant to the Dutch Pensions Act, the pension scheme is classified as an implementation
agreement.
The key agreements contained in this implementation agreement are:
• Indexation is no reason for contribution adjustments.
• Contribution reduction or rebate takes place if and insofar as the coverage ratio is 160% in accordance with the
Dutch Central Bank’s (DNB) standards and if the fund’s Management has decided accordingly.
• The maximum contribution is 25% over the pensionable pay.
As a result of the credit crisis and the falling interest rates in recent years, the ‘Bavaria Group Scheme’ as a whole
was in a reserve deficit as at the balance sheet date of 2018. The coverage ratio (market value of the investments
expressed as a percentage of the provision for pension liabilities in accordance with the DNB principles) of the
fund was 98.8% as at the end of December 2018. The minimum capital requirement (funding ratio) according to
DNB is 105%.
On 17 March 2017, Stichting Pensioenfonds Bavaria submitted an updated version of the recovery plan to DNB.
When it was transferred on 1 April 2017, Stichting Achmea Algemeen Pensioenfonds – Bavaria Group Scheme also
adopted Stichting Pensioenfonds Bavaria’s recovery plan. The most important element of the recovery plan is
that the fund has a future-proof indexation policy in which the indexation criterion for active and inactive
participants is wage inflation. This means that the fund will only award a supplement if the policy coverage ratio
as at 1 January of the financial year exceeds 110%. The amount of the supplement depends on the policy
coverage ratio and wage inflation. The pension of the participants, pension beneficiaries and former participants
has not been indexed in recent years. The update of the recovery plan in 2018 shows that, without additional
measures, the Group Scheme will be out of recovery within the set deadline. By the end of 2023, the policy
coverage ratio is expected to be higher than the required coverage ratio. However, this is based on assumptions
and the risk of reductions remains.
Employees abroad have pension schemes not quite comparable to how the Dutch pension system is organised
and functions. For such foreign schemes, a best estimate is made of the pension liability as at the balance sheet
date. In this context, no additional liabilities for foreign subsidiaries as at year-end 2018 (2017: nil) were recognised
in the consolidated financial statements of Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V., other than the liabilities with
respect to the regular contribution payments.
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19. Depreciation and amortisation
2018

(in thousands of euros)

2017

Intangible fixed assets
Goodwill

1,405

Emission allowances (applied)

333

325

-

Software

1,231

1,172

Intellectual property rights

1,775

1,776
4,736

3,281

Tangible fixed assets
Land and buildings

7,326

6,889

24,220

23,883

Other fixed operating assets

7,852

8,030

Other real estate

1,772

1,605

Plant and equipment

Total

41,170

40,407

45,906

43,688

20. Other costs of outsourced work and other external costs
2018

(in thousands of euros)
Office and IT costs

2017

6,956

6,475

13,678

12,717

7,101

7,688

Insurance and municipal taxes

4,450

4,545

Other

3,344

3,369

Total

35,529

34,794

2018

2017

Excise duties
Sundry (advisory) services

21. Interest income and similar income
(in thousands of euros)
Loans extended

269

253

Other

52

91

Total

321

344

(in thousands of euros)

2018

2017

Loans drawn

3,357

2,809

368

246

22. Interest expenses and similar charges

Financing expenses
Other

870

230

Total

4,595

3,285
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23. Taxes

Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. forms together with Bavaria N.V., Bavaria Vastgoed B.V., B.B.H. B.V.,
Bierbrouwerij De Koningshoeven B.V., Brand Direct B.V., Brouwershuys Moorees B.V., CereX B.V., Craft Beer B.V.,
H-West B.V. and Swinkels Innovations B.V. a fiscal unit for corporation tax.
Corporation tax is recognised in each of the companies for the part that the relevant company would have been
due to pay as an independent taxpayer, taking into account the tax facilities that apply to the company.
The tax charge in the profit and loss account is composed as follows:
2018

2017

13,265

8,042

520

-164

Movement in deferred tax liabilities

-2,008

-7,848

Total

11,777

30

(in thousands of euros)
Tax liability for the current financial year
Adjustments for previous years

The applicable weighted average tax rate is 25.4% (2017: 25.8%), whereby the weighted average tax rate has been
calculated based on results before taxes in the various tax jurisdictions. The tax charge in the profit and loss
account for 2018 amounts to EUR 11,777 thousand, or 23.8% of the result before tax (2017: 0.1%).
The numerical reconciliation between the applicable and the effective tax rate is as follows:
2018

2017

Result before tax

49,476

38,163

Tax charge based on applicable tax rate in the Netherlands

12,349

9,521

131

260

-

-4

(in thousands of euros)

Tax effect of:
• Different applicable tax rates abroad
• Results under the participation exemption
• Non-deductible costs

1,240

1,445

• Tax incentives

-1,751

-2,202

-42

-40

• Other differences and tax exemption in Ethiopia

-478

-2,382

• Rate change in deferred tax liability

-192

-5,963

• Tax burden previous years

520

-605

11,777

30

• Offsetting of foreign tax at source

Tax charge

24. Notes to the consolidated statement of cash flows

The net cash flow for 2018 is positive. The key developments with respect to cash flows in 2018 are:
• The cash flow from operating activities is lower than in 2017, mainly due to an increase in working capital.
• The cash flow from investing activities is in line with 2017.
• The cash flow from financing activities was positive in 2018 because the financing and capital contributions
received exceeded the dividend payments and repayments. To increase transparency here, the non-current
liabilities have been split into receipts and repayments.
In the preparation of the statement of cash flows, account was taken of changes that do not involve cash flows,
including:
• The change in accounts payable has been adjusted for the outstanding investment invoices as at year-end.
• The change in working capital from other receivables and liabilities concerns the total changes in the
receivables and current liabilities category on the balance sheet, excluding trade receivables, accounts payable
(shown separately) and credit institutions and the current portion of the non-current liabilities (recognised in
cash flow from financing activities).
• The investments have been adjusted for the outstanding investment invoices to provide insight into the cash
flow from investing activities.
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Transactions with related parties

Transactions with related parties are assumed when a relationship exists between the Company and a natural
person or entity that is affiliated with the Company. This includes, amongst others, the relationship between the
Company and its subsidiaries, shareholders, directors and key management personnel. Transactions are transfers
of resources, services or obligations, regardless whether anything has been charged.
There were no transactions with related parties that were not at arm’s length.
As part of its normal operations, the company buys and sells goods and services from and to participating
interests over which significant influence can be exercised. As a rule, these transactions are performed at arm’s
length under conditions that are similar to those of transactions with third parties. The remuneration of managing
and supervisory directors is disclosed in the notes to the separate financial statements.

Auditor’s fees

The following fees were charged by KPMG Accountants N.V. to the company, its subsidiaries and other
consolidated companies, as referred to in Section 2:382a(1) and (2) of the Dutch Civil Code.
KPMG
Accountants N.V.
2018

Other
KPMG network
2018

Total
KPMG
2018

430

65

495

79

-

79

Tax-related advisory services

-

21

21

Other non-audit services

3

178

181

512

264

776

2017

2017

2017

325

55

380

Other audit engagements

10

-

10

Other non-audit services

62

21

83

397

76

473

(in thousands of euros)
Audit of the financial statements
Other audit engagements

Total

Audit of the financial statements

Total

Subsequent events

There were no subsequent events that influence the financial position as at the balance sheet date of Swinkels
Family Brewers Holding N.V. and its affiliated companies.
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Separate balance sheet as at 31 December 2018
(before profit appropriation, in thousands of euros)
2018

2017

25.

459,565

405,934

Receivables from group companies

26.

43,989

9,609

Other accounts receivable, prepayments and
accrued income

27.

1,903

2,542

Cash and cash equivalents

28.

12,134

85

517,591

418,170

2018

2017

Assets
Non-current assets
Financial fixed assets
Current assets

TOTAL ASSETS

Liabilities
Shareholders’ equity

29.

Issued capital

45

45

Share premium reserve

49,777

49,777

Foreign currency translation reserve

-7,578

-7,984

62,807

65,272

213,066

186,925

Other statutory reserves
Other reserves
Unappropriated result

36,324

35,414
354,441

Non-current liabilities

329,449

30.

Deferred payment obligations

37,631

37,264

Credit institutions

78,945

48,945
116,576

86,209

43,156

-

1,238

-

2,180

2,512

517,591

418,170

Current liabilities
Liabilities to group companies

26.

Corporation tax
Other liabilities, accruals and deferred income

31.

TOTAL LIABILITIES

The notes on pages 126 to 132 › form an integral part of these separate financial statements.
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Separate profit and loss account for 2018
(in thousands of euros)
2018
Share in result of participating interests, after tax
Other income and expenses, after tax
Net result

2017

36,849

35,937

-525

-523
36,324

35,414

The notes on pages 126 to 132 › form an integral part of these separate financial statements.

Notes to the separate financial statements
2018
General

The separate financial statements are part of the 2018 group financial statements. The financial data of the
group are recognised in the consolidated financial statements. Insofar as items from the separate balance sheet
and the separate profit and loss account are not further explained below, reference is made to the notes to the
consolidated balance sheet and profit and loss account. The figures for 2017 have been reclassified to allow
comparability with 2018. This concerns the following reclassification:
• Reclassification from other reserves to other statutory reserves for an amount of EUR 4,579 thousand.

Accounting policies for the measurement of assets and liabilities and the determination
of the result
The principles for the valuation of assets and liabilities and result determination are the same as those used for
the consolidated balance sheet and profit and loss account, except for those specified below.
Financial instruments
In the separate financial statements, financial instruments are presented on the basis of the legal form.
Participating interests in group companies
On the separate balance sheet, participating interests in group companies are valued using the equity method on
the basis of their net asset value. For details of this valuation, reference is made to the principles for financial fixed
assets in the consolidated financial statements.
Net result from participating interests
The income (loss) from participating interests concerns the company’s share of the results of these participating
interests. Results on transactions where assets and liabilities were transferred between the company and its
participating interests and between participating interests themselves, are not recognised if they cannot be
deemed realised.
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25. Financial fixed assets

Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. is at the head of the group and directly or indirectly participates in the capital of:
Direct interests (fully consolidated)
1

Bavaria N.V. in Lieshout

100%

2

Bavaria Overseas Breweries B.V. in Lieshout

100%

3

Holland Malt Holding B.V. in Lieshout

100%

4

Palm N.V. in Steenhuffel (Belgium)

60% *

Indirect interests (fully consolidated)
5

Bavaria Far East Ltd in Wan Chai (Hong Kong)

100%

6

Bavaria Overseas Breweries (B.O.B.) ll B.V. in Lieshout

100%

7

Bavaria Overseas Breweries (B.O.B.) III B.V. in Lieshout

100%

8

Bavaria Panama S.A. in Panama City (Panama)

100%

9

Bavaria USA, LLC in Ridgefield (US)

100%

10 Bavaria Vastgoed B.V. in Lieshout

100%

11

100%

B.B.H. B.V. in Amsterdam

12 Bierbrouwerij De Koningshoeven B.V. in Berkel-Enschot

100%

13 Bier & Co Holding B.V. in Amsterdam

100%

14 Beer & Co Sweden AB in Sundsvall (Sweden)

100%

15 Bierenko Amsterdam B.V. in Amsterdam

100%

16 Bierenzo B.V. in Amsterdam

100%

17 Brand Direct B.V. in Lieshout

100%

18 Brasserie Palm Québec Inc. in Chambly (Canada)

100%

19 Brasserie Bavaria Québec Inc. in Chambly (Canada)

100%

20 Brewfinder B.V. in Amsterdam

100%

21 Brouwershuys Moorees B.V. in Lieshout

100%

22 CereX B.V. in Lieshout

100%

23 Craft Beer B.V. in Berkel-Enschot

100%

24 Drinks Rotterdam B.V. in Rotterdam

100%

25 Eaglepace Ltd in Leicester (United Kingdom)

100%

26 Habesha Breweries SC in Addis Abeba (Ethiopia)

61%

27 Holland Bavaria Mexico, S.A. de C.V. in Puebla (Mexico)

100%

28 Holland Malt B.V. in Lieshout

100%

29 Holland Malt overseas malting B.V. in Lieshout

100%

30 H-West B.V. in Helmond

100%

31 Latis, LLC in Ridgefield (US)

90%

32 Mouterij Lieshout B.V. in Lieshout

100%

33 Swinkels Family Brewers France S.A.R.L (formerly Brasserie Bavaria S.A.R.L.) in Mareil Marly (France)

100%

34 Swinkels Family Brewers Ibérica, S.A. (formerly Bavaria Ibérica S.A.) in Barcelona (Spain)

100%

35 Swinkels Family Brewers Italia S.R.L. (formerly Bavaria Italia S.R.L.) in Turin (Italy)

100%

36 Swinkels Family Brewers U.K. Limited (formerly Bavaria (UK) Ltd) in Burton-on-Trent (United Kingdom)

100%

37 Swinkels Innovations B.V. in Lieshout

100%

* This concerns the legal interest as at the balance sheet date. The economic interest is 100%.
For other indirect interests (participating interests) see page 128 ›.
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Indirect interests (participating interests)
38 Beer & Selected Beverages Services B.V. in Raamsdonksveer

9%

39 Brouwerij De Molen B.V. in Bodegraven

35% *

40 Drankenpallet Beheer Nederland B.V. (DPB) in Amsterdam

13%

41 EESV Beer & Selected Beverages (BSB) in Raamsdonksveer

9%

42 Kestedemena Beverage Products Import & Export PLC in Addis Abeba (Ethiopia)

51%

43 Malt Africa B.V. in Lieshout

15%

* The interest in Brewery De Molen B.V. was increased to 100% on 31 January 2019.

2018

2017

404,310

366,989

55,255

38,945

459,565

405,934

(in thousands of euros)
Participating interests in group companies
Receivables from group companies
Total
Movements in financial fixed assets were as follows:

(in thousands of euros)

Balance as at 1 January
Loans granted
Currency translation
differences
Dilution of share capital
Share in result of
participating interests

Balance as at 31
December

Participating interests
in group companies

Receivables from
group companies

Total

366,989

38,945

405,934

-

16,310

16,310

406

-

406

66

-

66

36,849

-

36,849

404,310

55,255

459,565

The company has assumed joint and several liability pursuant to Section 403, Part 9, Book 2, Civil Code for Bavaria
N.V., Holland Malt Holding B.V., Bavaria Vastgoed B.V., B.B.H. B.V., Bierbrouwerij De Koningshoeven B.V., Brand
Direct B.V., Brouwershuys Moorees B.V., CereX B.V., Craft Beer B.V., Holland Malt B.V., H-West B.V., Mouterij
Lieshout B.V. and Swinkels Innovations B.V. In addition, a letter of support has been issued for Swinkels Family
Brewers U.K. Limited.
Receivables from group companies
The item receivables from group companies consists of loans granted to Bavaria Vastgoed B.V., Holland Malt B.V.,
Bavaria N.V. Swinkels Innovations B.V., Craft Beer B.V. and Bier & Co Holding B.V. with a total principal amount of
EUR 55,255 thousand and a term of 5 years. The average interest rate on the loans is 1.8% per annum. Repayment is
made at the latest at the end of the term. The carrying amount of receivables recognised approximates their fair
value.

26. Amounts receivable from and payable to group companies

Receivables from group companies amount to EUR 43,989 thousand (2017: EUR 9,609 thousand) from receivables
from participating interests in which the company can exercise significant influence and have an expected term of
less than one year. The interest on these receivables amounts to the 3-month base rate (Libor or Euribor) plus a
mark-up of 0.6%. The other amounts receivable from and payable to group companies relate to the current
account balances with group companies, which are mainly related to the zero-balancing of the bank accounts. No
interest is charged on this.

27. Other receivables, prepayments and accrued income

The other receivables, prepayments and accrued income consist entirely of the market value of the old interest
rate swaps that were novated on refinancing in 2017. These are amortised using the straight-line method over a
period until 2023.
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28. Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents are entirely at the disposal of the company.

29. Shareholders’ equity

(in thousands of euros)

Balance as at
1 January 2017

Issued
capital

Foreign
Share
currency
premium translation
reserve
reserve

Other
statutory
reserves

Other
reserves

Unappropriated
result

Total

45

49,777

1,691

63,546

166,007

32,939

314,005

Results for 2017

-

-

-

-

-

35,414

35,414

Dividend distribution

-

-

-

-

-

-10,968

-10,968

Currency translation
differences

-

-

-9,675

-

-

-

-9,675

Sale of depository receipts

-

-

-

-

658

-

658

Dilution share capital
participating interests

-

-

-

-

15

-

15

To statutory reserves

-

-

-

1,726

-1,726

-

-

To other reserves

-

-

-

-

21,971

-21,971

-

45

49,777

-7,984

65,272

186,925

35,414

329,449

Results for 2018

-

-

-

-

-

36,324

36,324

Dividend distribution

-

-

-

-

-

-11,804

-11,804

Currency translation
differences

-

-

406

-

-

-

406

Dilution share capital
participating interests

-

-

-

-

66

-

66

To statutory reserves

-

-

-

-2,465

2,465

-

-

To other reserves

-

-

-

-

23,610

-23,610

-

45

49,777

-7,578

62,807

213,066

36,324

354,441

Changes in 2017

Balance as at
1 January 2018
Changes in 2018

Balance as at
31 December 2018

Issued capital
The company’s authorised capital is EUR 225 thousand, divided into 225,000 ordinary shares with a nominal value
of EUR 1.00 each, of which 45,000 have been issued. The issued and paid-up capital is fully classified as issued for
tax purposes in the meaning of section 3a of the Dividend Taxes Act 1965.
Share premium reserve
The share premium comprises the contribution to the shares insofar as it exceeds the amount of the contribution
obligation. The share premium is freely distributable.
Foreign currency translation reserve
This legal reserve comprises exchange rate differences arising from the translation of the functional currency of
foreign operations into the presentation currency of the parent company. On the disposal of a participating
interest, the cumulative exchange rate differences relating to that participating interest are transferred to the
profit and loss account.
Other statutory reserves
This comprises the statutory reserves at the foreign subsidiaries. An additional statutory reserve is formed when
the participating legal entity cannot realise payment of the (cumulative) profits or capital gains recognised in the
participation value, for example, because there is no overall control, or because the profit or capital gain has not
been recognised by the participating interest in its own financial statements.
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Other reserves
In 2014, Bavaria N.V. purchased 32,798 depositary receipts for shares in Ambrig B.V. from its parent company
Ambrig B.V. In 2017, 25,155 of these depositary receipts were sold.
Unappropriated result
The result after taxes for 2018 has been recognised in the unappropriated result item of shareholders’ equity. The
2017 financial statements were adopted at the General Meeting held on 18 April 2018. The General Meeting has
determined the appropriation of the result in accordance with the proposal of the Management Board.
Proposed appropriation of result
With the approval of the Supervisory Board, the Management Board proposes to the General Meeting to
appropriate the result after tax for 2018 as follows: an amount of EUR 16,346 thousand to be distributed as
dividend and the remaining amount of EUR 19,978 thousand to be added to the other reserves.
The company can only make payments to the shareholders and other parties entitled to the distributable profit
insofar as the shareholders’ equity exceeds the paid-up and called-up part of the capital plus reserves that are
required by law and under the articles of association.

30. Non-current liabilities

All non-current liabilities are denominated in euros.

2018

Repayment
obligation
2019

Deferred payment obligations

37,631

-

37,631

-

37,264

Credit institutions

78,945

-

78,945

-

48,945

116,576

-

116,576

-

86,209

(in thousands of euros)

Total

Repayment Repayment
obligation
obligation
2-5 years after 5 years

2017

The (average) contractual interest rate revision dates or redemption dates (if earlier) and effective interest rates on
the non-current loans recognised above are as follows:

(in thousands of euros)

Rate revision
dates

Redemption
dates

Effective
interest %

-

1/1/2021

0.0%

7/12/2022

7/12/2022

1.8%

Deferred payment obligations
Credit institutions

Deferred payment obligations
The deferred payment obligation relates to part of the cost of acquisition of a participating interest acquired in
2016. This amount will be settled in 2021 and is recognised at present value.
Credit institutions
On 7 December 2017, Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. agreed on a 5-year EUR 250,000 thousand line of credit
with a syndicate of credit institutions. On 31 December 2018, an amount of EUR 78,945 thousand was drawn on
this line of credit, which has been classified as non-current in its entirety.
Movements in liabilities to credit institutions can be specified as follows:
2018

(in thousands of euros)

2017

Nominal principal as at 1 January

48,945

-

Drawing on line of credit

86,000

68,963

Repayments

56,000

20,018

Remaining principal as at 31 December

78,945

48,945

Current portion as at 31 December
Non-current portion as at 31 December

-

-

78,945

48,945
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Covenants
Financing acquired requires the company to comply with a number of covenants, the most significant of which
are as follows:
• (net) Debt/EBITDA ratio.
The covenants were complied with at the end of the financial year.

31. Other liabilities, accruals and deferred income

Only the market value of the interest rate swap that was novated as part of the refinancing is recognised in the
other liabilities, accruals and deferred income item. This is amortised using the straight-line method over the
period up to and including 2022.

Financial instruments

General
The handling of the applicable financial instruments and risks is included in the notes to the consolidated
financial statements. However, there are some specific financial instruments that apply and that only appear in
the separate financial statements. This mainly concerns receivables from group companies and liabilities to group
companies.
Market risk
Given the nature of the activities of the holding company Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V., no additional
market risks have been identified compared to the consolidated financial statements.
Credit risk
The company is exposed to credit risk on loans and receivables recognised in financial fixed assets, receivables
from group companies, other receivables, cash and cash equivalents and the positive market value of derivative
financial instruments. The maximum credit risk incurred by the holding company Swinkels Family Brewers Holding
N.V. amounts to EUR 99,244 thousand (2017: EUR 48,554 thousand), which mainly consists of (non-current)
receivables from group companies. Given the nature and counterparties of these receivables, the credit risk
relating to such receivables from group companies is estimated to be very limited.
Interest rate risk
The company runs an interest rate risk on interest-bearing assets and liabilities and on the refinancing of existing
loans. For an explanation of the interest rate risk incurred and the applicable interest rate derivatives to hedge the
interest rate risk incurred, see the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
Currency risk
Since the number of transactions of the holding company Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. is limited and
such transactions mainly take place in the reporting currency euros, the currency risk is limited. However, the
company is exposed to currency risk on participating interests held in foreign currencies as already explained in
the consolidated financial statements.
Liquidity risk
The company monitors its liquidity position by means of subsequent liquidity budgets. For an explanation of the
liquidity risk incurred, see the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
Fair value
The fair value of the financial instruments recognised in the balance sheet under cash and cash equivalents,
non-current and current receivables, current and non-current liabilities approximates their carrying amount.

Off-balance sheet assets and liabilities

Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. has issued liability statements as referred to in Book 2, Article 403 of the
Dutch Civil Code for a number of 100% group companies included in the consolidation. By virtue of these, Swinkels
Family Brewers Holding N.V. is jointly and severally liable for debts arising from the legal actions of these group
companies, to the amount of EUR 125.000 thousand. For details, please refer to the notes to the financial fixed
assets.
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Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. forms, together with Bavaria N.V., Bavaria Vastgoed B.V., B.B.H. B.V.,
Bierbrouwerij De Koningshoeven B.V., Brand Direct B.V., Brouwershuys Moorees B.V., CereX B.V., Craft Beer B.V.,
H-West B.V. and Swinkels Innovations B.V. a fiscal entity for the levying of corporation tax and turnover tax; each
of the companies is liable for the tax payable by all companies involved in the fiscal entity according to the
standard conditions.
Settlement between the company and its subsidiaries takes place via current account relationships. The following
method is applied with regard to recharges/allocation of corporation tax within the fiscal unity; because the
company recharges corporation taxes within the fiscal unity under the assumption that all group companies are
independent tax entities, all deferred tax positions, both deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities, are in
principle deferred receivables and deferred liabilities of these group companies to the company.

Personnel

Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. employed no personnel in 2018 (2017: 0 FTE).

Share of result of participating interests, after tax

This relates to the company’s share in the results of its participating interests, of which an amount of EUR 36,729
thousand (2017: EUR 35,719 thousand) concerns group companies.

Remuneration of managing and supervisory directors

The total amount charged to the group in the financial year for the remuneration of managing directors is EUR
4,193 thousand (2017: EUR 4,157 thousand). Remuneration comprises of periodic remuneration, long-term
remuneration, payments upon termination of employment and the applicable LTI scheme. This LTI is dependent
on the increase of the average normalised EBITDA over a consecutive period of 4 years. The LTI is paid out shortly
after the end of the 4-year period. A clawback clause applies to the LTI scheme. The LTI is paid out in cash, with
the members of the Management Board, provided they are a member of the Swinkels family, being entitled to use
the amount to purchase Ambrig B.V. depositary receipts. The receipts thus acquired are subject to a lock-up rule.
At year-end 2018, an amount of EUR 1,814 thousand (2017: EUR 1,134 thousand) was reserved for this conditional
payment.
The remuneration of supervisory directors amounted to EUR 227 thousand (2017: EUR 135 thousand).

Transactions with related parties

For details of transactions with related parties, reference is made to the notes to the consolidated financial
statements.

Subsequent events

There were no subsequent events that influence the financial position as at the balance sheet date of Swinkels
Family Brewers Holding N.V. and its affiliated companies.
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Lieshout, 20 March 2019

Management Board

J.R.A.S.E. Swinkels, chairman
P-J.J.M. Swinkels
C.A.S. Swinkels
P.J.F. Swinkels

Supervisory Board
J.W. Baud, chairman
L.J.G.M. Swinkels
P.P.M.M. Swinkels
F.S.E.M. van der Zande
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• Note on scope and changes
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governing the appropriation of profit
• Branch offices
• Assurance report of the independent
auditor

Colleagues Mick van Winkelhof and Hennie van de Laar of Holland Malt inspect the malt.
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Notes on scope
and changes
This annual report relates to the 2018 financial year,
which started on 1 January 2018 and ended on 31
December 2018. We have an annual reporting cycle.
The most recent previous annual report (2017) was
published on 28 April 2018.

From 2016, CSR reporting has been group-based.
As a result, CSR data for 2014 and 2015 is not included in
this report. Figures for Holland Malt and Palm were not
yet included in the 2016 report. Where figures are not
comparable for this reason, this is explained.

This annual report sets out the performances of
Swinkels Family Brewers, the social impact of these
performances and the financial results. The financial
account includes all companies in which Swinkels
Family Brewers Holding N.V. has a participating
interest. In terms of CSR, we report about the topics
that are important to Swinkels Family Brewers.
Which topics and business units are covered is
determined on the basis of the following criteria:

Data on waste and responsible drinking have been
reported for the first time since last year.

• Materiality; to what extent do CSR topics affect
stakeholders’ choices?
• Swinkels Family Brewers’ sphere of influence; to what
extent can Swinkels Family Brewers exert influence?
• External awareness of our activities and stakeholders’
desire to integrate relevant CSR information.
• The feasibility of including qualitative or quantitative
information.
• Following a merger and acquisition, information will,
insofar as feasible, be recognised from the first full
reporting year onwards.

The table below explains how we report about the
various business units and why certain business units
are not covered in the CSR information.

This year, for the first time, we have included an estimate
with regard to circularity. We will further develop the
reporting method for this in the coming years.
The data relating to energy and carbon dioxide has been
adjusted for 2017 due to better data quality.

In scope

Notes

Brewery in Lieshout

We are the 100% owner and determine CSR behaviour. The activities at the brewery in
Lieshout are the biggest in terms of scope at Swinkels Family Brewers.

Soft drink production
in Lieshout

The majority (approximately 90-95%) of our soft drink production takes place under
private label. This means that we have no influence on recipes, packaging, retail
strategy or politically relevant themes. We only have influence on the efficiency in the
use of water and energy. The obesity theme may be relevant to the production of soft
drinks, but due to a lack of influence, we limit ourselves to wider industry initiatives.
With regard to Swinkels Family Brewers’ own soft drinks, we have a policy of not setting
up marketing activities here.

Brewery
De Koningshoeven

Together with the monks of Abdij Onze Lieve Vrouw van Koningshoeven, we can
influence the CSR behaviour of the brewery de Koningshoeven. The scope of activities
is limited for Swinkels Family Brewers as a whole, which is why we mainly focus on the
performances in the fields of safety, energy, water consumption and carbon dioxide
emissions.

Brewery Habesha
(Ethiopia)

We are the 61% owner and determine CSR behaviour. For this brewery, it is not always
possible to present quantitative data in the same way as we do for the brewery in
Lieshout. This is indicated in this annual report. During the next few years, we do wish to
bring this report in line with the reports for our Dutch breweries and we will be holding
talks about it with local parties in Ethiopia.

Holland Malt

We are the 100% owner and determine CSR behaviour. The operations of our malting
plants in Lieshout and Eemshaven are an important part of our supply chain.

Palm breweries

We acquired a 60% stake in these breweries in 2016. The remaining 40% will follow
in 2021. The CSR data of the Palm breweries have been included since 2018.
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Limited in scope

Notes

Licensees

Licensees in Russia, Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Moldova, Croatia, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Montenegro and Serbia must comply with regulations on recipes,
raw materials and packaging. They have no choice in that respect.
Swinkels Family Brewers visits all breweries of licensees at least once a year.
At present, these visits generally consist of a business meeting about quality.
We are going to extend this to full audits that also include CSR aspects.
We want to achieve this by 2020.

Out of scope

Notes

Brewery de Molen
(Bodegraven)

We have a minority interest (35%) in De Molen and as such only limited influence on
its business operations. Also, the scope of the activities is very limited compared to
the scope of the activities of Swinkels Family Brewers in Lieshout. De Molen produces
about 10,000 hectolitres per year, Swinkels Family Brewers produces about 8 million
hectolitres of beer per year.

Foreign sales
organisations

The impact of sustainability measures is very limited here. Moreover, the location of
any impact cannot be determined unambiguously because a sales office serves a
large region.
The offices in Europe are larger, the offices outside Europe usually consist of one to
three people.

Latis

Latis is a distributor and forms one of the links in the distribution chain.
They arrange local distribution and logistics from their office in the United States.
They limit themselves to commercial activities and engage third parties for the rest,
as a result of which the impact is small.

Bier&cO

Bier&cO was acquired in 2018. In collaboration with Bier&cO, Swinkels Family Brewers
will distribute international beer brands. Bier&cO is limited to commercial activities,
so the impact is limited.

CSR reporting criteria

CSR assurance

Swinkels Family Brewers reports in accordance with
the GRI standards of the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) at a core level and based on the internal reporting
criteria for CSR information. The GRI Standards are the
world’s most widely accepted standards for drafting
CSR reports. The GRI Standards can be found at
www.globalreporting.org. The internal reporting
criteria can be found on our website
(www.swinkelsfamilybrewers.com).

Swinkels Family Brewers has instructed KPMG to
provide external assurance for the CSR information in
the report. The CSR information within the scope of
this assurance is shown in the section entitled ‘From
stakeholder interests to materiality’ on page 16 ›.
The KPMG assurance report can be found on
page 140 ›.

To determine what information to include in the report,
we have performed a GRI-based materiality analysis,
which is outlined on page 16 › of the annual report.
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Independent
auditor’s report
To: the General Meeting and the Supervisory Board of
Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V.

Report on the accompanying financial
statements

Our opinion
We have audited the financial statements 2018 of
Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. (hereinafter: ‘the
Company’), based in Lieshout (hereinafter: ‘the financial
statements’).
In our opinion the accompanying financial statements
give a true and fair view of the financial position of
Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V. as at 31
December 2018 and of its result for 2018 in accordance
with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code.
The financial statements comprise:
1	the consolidated and separate balance sheet as at
31 December 2018;
2	the consolidated and separate profit and loss
account for 2018;
3 the consolidated statement of cash flows for 2018;
4	the consolidated statement of comprehensive
income for 2018; and
5	the notes comprising a summary of the accounting
policies and other explanatory information.
Basis for our opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Dutch law,
including the Dutch Standards on Auditing.
Our responsibilities under those standards are further
described in the ‘Our responsibilities for the audit of
the financial statements’ section of our report.

• directors’ report;
• report of the supervisory board;
• other information pursuant to Part 9 of Book 2 of the
Dutch Civil Code; and
• other (‘appendices’).
• Based on the following procedures performed,
we conclude that the other information:
• is consistent with the financial statements
and does not contain material misstatements;
• contains the information as required by Part 9
of Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code.
We have read the other information. Based on our
knowledge and understanding obtained through our
audit of the financial statements or otherwise, we have
considered whether the other information contains
material misstatements.
By performing these procedures, we comply with the
requirements of Part 9 of Book 2 of the Dutch Civil
Code and the Dutch Standard 720. The scope of the
procedures performed is less than the scope of those
performed in our audit of the financial statements.
The Management Board is responsible for the
preparation of the other information, including the
directors’ report, in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of
the Dutch Civil Code, and other information pursuant
to Part 9 of Book 2 of the Dutch Civil Code.

Description of the responsibilities for the
financial statements

Responsibilities of the Management Board and the
Supervisory Board for the financial statements
The Management Board is responsible for the
preparation and fair presentation of the financial
statements in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of
the Dutch Civil Code. Furthermore, the Management
Board is responsible for such internal control as the
Management Board determines is necessary to enable
the preparation of the financial statements that are
free from material misstatement, whether due to
errors or fraud.

We are independent of Swinkels Family Brewers
Holding N.V. in accordance with the Wet toezicht
accountantsorganisaties (Wta, Audit firms supervision
act), the ‘Verordening inzake de onafhankelijkheid van
accountants bij assurance-opdrachten’ (ViO, Code of
Ethics for Professional Accountants, a regulation with
respect to independence) and other relevant
independence regulations in the Netherlands.
Furthermore, we have complied with the ‘Verordening
gedrags- en beroepsregels accountants’ (VGBA, Dutch
Code of Ethics).

As part of the preparation of the financial statements,
the Management Board is responsible for assessing
the company’s ability to continue as a going concern.
Based on the financial reporting framework mentioned,
the Management Board should prepare the financial
statements using the going concern basis of
accounting unless the Management Board either
intends to liquidate the Company or to cease
operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.

We believe the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion.

Report on the other information included
in the annual report
In addition to the financial statements and our
auditor’s report thereon, the annual report contains
other information that consists of:
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The Management Board should disclose events and
circumstances that may cast significant doubt on the
company’s ability to continue as a going concern in
the financial statements.
The Supervisory Board is responsible for overseeing
the company’s financial reporting process.
Our responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements
Our objective is to plan and perform the audit
assignment in a manner that allows us to obtain
sufficient and appropriate audit evidence for our
opinion.
Our audit has been performed with a high, but not
absolute, level of assurance, which means we may
not have detected all material errors and fraud during
our audit.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or errors and are
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate,
they could reasonably be expected to influence the
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of the
financial statements. The materiality affects the
nature, timing and extent of our audit procedures and
the evaluation of the effect of identified misstatements
on our opinion.
We have exercised professional judgement and have
maintained professional scepticism throughout the
audit, in accordance with Dutch Standards on Auditing,
ethical requirements and independence requirements.
Our audit included e.g.:
• identifying and assessing the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements, whether
due to errors or fraud, designing and performing audit
procedures responsive to those risks, and obtaining
audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement resulting from
fraud is higher than for one resulting from errors,
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of
internal control;
• obtaining an understanding of internal control
relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances,
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control;
• evaluating the appropriateness of accounting
policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the
Management Board;

• concluding on the appropriateness of management’s
use of the going concern basis of accounting and
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a
material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the
Company’s ability to continue as a going concern.
If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we
are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report
to the related disclosures in the financial statements
or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our
opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s
report. However, future events or conditions may
cause the company ceasing to continue as a going
concern;
• evaluating the overall presentation, structure and
content of the financial statements, including the
disclosures; and
• evaluating whether the financial statements represent
the underlying transactions and events in a manner
that achieves fair presentation.
Because we are ultimately responsible for the opinion,
we are also responsible for directing, supervising and
performing the group audit. In this respect we have
determined the nature and extent of the audit
procedures to be carried out for group entities. Decisive
were the size and/or the risk profile of the group entities
or operations. On this basis, we selected group entities
or operations for which an audit or review had to be
carried out on the complete set of financial information
or specific items.
We communicate with those charged with governance
regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and
timing of the audit and significant audit findings,
including any significant findings in internal control that
we identify during our audit.
Breda, 20 March 2019
KPMG Accountants N.V.
R.J.H.A. Jansen RA
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Provisions in the
Articles of Association governing
the appropriation of profit
In accordance with Article 25 of the Articles
of Association:

1. The company can only make payments to the
shareholders and other parties entitled to the
distributable profit insofar as the shareholder’s
equity of the company exceeds the amount of the
paid-up and called-up part of the company’s
capital, increased by the reserves required by law.
2. Profit can only be distributed after adoption of the
financial statements which show that it is allowed.
The profit as established in the financial statements
is at the disposal of the General Meeting of
shareholders.
3. The company may only make interim distributions
if the requirement of article 25.1 has been met, as
evidenced by an interim statement of assets and
liabilities as referred to in article 2:105 paragraph 4.
Dutch Civil Code and once the preceding approval
of the Supervisory Board has been obtained.

4. No distribution shall be made to the company on
shares in its capital acquired by the company or on
shares for which the company holds depositary
receipts.
5. For the calculation of the profit distribution, the
shares on which no distribution is made for the
benefit of the company, pursuant to the provisions
of Article 25.4, shall not be taken into account.
6. Any claim a shareholder may have to a distribution
shall lapse after five years, to be computed from the
day on which such a distribution becomes payable.

Branch offices
The company has branch offices in South Africa and Dubai.
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Assurance report of
the independent auditor
Reporting criteria

To the Management Board and shareholders of
Swinkels Family Brewers Holding N.V.

The sustainability information needs to be read and
understood together with the reporting criteria. Swinkels
Family Brewers Holding N.V. is responsible for selecting
and applying these reporting criteria, taking into account
applicable law and regulations related to reporting.

Our conclusion

We have reviewed the sustainability information in the
annual report ‘Family Stories’ (hereafter: the sustainability information) for the year 2018 of Swinkels Family
Brewers Holding N.V. based in Lieshout. A review is
aimed at obtaining a limited level of assurance.
Based on our procedures performed, nothing has come
to our attention that causes us to believe that the
sustainability information is not prepared, in all material
respects, in accordance with the reporting criteria as
included in the section ‘Reporting criteria’ of this
assurance report.
The sustainability information consists of the information on the topics as defined in the section ‘From
stakeholder interests to materiality: which topics were
important?’ on pages 16 and 17 of ‘Family Stories’
(hereafter: the report).
The sustainability information comprises a representation of the policy of Swinkels Family Brewers Holding
N.V. with regard to sustainability and the thereto related
business operations, events and achievements during
the year.

Basis for our conclusion

We have performed our review of the sustainability
information in accordance with Dutch law, including
Dutch Standard 3810N ‘Assurance-opdrachten inzake
maatschappelijke verslagen’ (Assurance engagements
relating to sustainability reports).
Our responsibilities under this standard are further
described in the ‘Our responsibilities for the review of
the sustainability information’ section of this assurance
report.
We are independent of Swinkels Family Brewers Holding
N.V. in accordance with the ‘Verordening inzake de
onafhankelijkheid van accountants bij assuranceopdrachten’ (ViO, Code of Ethics for Professional
Accountants, a regulation with respect to independence) and other relevant independence regulations
in the Netherlands. Furthermore, we have complied
with the ‘Verordening gedrags- en beroepsregels
accountants’ (VGBA, Dutch Code of Ethics).
We believe that the assurance evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our conclusion.

The reporting criteria used for the preparation of
the sustainability information are the Sustainability
Reporting Standards of the Global Reporting Initiative
(GRI) and the applied supplemental reporting criteria as
disclosed under ‘Notes on scope and changes’ on page
135 and 136 of the report.

Limitations to the scope of our review

The sustainability information includes prospective
information such as ambitions, strategy, plans,
expectations and estimates. Inherently the actual
future results are uncertain. We do not provide any
assurance on the assumptions and achievability of
prospective information in the sustainability
information.

Responsibilities of the Management Board
for the sustainability information

The Management Board of Swinkels Family Brewers
Holding N.V. is responsible for the preparation of the
sustainability information in accordance with the
reporting criteria as included in the section ‘Reporting
criteria’ of this assurance report, including the identification of stakeholders and the definition of material
topics. The choices made by the Management Board
regarding the scope of the sustainability information
and the reporting policy are summarized in chapter
‘From stakeholder interests to materiality: which topics
were important?’ on pages 16 and 17 and in chapter
‘Notes on scope and changes’ on page 135 and 136
of the report.
The Management Board of Swinkels Family Brewers
Holding N.V. is also responsible for such internal control
as the Management Board determines is necessary to
enable the preparation of the sustainability information
that is free from material misstatement, whether due
to fraud or error.

Our responsibilities for the review of the
sustainability information
Our objective is to plan and perform the review
in a manner that allows us to obtain sufficient and
appropriate assurance evidence for our conclusion.

Procedures performed to obtain a limited level of
assurance are aimed to determining the plausibility of
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-- Interviewing management and relevant staff at
corporate and local level responsible for the
sustainability strategy, policy and results;
-- Interviewing relevant staff responsible for providing
the information for, carrying out internal control
procedures on, and consolidating the data in the
sustainability information;
-- Determining the nature and extent of the review
procedures for the group components and
locations. For this, the nature, extent and/or risk
profile of these components are decisive. Based
thereon we selected the components and
locations to visit. The visits to production sites
Holland Malt in Eemshaven (Netherlands), Palm in
Steenhuffel (Belgium), and Habesha in Debre
Birhan (Ethiopia) are aimed at, on a local level,
validating source data and evaluating the design
and implementation of internal controls and
validation procedures;
-- Obtaining assurance information that the
sustainability information reconciles with
underlying records of the company;
-- Reviewing, on a limited test basis, relevant internal
and external documentation;
-- Performing an analytical review of data and trends.
• Evaluating the presentation, structure and content of
the sustainability information;
• Considering whether the sustainability information
as a whole, including the disclosures, reflects the
purpose of the reporting criteria used.

information and vary in nature and timing from,
and are less in extent than for, a reasonable assurance
engagement. The level of assurance obtained in review
engagements with a limited level of assurance is
therefore substantially less than the assurance
obtained in audit engagements.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or errors and are
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate,
they could reasonably be expected to influence the
decisions of users taken on the basis of the sustainability information. The materiality affects the nature,
timing and extent of our review procedures and the
evaluation of the effect of identified misstatements on
our conclusion.
We apply the ‘Nadere voorschriften kwaliteitssystemen’
(NVKS, Regulations on quality management systems)
and accordingly maintain a comprehensive system of
quality control including documented policies and
procedures regarding compliance with ethical requirements, professional standards and applicable legal and
regulatory requirements.
We have exercised professional judgement and have
maintained professional scepticism throughout the
review, in accordance with the Dutch Standard 3810N,
ethical requirements and independence requirements.
Our review included amongst others, the following
procedures:
• Performing an analysis of the external environment
and obtaining an understanding of relevant social
themes and issues, and the characteristics of the
company;
• Evaluating the appropriateness of the reporting
criteria used, their consistent application and related
disclosures in the sustainability information. This
includes the evaluation of the results of the
stakeholders’ dialogue and the reasonableness of
estimates made by the Management Board;
• Obtaining an understanding of the reporting
processes for the sustainability information, including
obtaining a general understanding of internal control
relevant to our review;
• Identifying areas of the sustainability information
with a higher risk of misleading or unbalanced
information or material misstatements, whether due
to fraud or error. Designing and performing further
assurance procedures aimed at determining the
plausibility of the sustainability information
responsive to this risk analysis. These procedures
included among others:

We communicate with the Management Board
regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the review and significant findings that
we identify during our review, including possible
significant weaknesses in internal controls.
Breda, 20 March 2019
KPMG Accountants N.V.
R.J.H.A. Jansen RA
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Branch-based CSR data
GRI Content Index
Stakeholders dialogue
Definitions and abbreviations

Colleagues Frederik Jurriens and Patrick Publie add hops to the brew at brewery Palm.
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CSR data
per branch
Parameter
per branch

Brewery and
malting plant
in Lieshout
(Netherlands)

Brewery
Debre Birhan
(Ethiopia)

Brewery
Steenhuffel
(Belgium)

Brewery
Roeselare
(Belgium)

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2017

95 / 56

125 / 76

153 / 75

5/5

16 / 20

12 / 13

2/0

1/0

18

19

18

20

21

21

11

8

753

735

593

455

147

151

22

21

83 / 17

82 / 18

100 / 0

100 / 0

68 / 32

74 / 26

85 / 15

88 / 12

Accident frequency (LTA
per 100 FTEs)

2.2

2.8

0.5

0.5

1.5

5.3

4.5

17.9

Lost-time accidents (LTA)

15

19

6

3

2

7

1

4

0

1

3

1

1

0

0

0

Joined/left
Female employees (%)
FTE (excl. agency workers
and trainees)
Full-time/part-time
employees (%)

Lost-time accidents at
contractors
Sickness absence (%)

3.8

5.2

0.3

0.9

5.1

3.8

5.5

2.7

Carbon dioxide emissions
(kilotons)

54.8

51.5 *

11.1

7.6 *

5.4

5.5

0.8

0.7

Carbon dioxide emissions
beer (kg/hl)

5.1

4.9 *

13.3

9.8 *

17

15.4

22.6

20.6

Carbon dioxide emissions
malt (kg/ton of malt)

174

107 *

-

-

-

-

-

-

Energy consumption (TJ)

952

915

114

86 *

101

104

14

14

Renewable energy
as % of total energy
consumption

6.6

6.9

17.5

22 *

5.7

7.3

6.6

6.9

Specific water
consumption (hl/hl)

3.9

3.8

4.1

4

6.4

6.7

7.9

8.1

Specific water consumption
(hl/ton of malt)

43

42

-

-

-

-

-

-

Water pumped from our
own spring (x1000 m3)

2,968

2,835

371

314

269

313

0

19

Effluent water discharged
(x1000 m3)

1,956

1,767

193

192

225

234

21

22

99.5

99.2

62.4

37.4

96.3

95.4

97.5

97.1

Total waste recovery (%)

* The 2017 figures for energy and carbon dioxide have been adjusted on the basis of improved data quality.
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Parameter
per branch

Brewery
Berkel-Enschot
(The Netherlands)

Eemshaven
Malting House
(The Netherlands)

2018

2017

2018

2017

2018

2/2

6/0

7/5

7/1

2/1

Female employees (%)

21

19

0

0

4

FTE (excl. agency workers
and trainees)

51

51

28

25

87 / 13

83 / 17

100 / 0

2.6

0.0

7.3

Joined/left

Full-time/part-time
employees (%)
Accident frequency (LTA
per 100 FTEs)

Total (consolidated)

DC De Meern
(The Netherlands)

2018

2017

3 / 2 277 / 159

159 / 97

0

18

19

22

16

1.615

1.454

100 / 0

83 / 17

100 / 0

87 / 13

87 / 13

5.1

8.3

9.7

1.4

2.3

2017

Lost-time accidents (LTA)

1

0

2

1

2

2

29

36

Lost-time accidents at
contractors

1

0

0

0

0

0

5

2

Sickness absence (%)

3.1

2.4

4.3

1.7

11.4

9.0

2.75

3.61

Carbon dioxide emissions
(kilotons)

2.5

2.3

43.7

26.9

0.3

0.2

118

95

Carbon dioxide emissions
beer (kg/hl)

23.5

24.4

-

-

-

-

7.1

6.4

Carbon dioxide emissions
malt (kg/ton of malt)

-

-

203

186

-

-

193

150

Energy consumption (TJ)

28

26

596

363

3

3

1,808

1,652

Renewable energy
as % of total energy
consumption

35.2

34.4

0

0

30.5

27.8

5.5

6.7

Specific water
consumption (hl/hl)

7.7

7.7

-

-

-

-

4.2

4.1

-

-

23

23

-

-

30.17

31.40

Water pumped from our
own spring (x1000 m3)

86

63

-

-

-

-

3,693

3,545

Effluent water discharged
(x1000 m3)

85

75

360

296

0

1

2,841

2,587

97.6

95.5

88.6

87.6

34.3

30.1

94.0

87.0

Specific water consumption
(hl/ton of malt)

Total waste recovery (%)
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GRI Content Index
GRI Standard Disclosure

Reference

(Partial) omission

General Disclosures

GRI 102:
General
Disclosures

Organisational profile
102-1 Name of the organisation

Cover page ›

102-2 Activities, brands, products
and services

About us (p. 5 ›) Global growth
with local commitment
(p. 26 to 31 ›)

102-3 Location of headquarters

Notes to the consolidated
financial statements (p. 99 ›)

102-4 Location of operations

Notes to the different items
of the separate financial
statements (p. 127 ›)

102-5 Ownership and legal form

Management structure
(p. 83 and 84 ›)

102-6 Markets served

Global growth with local
commitment (p. 26 ›)

102-7 Scale of the organisation

Key figures (p. 12 and 13 ›)

102-8 Information on employees and
other workers

Employment and employment
relationships (p. 53 ›),
Branch-based CSR data
(p. 144 and 145 ›)

102-9 Supply chain information

Our supply chain (p. 14 and 15 ›)

102-10 Significant changes to the
organisation and its supply chain

Notes on scope and changes
(p. 135 and 136 ›)

102-11 Precautionary principle
or approach

Risk Management
(p. 87 and 88 ›)

102-12 External initiatives

Sustainable Development Goals
and long-term value creation
24), Stakeholders dialogue
(p. 153 ›)

102-13 Membership of associations

Stakeholders dialogue (p. 153 ›)

Strategy
102-14 Statement from senior
decision-maker

Our year (p. 10 ›)

Ethics and integrity
102-16 Core values, principles,
standards and behavioural norms

Our manifest (p. 19 ›) Ethics,
governance and remuneration
(p. 35 ›)

Governance
102-18 Governance structure

Management structure
(p. 83 and 84 ›)
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The percentages of
full-/part-time workers
and employee contracts
are not further broken
down by gender, as
these are less material
for Swinkels Family
Brewers.

GRI Standard Disclosure

Reference

(Partial) omission

General Disclosures

GRI 102:
General
Disclosures

Stakeholder engagement
102-40 List of stakeholder groups

From stakeholder interests
to materiality (p. 16 ›),
Stakeholders dialogue (p. 153 ›)

102-41 Collective bargaining
agreements

Ethics, governance and
remuneration (p. 31 ›)

102-42 Identifying and selecting
stakeholders

From stakeholder interests to
materiality (p. 16 ›)

102-43 Approach to stakeholder
engagement

From stakeholder interests
to materiality (p. 16 ›),
Stakeholders dialogue (p. 153 ›)

102-44 Key topics and concerns
raised

From stakeholder interests
to materiality (p. 16 and 17 ›),
Stakeholders dialogue (p. 153 ›)

Reporting practice
102-45 Entities included in the
consolidated financial statements
(not covered in this report)

Notes on scope and changes
(p. 135 and 136 ›)

102-46 Defining report content and
topic boundaries

From stakeholder interests to
materiality (p. 16 and 17 ›),
Notes on scope and changes
(p. 135 and 136 ›)

102-47 List of material topics

From stakeholder interests to
materiality (p. 16 ›)

102-48 Restatements of information

Notes on scope and changes
(p. 135 and 136 ›)

102-49 Changes in reporting

Notes on scope and changes
(p. 135 and 136 ›)

102-50 Reporting period

Notes on scope and changes
(p. 135 and 136 ›)

102-51 Date of most recent report

Notes on scope and changes
(p. 135 and 136 ›)

102-52 Reporting cycle

Notes on scope and changes
(p. 135 and 136 ›)

102-53 Contact point for questions
regarding the report

Colophon (p. 157 ›)

102-54 GRI application level

Notes on scope and changes
(p. 135 and 136 ›)

102-55 GRI Content Index

GRI Content Index (p. 146 ›)

102-56 External assurance

Notes on scope and changes
(p. 136 ›), Independent auditor’s
assurance report (p. 140 ›),
Management structure (p. 84 ›)
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Due to the difference
in data quality, we
cannot include an
overall percentage.
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GRI Standard Disclosure

Reference

Material topic
GRI 200 Economic

GRI 103:
Managementapproach

Economic performance
103-1 Explanation of the material
topic and its boundary

103-2 Management’s approach and
its components
103-3 Management review of the
subject

GRI 201:
Economic
performance

201-1 Direct economic values
generated and distributed

From stakeholder interests
to materiality (p. 16 and 17 ›),
SDGs and long-term value
creation, (p. 24 and 25 ›), Notes
to the consolidated financial
statements (p. 94 ›)
Crown Cap (p. 21 ›), Financial
stability (p. 32 and 33 ›)
Crown Cap (p. 21 ›), Financial
stability (p. 32 and 33 ›)

Our key figures (p. 12 and 13 ›)
Our figures (p. 94 to 98 ›)

GRI 300 Environment

GRI 103:
Managementapproach

Energy
103-1 Explanation of the material
topic and its boundary

103-2 Management’s approach and
its components
103-3 Management review of the
subject

GRI 302:
Energy

302-4 Reduction of energy
consumption

From stakeholder interests to
materiality (p. 16 and 17 ›), SDGs
and long-term value creation,
(p. 24 and 25 ›), Notes on scope
and changes (p. 135 and 136 ›)
Crown Cap (p. 23 ›),
Energy (p. 68 ›)

Crown Cap (p. 23 ›),
Energy (p. 68 ›)

Crown Cap (p. 23 ›),
www.swinkelsfamilybrewers.com
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(Partial) omission

GRI Standard Disclosure

Reference

GRI 300 Environment

GRI 103:
Managementapproach

Water
103-1 Explanation of the material
topic and its boundary

103-2 Management’s approach and
its components
103-3 Management review of the
subject

GRI 303:
Water
GRI 103:
Managementapproach

GRI 305:
Greenhouse
gas emissions
GRI 103:
Managementapproach

303-1 Water recycled and reused

Crown Cap (p. 23 ›),
Water management (p. 70 ›)

Crown Cap (p. 23 ›),
Water management (p. 70 ›)
Water management (p. 70 ›)

Emissions
103-1 Explanation of the material
topic and its boundary

From stakeholder interests to
materiality (p. 14 and 15 ›), SDGs
and long-term value creation,
(p. 22 and 23 ›), Notes on scope
and changes (p. 115 and 116 ›)

103-2 Management’s approach and
its components

Crown Cap (p. 23), Energy and
carbon dioxide emissions
(p. 68 ›)

103-3 Management review of the
subject

Crown Cap (p. 23 ›), Energy and
carbon dioxide emissions
(p. 68 ›)

305-4 Intensity of greenhouse gas
emissions

Energy and carbon dioxide
emissions (p. 68 ›)

Effluents and waste
103-1 Explanation of the material
topic and its boundary

103-2 Management’s approach and
its components
103-3 Management review of the
subject

GRI 306:
Effluents
and waste

From stakeholder interests to
materiality (p. 14 and 15 ›), SDGs
and long-term value creation,
(p. 22 and 23 ›), Notes on scope
and changes (p. 115 and 116 ›)

From stakeholder interests to
materiality (p. 14 and 15 ›), SDGs
and long-term value creation,
(p. 22 and 23 ›),
Notes on scope and changes
(p. 115 and 116 ›)
Crown Cap (p. 23 ›),
Waste (p. 71 ›),
Water management (p. 70 ›)
Crown Cap (p. 23 ›),
Waste (p. 71 ›),
Water management (p. 70 ›)

306-1 Water discharge by quality
and destination

Water management (p. 70 ›)

306-2 Waste by type and disposal
method

Waste (p. 71 ›)
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(Partial) omission
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GRI Standard Disclosure

Reference

(Partial) omission

GRI 400 Social

GRI 103:
Management
approach

Occupational health and safety
103-1 Explanation of the material
topic and its boundary

103-2 Management’s approach and
its components

GRI 403:
Occupational
health and
safety

From stakeholder interests to
materiality (p. 16 and 17 ›), SDGs
and long-term value creation,
(p. 24 and 25 ›), Notes on scope
and changes (p. 135 and 136 ›)
Crown Cap (p. 22 ›), Employee
safety and well-being
(p. 54 and 55 ›)

103-3 Management review of the
subject

Crown Cap (p. 22 ›), Employee
safety and well-being
(p. 54 and 55 ›)

403-2 Types of injury and rates of
injury, occupational diseases, lost
days, and absenteeism, and number
of work-related fatalities

Employee safety and
well-being (p. 54 ›)
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No breakdown by
region and gender has
been made as Swinkels
Family Brewers does not
consider this material.
ODR and LDR are not
reported.

GRI Standard Disclosure

Reference

GRI 400 Social

GRI 103:
Management
approach

Consumer health and safety
103-1 Explanation of the material
topic and its boundary

103-2 Management’s approach and
its components

GRI 416:
Consumer
health and
safety
GRI 103:
Management
approach

Crown Cap (p. 22 ›), Food safety
and quality (p. 55 ›)

103-3 Management review of the
subject

Crown Cap (p. 22 ›), Food safety
and quality (p. 55 ›)

416-2 Non-compliance incidents
related to the health and safety
impact of products

Violations of laws and
regulations (p. 87 ›)

Marketing and labelling
103-1 Explanation of the material
topic and its boundary

103-2 Management’s approach and
its components

GRI 417:
Marketing
and labelling

From stakeholder interests to
materiality (p. 14 and 15 ›), SDGs
and long-term value creation
(p. 22 and 23 ›), Notes on scope
and changes (p. 115 and 116 ›)

From stakeholder interests to
materiality (p. 16 and 17 ›), SDGs
and long-term value creation,
(p. 24 and 25 ›), Notes on scope
and changes (p. 135 and 136 ›)
Crown Cap (p. 21 ›), Responsible
drinking (p. 52 ›)

103-3 Management review of the
subject

Crown Cap (p. 21 ›), Responsible
drinking (p. 52 ›)

417-2 Incidents of non-compliance
concerning product and service
information and labelling

Violations of laws and
regulations (p. 88 ›)

417-3 Incidents of noncompliance concerning marketing
communications

Violations of laws and
regulations (p. 88 ›)
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(Partial) omission

Stakeholders dialogue
Stakeholder

Form of contact

Relevant topics

Swinkels family and other
shareholders

• General meetings of shareholders
• Interactive session on the
re-evaluation of the Crown Cap
and prioritisation of topics with
the Swinkels family

• Financial stability
• Governance
• Employee safety, well-being and
training
• Food safety
• Customer and consumer
experience
• Innovation
• Water management
• Growing impact of responsible
drinking

Management Board

• Weekly board meeting
• Six CSR steering group meetings
per year
• Interactive session on the r
e-evaluation of the Crown Cap
and prioritisation of topics

• Financial stability
• Ethics, governance and
remuneration
• Employment and employment
relationships
• An increasing impact of
renewable energy, responsible
drinking, employee safety, food
safety and water management

Supervisory Board

• Meetings with the Management
Board

• Financial stability
• Ethics, governance and
remuneration
• Employment and employment
relationships

Customers (On-trade & Retail)

• Contact through regular
commercial meetings with Sales
Department
• Re-evaluation of the Crown Cap
and prioritisation of topics based
on questionnaires

•
•
•
•

Workforce

•
•
•
•
•
•

Work meetings
Through Works Council
Be Safe programme
Compliance programme
Training
Interactive session on the
re-evaluation of the Crown Cap
and prioritisation of topics for
the Netherlands and Belgium
and questionnaire in Ethiopia

• Safety and well-being
• Jobs and terms and conditions of
employment
• Courses
• Sustainable employability
• Financial stability
• Circularity
• Quality

Suppliers

• Structural collaboration and
contact through Procurement
and Supply Chain Management
• Re-evaluation of the Crown Cap
and prioritisation of topics based
on questionnaires

• Ethics
• Sustainable procurement,
including how to cultivate barley
more sustainably, lightweight
packaging and renewable energy
• Circular business model
• Safety and well-being
• Innovation and customer
experience
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Business ethics
Food safety
Customer experience
Innovation

Stakeholder

Form of contact

Relevant topics

Governments, social
organisations, interest
groups and memberships,
including ZLTO, Brabantse
Milieufederatie, IVN, MVO
Nederland, Nederlandse
Brouwers, Vereniging Belgische
Brouwers, Federatie Nederlandse
Levensmiddelen Industrie (FNLI),
Vereniging Industriewater
(VIW), Vereniging voor Energie,
Milieu en Water (VEMW),
Stichting Verantwoorde
Alcoholconsumptie
(STIVA), Brabants Zeeuwse
Werkgeversvereniging (BZW),
among others.

• Regular talks about permits
• Ad hoc meetings on specific
social issues
• Interactive session on the
re-evaluation of the Crown Cap
and prioritisation of topics

• Responsible drinking
• Renewable energy and carbon
footprint
• Circularity
• Sustainable procurement
• Water management
• Waste management

Abdij Onze Lieve Vrouw van
Koningshoeven, local residents/
community

• Interactive session on the
re-evaluation of the Crown Cap
and prioritisation of topics
• Ad hoc meetings on specific local
topics
• Ad hoc meetings with local
authorities

• Responsible drinking
• Renewable energy and carbon
footprint
• Circularity
• Sustainable procurement
• Water management
• Waste management

Financial institutions and
stakeholders (banks, tax
authorities, customs, insurance
companies)

• Regular contact
• Re-evaluation of the Crown Cap
and prioritisation of topics based
on questionnaires

• Financial stability
• Governance
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Definitions
and abbreviations
Remuneration

‘Pay’.

Biodiversity

The variety of plant and animal life in a particular ecosystem.

Circularity 	The system intended to maximise the reusability of products and raw materials and
to minimise the destruction of value. This differs from the current linear system,
where raw materials are converted into products that are destroyed at the end of
their useful life.
Carbon footprint and
emissions
		

A measure of carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere by a particular
individual, organisation or community through the use of fossil fuels in road traffic, 		
aviation and transport, as well as the production of electricity and heating.

COD 	COD indicates the amount of oxygen required in order to break down material in
wastewater.
Discharge 	Discharge consists in the appropriately authorised body within the organisation
confirming that directors have performed all their duties in pursuing their (financial)
policy, releasing them from liability for their management. It basically constitutes
approval of the policy. Within Swinkels Family Brewers, the shareholders grant
discharge.
EBITDA
		
		
		

Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortisation, or the result before
interest, income taxes, depreciation, other amounts written-down and amortisation.
This corresponds with the operating result corrected before depreciations and other
write-downs of fixed assets.

Effluent

Discharged, treated water that originates from the water treatment plant.

ERP system
		

Enterprise Resource Planning system, i.e. the software used by the company to
support all processes across the company.

FTE
		

Full-time equivalent. A unit that expresses the scope of employment or workforce.
1 FTE is one full 40-hour working week.

FSC

Forest Stewardship Council.

Consolidated figures 	Figures from the parent company that include the results of the subsidiaries. Certain
rules apply to the way in which figures are consolidated and whether or not a
subsidiary can be consolidated.
Geothermal energy 	Also referred to as the earth’s internal heat. This is local sustainable heat energy
that is generated and stored deep within the earth and used to heat homes,
greenhouses and industrial plants.
Headcount

Counting the number of people (instead of using full-time equivalents).

Hedge contracts 	Contracts under which a hedge is agreed. By taking out a hedge, financial
transactions are hedged against the opposite transactions to reduce risks such as
interest rate changes, exchange rate fluctuations or commodity price fluctuations.
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HR

Human Resources.

Irrigation
		

The use of a range of engineering resources and structures to supply water to
agricultural crops in the event of rainfall shortages.

Liquidity
		

The liquidity ratio indicates the extent to which a company can meet its current
payment obligations.

LKvV

Landelijke Kamer van Verenigingen (National Federation of Student Associations).

Mitigating measures
		

Activities focused, in any way, on the elimination, avoidance or reduction of the cause
or consequences of an undesirable event.

MJ

Megajoules (1 million joules, the unit for energy).

CSR

Corporate Social Responsibility, also referred to as sustainable business practices.

Net debt

Interest-bearing debts (short-term and long-term) less cash and cash equivalents.

Lost-time accidents (LTA) 	A work-related accident that results in absence on the next working day or shift.
Accident frequency
		

The number lost-time accidents (LTA) as a ratio of the total number of employees.
The exact calculation is included in the internal reporting criteria.

WC

Works Council.

SB

Supervisory Board.

Scope 1 in 2 carbon dioxide
emissions

Emissions from production activities on site and by energy suppliers.

SDGs
		

Sustainable Development Goals, established by the United Nations (UN).
World goals to end extreme poverty, inequality, injustice and climate change.

Solvency 	The ratio of assets to debts recognised on the balance sheet.
		
Solvency expresses a company’s ability to pay its debts.
Stakeholder
		

Every party that has an influence on the company or on which the company can have
an influence.

STIVA

Stichting Verantwoorde Alcoholconsumptie (Responsible Drinking Campaign).

Volatility
		

The extent to which the price of a financial product, such as a currency, is subject to
fluctuation.

ZLTO
		

Zuidelijke land- en tuinbouworganisatie (Southern Agricultural and Horticultural
Organisation).

Cogeneration
		
		

Cogeneration (also referred to as combined heat and power) is the simultaneous 		
production of heat and power using an engine powered by one type of fuel (such as
natural gas).

Working capital

Current assets including cash and cash equivalents less short-term liabilities.
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